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PETITIONERS ' POST-CONFERENCE BRIEF

This brief is submitted on behalf of ArcelorMittal USA ("AMUSA"), Charter Steel,

Evraz Pueblo, Gerdau Ameristeel US, and Keystone Consolidated Industries, domestic producers

of carbon and alloy steel wire rod ("CASWR") and petitioners, along with Nucor Corporation, in

these antidumping and countervailing duty investigations of imported CASWR from China.

1. INTRODUCTION

The record data in this case provide strong evidence, and more than a "reasonable

indication," that dumped and subsidized CASWR imports from China have caused material

injury to the domestic industry. Even a cursory review of the charts set forth in Exhibit 1 leaves

little doubt that the domestic CASWR industry has suffered material injury and that the culprit is

China. Over the 2011 to 2013 period of investigation ("POI"), import volumes from China

surged from minimal levels to over 600,000 tons. Exhibit ("Exh.") 1, Chart 1, and Exh. 2. By

2013, China was the largest source of CASWR imports to the United States. As China's market

share surged from [ ] percent in 2011 to [ ] percent in 2013, the U.S. industry's

market share fell from [ ] percent to [ ] percent. Exh. 2. The rapid market inroads

China attained were accomplished by undercutting U.S. prices to a substantial degree. Quarterly

pricing data show significant underselling by China, particularly in 2013 as Chinese imports

surged into this market. Exh. 3.

The combined effects of large and increasing volumes of lower-priced imports that

undersold the domestic industry have been severely injurious to the domestic CASWR industry.

While demand for CASWR grew over the POI, the domestic industry saw its production and

shipments fall and its capacity utilization decline. Exh. 4. As the subject imports became

increasingly aggressive in their pricing behavior, domestic producer prices fell, pulling down net
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sales values . Exh. 4. The industry' s operating income over the POI was virtually [ I

and operating income as a percent of sales fell to only [ ] percent for the industry overall and

to [ ] percent for sales to the merchant market. Exh. 4. Workers were laid off, work shifts

were cut back, periodic shutdowns of U.S. facilities occurred, and the industry's anemic profit

levels prevented U.S. producers from undertaking planned investments. See Transcript of ITC

Preliminary Staff Conference conducted February 21, 2014 ("Tr.") at 12, 14-15 and 24.

No other factor explains the injury suffered here. Demand over the POI has increased,

non-subject imports have declined, and prices of non-subject imports are higher than those of

China. Exhs. 2 and 5. The facts here are so compelling that parties appearing in opposition to

this petition at the staff conference did not even contest the injury claims by the industry or deny

the volume and pricing problems caused by China. Instead, they focused on exclusion requests

for certain types of CASWR and on the effects of this action on downstream consumers - neither

of which is a relevant legal inquiry. See section III.D.5.

Notably, no Chinese producer appeared at the staff conference or has responded to the

Commission's questionnaire to date, likely in recognition not only that this action has merit but

that the data they could submit would only support petitioners' case all the more. Available

information on the Chinese CASWR industry shows a massive and expanding capacity, idle

capacity that could supply the U.S. market many times over, increasing third-country barriers on

Chinese CASWR, and a growing export focus generally and towards the United States

specifically - all of which also demonstrate an imminent threat of further material injury from

China. See section IV.
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II. DOMESTIC LIKE PRODUCT AND INDUSTRY

A. The Domestic Like Product is Co-Extensive With the Scone of the Petition
and Consists of All Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod

The domestic like product in this case mirrors the scope of the petition and consists of all

CASWR. This domestic like product definition is consistent with the statute and supported by

the like product definition the Commission adopted in its earlier investigations and reviews of

CASWR imports! Section 771(10) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended ("the Act"), defines

the domestic like product as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in

characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an investigation." 19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). In

defining the like product, the Commission looks for clear dividing lines among possible like

products and disregards minor variations. Hosiden Corp. v. Advanced Display Mfrs., 85 F.3d

1561 (Fed. Cir. 1996). Applying the statutory standard in the 2002 determination, the

Commission found all wire rod to comprise a single continuum like product with no clear

demarcations by type, grade, size or use:

As a general matter, the record demonstrates no clear demarcation
between the various types of wire rod products, but rather indicates
a continuum of at least 11 major categories of products ranging
from low carbon wire rod such as industrial wire rod used for nails
and coat hangers, to medium to high quality wire rod, such as that
used for tire bead and prestressed concrete strand, to the highest-
end products, including CHQ, CSPBIC, and tire cord wire rod. In
cases such as the present one, where the domestically
manufactured merchandise consists of a broad spectrum of similar

1 See Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod from Brazil, Canada, Germany, Indonesia,
Mexico, Moldova, Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey and Ukraine, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-417-421 and
731-TA-953, 954, 956-959, 961 and 962 (Final), USITC Pub. 3546 at 6-12 (Oct. 2002) ("Final
Determination in CASWR from Brazil et al."); Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod from
Brazil, Canada, Indonesia, Mexico, Moldova, Trinidad & Tobago, and Ukraine, Inv. Nos. 701-
TA-417 and 731-TA-953, 954, 957-959, 961 and 962 (Review), USITC Pub. 4014 (June 2008)
("First CASWR Sunset") at 6-8.

-3-
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products, the Commission does not consider each item of
merchandise to be a separate like product that is only "like" its
counterpart in the scope, but considers the continuum itself to
constitute the domestic like product.

Final Determination in CASWR from Brazil et al., USITC Pub. 3546 at 7. All parties agree that

this investigation covers a single domestic like product, co-extensive with the scope . See Tr. at

99 (Mr. Waite: "We accept the Commission ' s previous like-product definitions and we accept

the like-product definition proffered in this proceeding as well."); 100-102 (exchange between

Mr. Grace and Ms. Turner). Thus, based on the statutory standard and the Commission ' s prior

like product determinations on CASWR, all carbon and certain alloy steel wire rod comprises a

single like product.2

The scope of this case differs from the scope of the existing CASWR orders in that it

does not contain an expressed exclusion of 1080 tire cord quality and grade 1080 tire bead

quality wire rod and does not reference a lower diameter range for CASWR.3 These differences

in scope do not change the Commission's like product analysis. First, in the 2002 investigations,

the Commission found "a single like product consisting of all wire rod, including the certain

2 See also First CASWR Sunset, USITC Pub. 4014 at 6-7; Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire
Rod from China, Germany, and Turkey, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-1099-1101 (Prelim.), USITC Pub.
3832 at 9-11 (Jan. 2006) ("CASWR from China, Germany, and Turkey").

3 Petitioners note that, as Ms. Turner correctly explained to Ms. Korbel and Mr. Grace at the
conference, the American Wire Producers Association ("AWPA") and Lincoln Electric's
requests to exclude certain types of CASWR from the scope of the investigations are irrelevant
to the Commission's domestic like product analysis and determination. See Tr. at 92 (Korbel),
and 100 (exchange between Mr. Grace and Ms. Turner). It is the role of the Commerce
Department, not the Commission, to determine the scope of the investigation. See, e.g,, Certain
Cold-Rolled Steel Products from Australia, India, Japan, Sweden, and Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-
TA-965, -971-972, -979, and -981 (Final), USITC Pub. 3536 (Sept. 2002) at 10, n.31; USEC,
Inc. v. United States, Slip Op. 01-1421, 2002 U.S. App. LEXIS 7845 (Fed. Cir. Apr. 25, 2002) at
9. The Commission does not have authority to exclude from its determination products that are
included within the scope. Sony Corp. of America v. United States, 712 F. Supp. 978, 983-85
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1989); Sandvik AB v. United States, 721 F. Supp. 1322, 1333 (CIT 1989), aff d,
904 F.2d 46 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

-4-
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grade 1080 tire cord and the grade 1080 tire bead wire rod products that Commerce excluded

from the scope of the investigations." Final Determination in CASWR from Brazil et al., USITC

Pub. 3546 at 12. Thus, inclusion of these products within the scope does not change the

Commission's like product analysis.

Second, the removal of the lower diameter limit of five millimeters does not change the

like product analysis. There was no domestic or subject foreign production of hot-rolled wire

rod in diameters below five millimeters at the time of the 2002 investigations. See id. at I-6

(noting that 7/32 inch (5.6 mm) wire rod, which was "the smallest cross-sectional diameter that

was being hot-rolled in significant commercial quantities."). After those investigations, Mexican

wire rod producer Deacero S.A. de C.V hot-rolled CASWR in diameters below five millimeters.

In 2012, Commerce found that Deacero circumvented the antidumping duty order with "wire rod

with an actual diameter of 4.75 mm to 5.00 mm" that was "altered in form or appearance in such

minor respects that it should be included within the scope of the order."4 Recognizing that

further technical advances may permit CASWR to be commercially available in even smaller

diameters, the scope language of this case removes the bottom descriptor of diameter to ensure

that all diameter of CASWR are encompassed by this order.

4 Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod from Mexico: Affirmative Final Determination of
Circumvention of the Antidumping Duty Order on Wire Rod from Mexico, 77 Fed. Reg. 59,892
(Dep't Commerce Oct. 1, 2012). The U.S. Court of International Trade remanded the
circumvention finding back to Commerce for further analysis and explanation. See Deacero S.A.
de C.V. v. United States, 942 F. Supp. 2d 1321 (Ct Int'1 Trade Sept. 30, 2013). On January 28,
2014, Commerce filed its Remand Determination with the Court of International Trade,
reversing its affirmative determination under protest. See Final Results of Redetermination
Pursuant to Court Remand: Deacero S.A. de C.V. and Deacero USA Inc., v. United States and
ArcelorMittal USA LLC Gerdau Ameristeel U.S. Inc., Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel, and Nucor
Corp., Court No. 12-00345 (Dep't Commerce Jan. 28, 2014). The Commerce Department's
Remand Determination is subject to further review by the Court and possible further appeal.

-5-
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Accordingly, consistent with its prior determinations, the Commission should conclude

that the like product in this case is coterminous with the scope language and covers all hot-rolled

products of carbon steel and alloy steel, in coils, of approximately circular cross section, less

than 19.00 mm in solid cross-sectional diameter not specifically excluded from the scopes

B. The Domestic Industry Consists of All U.S. Producers of CASWR

Section 771(4)(A) of the Act defines the relevant industry as the "producers as a {w}hole

of a domestic like product, or those producers whose collective output of a domestic like product

consists of a major proportion of the total domestic production of the product." 19 U.S.C. §

1677(4)(A). Based on this definition, the domestic industry consists of all U.S. producers of

CASWR. There are no related party issues in this case.6

5 On February 13, 2014, petitioners clarified the scope of this investigation in two ways: (1)
changed the phrase "of approximately round cross section" in the first sentence of the scope to
read "of approximately circular cross section," to harmonize the language describing the cross-
sectional shape of CASWR in the petition with the terminology used in the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS"); and (2) added a sentence after the tariff classification
description in the scope explaining that merchandise entered under HTSUS subheadings
7213.99.0090 and 7227.90.6090 may be within the scope of the investigation if its meets the
physical description of subject CASWR. See Petitioners' Feb. 13, 2014 Scope Clarification
Letter at 1-3. Neither of these technical changes lead to any difference in the comparable
domestic like product.

6 U.S. CASWR producer [

I

-6-
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III. THERE IS A REASONABLE INDICATION OF MATERIAL INJURY BY
REASON OF DUMPED AND SUBSIDIZED IMPORTS OF CASWR FROM
CHINA

A. Conditions of Competition

1. The Domestic Industry Has More Than Ample Capacity to Supply the
Domestic CASWR Market, Which Has Experienced Stable and
Slightly Increasing Demand

As discussed at the staff conference, the domestic industry has more than enough

capacity to supply current and imminent demand for CASWR. See, e.g., Tr. at 20 (Nystrom).

The capacity of the domestic industry to produce CASWR has been relatively stable over the

POI, dipping only slightly from [ ] short tons in 2011 to [ ] short tons in

2012 and then to [ ] short tons in 2013, a total decline of only [ ] percent. See Exh.

4. Apparent domestic consumption of CASWR during the POI rose from [ ] short

tons in 2011 to [ ] short tons in 2012 before retreating again slightly to [ ]

short tons in 2013, for an overall increase of [ ] percent over the POI. See Exh. 2. Thus, in

every year of the POI, the capacity of the domestic CASWR industry has exceeded apparent

domestic consumption, as demonstrated below.

Comparison of Domestic Ca aci ty to Apparent Domestic Consum tion (ADC) (short tons)
2011 2012 2013

Domestic Capacity [ ] [ ] [ ]
ADC [ ] [ ] [ ]
Capacity Exceeding ADC [ ] [ ] [ ]
Source: Domestic Capacity - Exh. 4; ADC - Exh. 2.

The domestic industry has the ability to respond to any increase in demand that may

occur. Nucor opened its new Darlington wire rod facility in late 2013. Tr. at 20 (Nystrom).

Witnesses for AMUSA and Evraz Pueblo both testified that they could add shifts if demand

warranted doing so. Tr. at 47 (Fuller) and 40 (Ashby). Gerdau Ameristeel also has an idled wire

-7-
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rod plant at Perth Amboy, New Jersey, that it could restart if domestic demand justified that

additional capacity be brought back on line. Tr. at 8 (Kerkvliet).

CASWR is sold to wire drawers to be drawn into wire for use in manufacturing products

drawn from wire. See CASWR from China, Germany & Turkey, USITC Pub. 3832 at II-5. A

large proportion of the CASWR is used in the construction, automotive and energy industries.7

Id. at II-5; Tr. at 53. Thus, demand for CASWR generally follows demand trends in those

industries. Most industry observers predict continued modest but uneven growth in demand for

CASWR in the imminent future. Respondents appearing at the conference did not appear to

disagree. Tr. at 81. There were no reported shortages of CASWR during the POI, and the

witnesses for the AWPA and Lincoln Electric that testified at the conference did not allege any

anticipated shortages of CASWR or boom in demand for the imminent future.

While there is no legal requirement that the domestic industry be able to supply the entire

market to obtain relief from injurious unfair trade,8 the substantial domestic production capacity

in excess of consumption rebuts any notion that the U.S. CASWR market was short of capacity

during the POI or is likely to run short of CASWR capacity in the imminent future. It also rebuts

7 In response to Ms. Preece's question regarding the percentage of wire rod designated for
varying end uses (Tr. at 53), the majority of wire rod sales service the construction market
(approximately [ ] percent), while roughly [ ] percent serve automotive end uses and the
remaining [ ] percent are destined for energy, agricultural, consumer and industrial end uses.

8 Xanthan Gum from Austria and China, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-1202-03 (Prelim.), USITC Pub. 4342
(July 2012) at 16 & n.89 (citing e.g_, Softwood Lumber from Canada, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-414 and
731-TA-928 (Article 1904 NAFTA Remand) at 108, n.310 (Dec. 2003); Certain Activated
Carbon from China, Inv. No. 731-TA-1103 (Prelim.), USITC Pub. 3852 (May 2006) at 19,
n.134; Certain Orange Juice from Brazil, Inv. No. 731-TA-1089 (Final), USITC Pub. 3838 (Mar.
2006) at 20 n.143).

-8-
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any claim that imports of unfairly traded CASWR from China are necessary to adequately supply

the domestic market.9

In addition to the macro ability of the domestic industry to supply the market, there is no

indication of any existing deficit in the ability of the domestic CASWR industry to supply the

various types and grades of wire rod that are used in the domestic market. The domestic industry

produced significant volumes of CASWR in each of the end-use categories of wire rod identified

by the Commission. See U.S. Prod. QRs at II-8. As the domestic industry witnesses testified,

the industry is capable of making the vast majority of CASWR products demanded in the market,

and is capable of making all of the CASWR products being imported from China into the United

States. Tr. at 40 (Kerkvliet, Ashby, Nystrom), and 18 (Cannon).

The suggestion by the AWPA witness that the domestic industry is unable to produce

1080 grade tire cord and tire bead wire rod is both incorrect and irrelevant to the Commission's

analysis. Tr. at 92 (Korbel). That claim appears to be based on a misreading of the scope

exclusion that was granted in the 2001 case, rather than on any evidence of what is occurring in

the market today. The domestic industry can and does produce these products today. For

example, [ ] domestic producers reported production of tire cord and tire bead of [

short tons during the POI. See U.S. Prod. QRs of [

I

Nor is access to unfairly traded Chinese tire cord wire rod necessary to serve

9 These facts are in contrast to the supply and demand conditions that existed during the 2006
CASWR case. In 2004, apparent domestic consumption was 7.98 million tons and U.S.
producers ' average capacity to produce CASWR was over 2 million tons less at 5.79 million
tons. CASWR from China Germany and Turkey, USITC Pub. 3832 at C-2 and C-3.

-9-
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the domestic market. The record shows that there are significant non-subject imports of tire cord

quality wire rod from Brazil, Germany and Japan among others, while there have been only

miniscule imports of tire cord or tire bead quality wire rod from China during the POI. See Exh.

6.

Lincoln Electric's claim to require complete access to unfairly-trading Chinese sources to

meet its needs for welding wire rod "today, tomorrow and possibly for a very long time in the

future" are similarly overstated. Tr. at 121-22. At least [ ) domestic producers reported

making welding wire rod during the POI, and witnesses for both Evraz and ArcelorMittal

testified that they produce such products. Tr. at 22 (Fuller) and 26 (Ashby); U.S. Prod. QRs of

] Indeed, Lincoln Electric's

witness admitted that there are six domestic producers capable of producing approximately half

of its 45 welding wire rod specifications, and that two domestic producers are currently qualified

as suppliers. Tr. at 87 (DeShane); [ ] He also acknowledged

significant non-subject sources of welding wire rod. Tr. at 87 (DeShane).

More importantly, Lincoln Electric has characterized imports of welding wire rod from

China as "de minimis" and identified its Chinese supply of such products as only a

"supplemental" source. Tr. at 88. It has not claimed that any of its imports from China are of

the grades of welding wire rods that domestic producers are allegedly not capable of producing.

Nor has it alleged any general shortage of welding wire rod. Finally, Lincoln Electric's witness

testified that its U.S. operations have been successful and continuously more profitable every

year since 2009, despite having imported only de minimis quantities of Chinese welding wire rod

during the POI. Tr. at 84-85.
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In sum, the evidence of record demonstrates that: (1) the domestic CASWR industry has

more than enough capacity to serve the entire domestic CASWR market currently and for the

foreseeable future; (2) the domestic industry is actively engaged in producing all of the types and

grade groupings of CASWR identified by the Commission; and (3) there is no type of CASWR

imported from China that the domestic industry cannot make.

2. Price Sensitivity

In its most recent review of the CASWR industry, the Commission recognized the

importance of price as a factor in CASWR sales, as reflected in purchasers' questionnaire

responses:

Price plays an important role in purchasing decision for wire rod.
Purchasers variously listed price most frequently as the first,
second, or third most important factor in selecting a supplier. It
was characterized as a "very important" purchasing factor by 38
out of 41 purchasers. No other factor was characterized as "very
important" by as many purchasers.

First CASWR Sunset, USITC Pub. 4014 at 33. In this case, the record continues to indicate that

the CASWR market is price sensitive. [ ] responses to questionnaires by domestic producers

indicated that differences other than price are never a significant factor in sales of CASWR when

competing with China. See U.S. Prod. QRs at VI-19. Representatives from the domestic

industry testified at the hearing that Chinese producers are gaining sales based on their

aggressively low prices and not due to any other factor. Tr. at 11 and 14. [ ] importers

reported that factors other than price are only "sometimes" important in purchasing decisions

involving China. Imp. QRs at III-19. Numerous purchasers acknowledged the importance of

price in their buying decisions in responding to allegations of lost sales and lost revenue. See

section III.C.3.
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Accordingly, record evidence continues to support the importance of price in determining

sales in the CASWR market, particularly where competition with imports from China is

concerned.

3. Captive Production

The facts of this case give rise to a captive production inquiry under the statute. By law,

when the Commission finds the captive production test met, in determining market share and

factors affecting the financial performance of the industry, the Commission is required to focus

primarily on the merchant market for the domestic like product. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv).

Domestic CASWR producers internally transfer significant production of CASWR for the

production of a downstream article (various wire products) and sell significant production of the

domestic like product in the merchant market as well. Based on current record data, [ I

percent of domestic CASWR shipments in 2013 were internally transferred and [ ] percent

was sold in the merchant market. Exh. 7. Because this threshold requirement is met, each of the

three statutory factors, as well as the effect of these captive sales on the Commission's overall

analysis, is discussed below.

The first statutory criterion is that the domestic like product produced that is internally

transferred for processing into the downstream article does not enter the merchant market for the

domestic like product. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I). As the responses to question II-13 of the

U.S. producers' questionnaires indicate, this statutory factor is met, as [

The second statutory criterion , that the domestic like product is the

predominant material input in the production of the downstream article, is also met in this case.

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(II ). Responses to U.S. producer questionnaire indicate that wire rod

-12-
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costs are on average [ ] percent of the cost of the end use product (i.e., downstream wire

products), and in many cases higher than that. Exh. 7.

The third statutory factor asks whether the CASWR sold in the merchant market "is not

generally used in the production of that downstream article." 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(II1).

Responses to Commission questionnaires indicate that the share of U.S. producers' captive

shipments produced into the particular downstream article that competes with their customers is

[ ] percent and that [ ] Exh. 7.

Accordingly, while this evidence is mixed, it cannot be said that CASWR sold in the merchant

market is not generally used in the production of the downstream article.

Nonetheless, even where the statutory captive production test is not met in all respects,

the Commission has considered the existence of a significant level of captive production to be a

relevant "condition of competition" in its injury analysis.10 As a result, the Commission has

examined both the total market and the merchant market in its injury assessment. Hot-Rolled

Steel Products from China India Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand and Ukraine, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-

405, 406, and 408 & 731-TA-899-901 and 906-908 (Second Review), USITC Pub. 4445 (2014)

at 47. In this case, the Commission should similarly consider the significant level of internal

transfers to comprise a relevant condition of competition and should examine both the total

industry and the merchant market sector in assessing the impact of CASWR imports from China.

to See, e.g., Uncovered Innerspring Units from South Africa and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-
1141-1142 (Final), USITC Pub. 4051 (Dec. 2008) at 14-15 n.77. As the Commission has stated,
"the extent of captive consumption may be relevant as a condition of competition, and subject
imports may not affect merchant market production and captive market production in the same
way." Stainless Steel Bar from India Italy, Japan, and Spain, USITC Pub. 2734 (Prelim.) (1994)
at I-13 (citations omitted).

-13-
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B. Import Volumes and Market Shares from China Are Significant and
Increasing

Import volumes from China are significant on both an absolute basis and relative to

domestic consumption. In 2013, imports from China totaled 618,818 tons and were the largest

source of any country supplying CASWR to the United States, accounting for 36 percent of total

imports. Exh. 5. Relative to domestic consumption, in 2013 China's import volumes accounted

for a significant [ ] percent of demand. Exh. 2.

Even more noteworthy than the sizeable volume levels of imports from China is the

unbelievably rapid pace at which imports from China have increased. From a level of 144 tons

in 2011, imports from China surged to more than 240,000 tons in 2012 and then to almost

619,000 tons in 2013. Exh. 1 (Chart 1) and Exh. 5. This absolute volume surge led to a

substantial increase in Chinese market share as well. China's market share rose from [ ]

percent in 2011, to [ ] percent in 2012, and then to [ ] percent in 2013 - a double-digit

growth level over the POI. Exh. 1, Chart 2; Exh. 2. While apparent domestic consumption

increased somewhat over the POI, the percentage increase in Chinese wire rod imports was far

greater, resulting in the sizeable market share increase. As discussed further in section III.D.1,

these increasing volumes of unfairly-traded imports came at the direct expense of U.S.

producers' sales, leading to a loss in U.S. industry market share over the period.

C. Imports from China Are Significantly Undercutting and Depressing U.S.
Producer Prices

1. There Has Been Significant Price Underselling by the Subj ect Imports

Information gathered in this investigation provides compelling evidence of the significant

injurious price effects of subject imports of CASWR from China. The Commission gathered

quarterly pricing data from both U.S. producers and U.S. importers of CASWR from China. The

-14-
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data collected show that subject imports of CASWR from China undersold domestically-

produced CASWR in [ ] quarterly pricing comparisons, or in

instances. See Table A below and Exh. 3. Underselling margins ranged from [

percent over the POI. Id.

Table A

] percent of

U.S. Imports ' Underselling Margins, By Year

Year Number of Instance Range (%)

2011 [ ] [ ]
2012 [ ] [ ]
2013 [ ] [ ]
Total [ ] [ ]

Source: U.S. Producers' QRs at IV-2 and U.S. Importers' QRs at III-2a; see also Exh. 3.

Moreover, as the volume of subject imports increased over the period, direct competition

with the domestic industry and instances of underselling intensified. In 2011, when subject

imports were minimal, there [

]. See Table A above and Exh. 3. In 2012, when subject

imports increased to nearly 242,000 short tons, there were [ ] available quarterly comparisons

among the Commission's pricing products, and [ ] of those comparisons ([

]) showed underselling. Id. By 2013, when subject imports more than doubled to exceed

600,000 short tons, direct competition with the domestic industry again increased. Of [ ]

possible quarterly pricing comparisons in 2013, [ ] showed underselling. Id.

Not only do the price comparisons in Exhibit 3 show significant and increasing

incidences of underselling by the subject imports during the POI, the data show that the margins

of underselling generally increased in the latter part of the POI allowing subject imports to surge

into the U.S. market. The average margins of underselling intensified over the period, increasing

-15-
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from [ ] percent in 2012 to [ ] percent in 2013 as the volume of subject imports surged.

See Exh. 3.

Underselling by the subject imports is also demonstrated by the extremely low average

unit values ("AUV") recorded by imports of Chinese CASWR compared to those of non-subject

imports and the domestic industry, as shown below.

Table B

Comparison of Chinese AUV's to Domestic and Non-Subject AU Vs ($/ST)
2011 2012 2013

Chinese AUV $994.13 $568.71 $505.83

Domestic Unit Net Sales Value [ ] [ ] [ ]
Non-Subject AUV $858.67 $818.31 $761.49

% China Below Domestic [ ] [ ] [ ]
% China Below Non-Subject (15.8%) 30.5% 33.6%

Source: Exh. 5 (Import AUVs); Exh. 4 (Unit Net Sales Values)

As the volume of imports of CASWR from China surged in 2012 and 2013, the AUVs of

Chinese CASWR were significantly below those of non-subject imports as well as below the unit

net sales value of domestic shipments. See Table B and Ex. 1, Chart 3. Moreover, the amount

by which Chinese AUVs were below either the average net unit values of domestic sales or the

AUV of non-subject imports increased in 2012 and again in 2013. Id. These data show the same

trends as the underselling data from the Commission's price comparisons. The record, therefore,

demonstrates that underselling by the Chinese CASWR, by whatever measure, was significant

and intensified over the course of the POI as subject import volume increased.

2. Subject Imports Have Both Suppressed and Depressed Domestic
CASWR Prices Over the POI

The evidence of record demonstrates that the significant underselling by the unfairly

traded imports of Chinese CASWR has had both price depressing and suppressing effects on
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domestic producer prices. The quarterly pricing data for the pricing products identified by the

Commission showed that domestic prices were generally rising in 2011 for all products, before

the surge in imports of Chinese CASWR. See Exh. 3. As Chinese CASWR surged into the

market in 2012, U.S. prices fell significantly over the course of the year for each pricing product.

See Exh. 1, Charts 5a-5e. Id. Between the first quarter of 2012 and the fourth quarter of 2013,

the domestic industry's quarterly average unit price fell for Product 1 by over [

], for Product 2 by about [ ], for Product 3 by over [

Product 4 by about [ ] and for Product 5 by over [

Exh. 3 and Exh. 1, Charts 5a-5e.

The data show that domestic producers [

] for

]. See

]

The record demonstrates that it was the unfairly low and declining prices of Chinese

CASWR underselling domestic producers that caused the price depression experienced by the

domestic industry over the POI. One cannot blame changing demand for falling domestic

CASWR prices. Apparent domestic consumption actually rose by [ ] percent between 2011

and 2012. See Exh. 2. While apparent domestic consumption fell slightly, by [ ] percent

between 2012 and 2013, it was still [ ] percent higher in 2013 than in 2011. Id. Nor can one

attribute the price depression to competition with non-subject imports, given that the AUVs for

non-subject imports were higher than those for subject imports and domestic CASWR, and
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between 2012 and 2013, subject imports were taking market share away from non-subject

imports. See Exhs. 2, 4 and 5.

Falling raw material costs also do not explain the price declines over the POI, as a

comparison of the changes in the domestic industry's COGS to its unit net sales value over the

period shows.

Table C

Comparison of Unit Net Sales Value to Unit COGS ($/ST
2011 2012 2013

Unit Value of Net Sales [ ] [ ] [ ]
Unit COGS [ ] [ ] [ ]

Change in Unit Net Sales Value and COGS ($/ST)
2011-2012 2012-2013 2011-2013

Unit Net Sales Value Change [ ] [ ] [ ]
Unit COGS Change [ ]) [ ] [ ]
Net Operating Margin [ ] [ ] [ ]
Source: Exh.4

As shown in Table C, while unit COGS declined over the POI, unit net sales value [

] that unit COGS declined from 2011 to 2012. The unit net sales

value again declined by more than unit COGS between 2012 and 2013. Thus, unit net sales

value fell by [ ] than did unit COGS, demonstrating that falling costs alone do

not explain the severe decline in U.S. prices. Instead, surging subject imports competing at

prices that undersold the domestic like product in increasing frequency and intensity are the

cause of the very low and declining U.S. prices.

As explained by Mr. Kerkvliet at the conference, the price that a producer is able to

obtain for wire rod is not based solely on the cost of inputs, but is ultimately based on market

conditions - supply, demand and the price of competing products. Tr. at 55. In this regard, as
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shown in Table D below, domestic transaction prices for wire rod fell even when scrap prices

were increasing in late 2013.

Table D

U.S. Producers ' 3Q13 and 4Q13 Quarterl Prices vs . Scrap Costs ($/ST
3Q2013 4Q2013 Unit Change

Product l [ ] [ ] [ ]
Product 2 [ ] [ ] [ ]
Product 3 [ ] [ ] [ ]
Product 4 [ ] [ ] [ ]
Product 5 [ ] [ ] [ ]

Average Scrap Cost [ ] [ ] [ ]
Source: U.S. Prod. QRs at IV-2 (Prices); American Metal Market (Scrap) at Exh. 8.

The data in Table D demonstrate that raw material prices were rising at the end of 2013, creating

a need for domestic producers to raise prices . Instead, however, average transaction prices were

actually falling - pushed downward by very low Chinese CASWR transaction prices that

reached their lowest point of the POI in the fourth quarter of 2013. See Exh. 8.

While various industry members tried to prevent further declines in their prices by

announcing price increases several times in 2013, it is apparent from the declining U.S. prices,

the declining AUV of net sales for the domestic industry , and the declining operating profits of

the industry over the POI that such attempts to raise prices were ineffective and insufficient to

prevent the financial condition of the industry from declining further, as discussed in section

HID below." Imposition of antidumping and countervailing duties in this case , like the cases

11 When domestic price are declining more than costs over the period and fall even when raw
material costs are rising, the Commission cannot credit claims made by the AWPA witnesses
that any order on imports from China would lead to "artificially inflated prices for CASWR in
the United States." Tr. at 82. The profit margins of the domestic CASWR industry are hardly
indicative of "artificially inflated" prices . Exh. 4. With at least 10 current domestic producers of

(footnote cont'd on next page)
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that have been filed in numerous other countries against unfairly traded CASWR from China

(see section IVY, below), is necessary to remedy the suppression and depression of U.S.

CASWR prices caused by the unfairly-traded imports of CASWR from China.

3. Lost Sales and Statements By Purchasers Demonstrate Sil4nificant
Negative Price Effects Caused By Subject Imports Underselling the
Domestic Like Product

Exhibit INJ-3 of Volume I of the petition listed numerous lost sales and lost revenue

examples due to subject imports of CASWR from China that undersold the domestic industry.

The Commission has now confirmed some of these lost sales. Even where purchasers did not

explicitly agree with the lost sales details, they often provided other information that confirmed

the pervasive underselling by Chinese CASWR, the high margins of underselling that exist and

the devastating negative price effects of that underselling by subject imports.

I

I

(cont'd from previous page)

CASWR and imports of fairly trade CASWR available from a number of sources, significant
underutilization of existing domestic capacity, and new domestic capacity coming on line,
domestic producer prices are likely to remain competitive without the need for unfairly-traded
imports.

-20-
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I

I

All of these responses confirm pervasive underselling by Chinese CASWR throughout

the POI at prices with which domestic producers are unable to effectively compete and

demonstrate the significant negative price effects of the subject imports from China.

D. Unfairly Traded Imports from China Have Had a Sil4nificant Injurious
Impact on the U.S. Industry

1. Subject Imports Have Displaced U.S. Producers ' Market Share

The Chinese market share increases discussed in section III.B. above are coming at the

direct expense of the domestic industry. As China's market share grew from virtually zero in

2011, to [ ] percent in 2012 and then to [ ] percent in 2013, the domestic industry's

market share steadily declined. Exh. 1, Chart 9 and Exh. 2. From a market share of [

-21-
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percent in 2011, the domestic industry's market share dropped to [ ] percent in 2012 and

then to [ ] percent in 2013 - a loss of roughly [ ] percentage points in market share. Id.

The increased market share of the subject imports displaced U.S. producers' market share,

resulting in the classic "X" pattern that the Commission has seen in other cases - with subject

import market share increasing, while U.S. industry market share declines - as depicted in Chart

9 of Exhibit 1.

Moreover, when the commercial market is examined, the market share effect of the

subject imports intensifies. Subject imports' share of the merchant market grew from zero in

2011 to [ ] percent in 2012 and then to [ ] percent in 2013, while U.S. producers' share

of the commercial market fell from [ ] percent in 2011 to [ ] percent in 2012 and then

to [ ] percent in 2013. Exh. 2. Thus, in the commercial market, U.S. producers lost roughly

] percentage points of market share as imports from China gained [

percentage points. Id. Whether examined on the basis of total CASWR sales or on the basis of

commercial sales alone, the market share displacement U.S. producers suffered due to the

increased Chinese imports is plain.

2. Increased Chinese Import Volumes Have Caused Declines in Virtually

All U.S. Trade Variables

The increases in the volumes of imports from China have led to declines in all major U.S.

industry trade variables over the pOI.12 Domestic production fell from [ ] tons in 2011

to [ ] in 2013, a decline of [ ] The quantity of total U.S. shipments similarly

12 The domestic industry database is very comprehensive here, with questionnaire responses filed
by all members of the U.S. industry [

]
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declined over this period, falling by roughly [ ] Notably, commercial shipments by

U.S. producers declined at an even greater pace, falling by [ ] percent over the POI.

The domestic industry's capacity also declined over the period. Exh. 4. Notwithstanding

this decline, the industry's capacity utilization still fell, dropping from [ ] percent in 201113

to [ ] percent in 2013. Ex. 4 and Ex. 1, Chart 7. This capacity utilization level is anemic

and leaves a huge amount of capacity idle. As Mr. Kerkvliet testified, Gerdau has an entire mill

sitting idle at Perth Amboy that it is paying to maintain and that it could reopen - and hire

workers back - if market conditions justified doing so. 14 Tr. at 8, 41. Mr. Stirnaman testified as

to numerous one-week outages that occurred at Keystone in 2013, accompanied by worker

layoffs, due to inability to sell rod in competition with China. Tr. at 14-15. Mr. Fuller stated that

AMUSA cut back from three shifts to two shifts at the end of 2012. Tr. at 24. He further

testified that AMUSA could operate as many as four shifts if the market warranted. Tr. at 47.

13 During the conference, Ms. Turner asked whether the 2011 capacity utilization level reflected
an optimal or positive rate for the industry and, if not, asked the industry to identify an optimal
rate for the industry. Tr. at 45, 47. As Mr. Kerkvliet stated, the 2011 capacity utilization rate
was already well below what the industry would consider to be an optimal rate. The 2011
utilization rate of [ ] percent still leaves a significant percentage of the industry's capacity
idle. Optimal capacity utilization for the CASWR industry is [

] See also Tr. at 8, 14-15, 24, 40,
47. Notably, in 2002 through 2004, the industry was able to achieve a capacity utilization rate in
the 80-85 percent range, [ ] First CASWR Sunset, USITC Pub. 4014
at C-4.

14 In response to Ms. Preece's question (Tr. at 49), Gerdau looked further into the issue of how
long it would take to reopen Perth Amboy, and reported that it would take roughly [

] At this point, however, the question is theoretical given the significant
unused capacity otherwise existing in the United States. Exh. 4.

-23-
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Mr. Ashby of Evraz similarly testified that his company could increase from three to four shifts

if the market permitted. Tr. at 40.

The cutbacks in U.S. production had a negative effect on workers. Employment of

production and related workers fell from [ ] in 2013.

Exh. 4. Those workers who retained their jobs suffered shift reductions and temporary layoffs in

many instances. As Ms. Hart, testifying on behalf of the United Steelworkers, stated: "While

it's often easy to gloss over employment numbers, those numbers represent human beings and

American workers, each having families and communities that rely on the continued viability of

the U.S. steel wire rod industry." Tr. at 31.

The one trade variable that the U.S. industry would like to see declining - inventory

levels - is, unfortunately, increasing. Domestic inventories of wire rod rose from [ ]

tons in 2011 to [ ] tons in 2013 - an increase of [ ] percent. Exh. 4. Chinese

imports, which continue to increase in 2014 and are already quoting prices through June of 2014

(Tr. at 27) have limited U.S. producers' ability to sell their product, causing inventories to rise.

Thus, the trends in all trade variables examined demonstrate the problems caused by large and

increasing volumes of imports from China.

3. As Low-Priced Imports Depressed U.S. Prices , the Industry's Net
Sales and Profits Have Plummeted

The unfairly-traded imports from China have used price, and price alone, to penetrate the

U.S. market. Tr. at 11, 14. As discussed in section III.C.1 and 2 subject imports have

significantly undercut U.S. producer prices during the POI, causing those prices to decline.

Those price declines do not merely reflect cost declines, as respondents argued (Tr. at 107), but
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reflect price depression caused by the imports that led to severe financial erosion for domestic

CASWR producers.

Over the 2011 to 2013 period, the value of the industry's net sales dropped by [ ]

percent, reflecting both the volume and price declines suffered. Exh. 4. Operating profit of the

industry plunged from [ ] in 2011 to [ ] in 2013 - a drop of [

] Id. and Ex. 1, Chart 8. The domestic industry, therefore, lost almost [ ] of its

operating profits over the POI. As a percentage of net sales, the industry's operating profits fell

from [ ] percent in 2011, to [ ] percent in 2012 and then to [ ] percent in 2013. Id.

Low-priced imports from China pulled U.S. prices down to a greater degree than unit costs of

goods sold declined, leading to the financial declines and abysmal performance the industry has

experienced. Exh. 4; see also section III.C.2 supra.

When the operating income to net sales ratio for commercial shipments alone is

examined, the industry's financial performance is even worse. The industry's operating income

to net sales ratio in 2013 for commercial shipments alone is only [ ] percent, down from

[ ] percent in 2011. Exh. 4. As discussed in section I1I.A.4, the Commission should consider

the effects of subject imports on commercial shipments alone as a condition of competition here

in recognition of the more direct effects subject imports have on such sales. The low and

declining operating income figures are an indication of the financial injury low-priced imports

are inflicting on U.S. producers.

The injurious effects subject imports have had on the financial results of the industry was

summarized well by [
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1

4. The Record Data in this Case Are Significantly Different from Those
Examined in the 2006 Wire Rod Case

Mr. Corkran, the supervisory investigator, asked how the current record compares to the

fact pattern that the Commission faced in the 2006 wire rod case that it determined merited a

negative determination. Tr. at 75. In particular, Mr. Corkran cited record evidence from the

earlier case showing: (1) subject import volume increased in only one year; (2) U.S. prices

increased significantly; (3) the U.S. industry had healthy operating income in interim 2005; and

(4) the foreign industry responses covered 84 percent of exports and 40 to 70 percent of

respondents' production. Id. As petitioners stated at the hearing, the facts of this case are

extremely different from the facts the Commission cited to support its negative 2006 decision.

Tr. at 75-76.
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On the volume issue, in the 2006 case, subject import volumes increased in only one year

of the prior POI and declined in every other period. CASWR from China, Germany and Turkey,

USITC Pub. 3832 at 4. In this case, as Exhibit 5 shows, subject import volumes increased in

every year of the POI, showing a huge surge over the period as a whole. Where price is

concerned, though the facts of the earlier case showed increasing U.S. prices over the POI

(USITC Pub. 3832 at 4), here U.S. prices have declined over the POI, depressed by lower-priced

subject imports. Exh. 1 at Charts 5a-5e. The U.S. industry's operating income increased over

the three-year period of the prior case, then declined in the interim period, whereas the U.S.

industry's operating profit has declined substantially over the entire POI here. Compare USITC

Pub. 3832 at C-4 with Exh. 4. The operating profit to net sales ratio for the industry in the 2006

case was 14.3 percent in the most recent full-year of 2004 and 9.2 percent in the interim 2005

period. USITC Pub. 3832 at C-4. Here, the domestic industry's operating income to net sale

ratio in 2013 was only [ ] percent overall, and a meager [ ] percent for commercial sales

alone. Exh. 4. Finally, as compared to the high rates of response by foreign producers in the

2006 case, no Chinese producer has submitted any data whatsoever in this case to date. These

stark factual differences, as well as others, 15 should lead to different findings and conclusions by

the Commission here.

is In addition to the factors Mr. Corkran identified, a few other factors the Commission cited in
the 2006 case to support its decision are different from the current record. In the 2006 case, the
Commission emphasized that the U.S. industry lacked capacity to meet demand for wire rod and
suffered shortages over the POT. CASWR from China, Germany & Turkey, USITC Pub. 3832 at
4. In contrast, U.S. producers' capacity in the current POI exceeds demand. See section III.A.1,
supra. Moreover, much of that capacity is idle, and there is no evidence of shortages suffered
during the current POI. See Exh. 4. In the 2006 case, the Commission also noted that non-
subject imports increased to supply demand. USITC Pub. 3832 at 4. Here, non-subject imports
have declined over the POI, pushed out of the U.S. market by low-priced Chinese imports as
well. Exhs. 2 and 5. On threat factors, in the 2006 case, the Commission found that foreign

(footnote cont'd on next page)
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5. No Other Factors Explain the U.S. Industry Declines Over the POI

While the Commission must ensure that subject imports, as opposed to other factors, are

responsible for the injury the industry is suffering, the record here does not point to any other

factor as causing the problems the industry has suffered. As shown in Exhibit 2, demand for

CASWR during the POI has been stable and even up slightly. Declines in the industry's

production and shipments, therefore, are not due to a decline in consumption. Indeed, during the

conference, the representative for the American Wire Producers Association testified that there

had even been a return of some wire production to the United States. Tr. at 81.

Nor can non-subject imports be considered a cause of the industry's injury here. The

volume of non-subject imports declined on both an absolute and relative basis over the POI.

Non-subject imports fell from 1,253,534 tons in 2011 to 1,089,819 tons in 2013. Exh. 2. The

market share of non-subject imports dropped as well, falling from [ ] percent in 2011 to

[ ] percent in 2012 and then to [ ] percent in 2013. Id. Subject imports from China,

therefore, are taking market share from non-subject imports (although to a lesser degree) as well

as taking share from domestic producers.

Non-subject imports also cannot be identified as the cause of the pricing problems the

U.S. industry has suffered. As members of the domestic industry testified, China is the "price

setter" in the U.S. market, meaning China is offering the lowest prices. Tr. at 69, 73. Domestic

(cont'd from previous page)

producers had high levels of capacity utilization and do not anticipate any significant increases in
capacity in the imminent future. USITC Pub. 3832 at 5. Here, as detailed in section IV.A-C and
Exhibits 9-13, Chinese producers have massive excess capacity and are continuing to increase
productive capacity in the imminent future at levels that would allow China to completely
displace all U.S. sales.
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producers described offers by China at levels of $100 or more per ton below their prices. Tr. at

27. As shown in Exhibit 5, the AUVs of imports from China are well below those of other

imports, reflecting the rock bottom nature of Chinese pricing. Other non-subject import sources,

therefore, cannot be pointed to as the cause of the industry downturns observed here.16

No other factors have been identified by respondents to date to explain the injury the U.S.

industry has suffered. Instead, respondents have merely urged that certain products be excluded

from the scope of the order Jr. at 88, 92, 99-100) and have urged the Commission to take

account of the effects of antidumping and countervailing duty orders on downstream consumers.

Tr at 113-115. Respondents' requests that the Commission consider the effects of imposing

antidumping and countervailing duties on downstream consumers - here, the wire producers -

and exclude certain products are invalid as a matter of law.

16 In analyzing causation, the Commission recognizes that, consistent with instructions from the
appellate court, it must "give full consideration, with adequate explanation, to non-attribution
issues" but that it is "not ... required to apply the replacement/benefit test that was included in
Commission opinions subsequent to Bratsk." Prestressed Concrete Steel Rail Tie Wire from
China Mexico, and Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-1207-1209 (Prelim.), USITC Pub. 4397 (2013)
at 14 (citing e.g., Bratsk Aluminum Smelter v. United States, 444 F.3d 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2006) and
Mittal Steel Point Lisas Ltd. v. United States, 542 F.3d 867 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). To the extent any
Commissioner believes that the replacement/benefit test may continue to apply notwithstanding
the Court's indication it is not required to do so, the facts presented here do not support its
application in any event. First, the numerous types of CASWR present in the U.S. market and
imported from various countries are many and varied, precluding a finding that CASWR is a
commodity product for purposes of the Bratsk replacement/benefit test. See Carbon and Certain
Alloy Steel Wire Rod from Trinidad and Tobago, Inv. No. 731-TA-961 (Final) (Remand),
USITC Pub. 3903 (2007) at 17-18. Moreover, at the staff conference in this case, respondents
testified that all wire rod is not the same or interchangeable in their view. Tr. at 98. Further,
even if CASWR were found to be a commodity product, the record demonstrates that non-
subject imports are priced well above imports from China, preventing a conclusion that price-
competitive fairly-traded imports would have replaced the Chinese imports. See section III.C.1,
Table A; Exh. 5. As noted above, the lower-priced Chinese imports are displacing non-subject
imports as well as domestic production.
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Ironically, the argument that the Commission should take into account effects on

downstream consumers was raised by purchasers of a wire product - hangers - and rejected by

the Commission in that investigation:

Numerous representatives of dry cleaners associations and
proprietors of dry cleaning businesses testified at the hearing
regarding the effect that the imposition of antidumping duties
would have on the business operations of primarily small dry
cleaning shops. Hearing Tr. at 173 (Choe), 174 (Lim), 179 (Cho),
182 (Lee), 187 (Vastola). Although we understand the concerns of
the dry cleaning business community, it has long been recognized
that "the antidumping law is not to be concerned with effects on
U.S. purchasers," Mitsubishi Electric Corp. v. United States, 700
F. Supp. 538, 559 (Ct. Int'1 Trade 1988), aff d, 898 F.2d 1577
(Fed. Cir. 1990). See also USX Corp. v. United States, 682 F.
Supp. 60, 67 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) ("Congress has made a
judgment that causally related injury to the domestic industry may
be severe enough to justify relief from less than fair value imports
even if from another viewpoint the economy could be said to be
better served by providing no relief.") (noting the statute's focus
on "injury to industry" not injury to "competition"). In this regard,
the Commission has consistently declined to include
"downstream" products that are outside the scope in the domestic
like product because of the concern that the interests of the
producers of those downstream articles are those of consumers, not
producers. See e.g., Creating Monohydrate from China, Inv. No.
731-TA-814 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 3177 (April 1999) at 5 &
n.18; Beryllium Metals and High-Beryllium Alloys from
Kazakhstan, Inv. No. 731-TA-746 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2959 (May 1996) at 8, n.39. Further, in rejecting arguments that
the Commission should, in making its determinations under the
antidumping or countervailing duty laws, assess the effect of
subject imports on downstream operations or industries, the
Commission has emphasized that the statute directs the
Commission to make its determinations based on the effects of
subject imports only on the industry producing the domestic like
product. See Certain Colored Synthetic Organic Oleoresinous
Pigment Dispersions from India, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-436
(Preliminary) and 731-TA-1042 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 3615
(July 2003) at 15-16 (rejecting petitioner's "make or buy"
argument).
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Steel Wire Garment Hangers from China, Inv. No. 731-TA-1123 (Final), USITC Pub. 4034

(2008) at 15 n.92. The Commission's holding in the Hangers case is notable, not merely for its

legal precedent but also because the Commission rejected similar arguments presented by

consumers of wire products that the AWPA members themselves manufacture. 17 The approach

adopted by the Commission in the Hammers case is a longstanding principle, recognized by both

the Commission and the Courts, and warrants rejection of respondents' request here. 18

Further, as discussed in section II.A, requests for product exclusions from the scope

definition are not the purview of the Commission but are appropriately raised at the Commerce

Department. Moreover, the domestic industry produces or is capable of producing all of the

CASWR products imported from China. See section III.A.1. Accordingly, neither of the

arguments respondents raised is a factor the Commission can take into account under the law,

and neither has anything to do with whether subject imports have caused material injury to the

domestic CASWR industry.

IV. THERE IS A REASONABLE INDICATION OF THREAT OF MATERIAL

INJURY

In addition to the evidence strongly supporting a finding of present material injury by

reason of the subject imports, there is also substantial evidence supporting a finding that the

domestic CASWR industry is threatened with continued material injury. Despite sending

17 It should also be recognized that imposition of antidumping and countervailing duty orders
does not prohibit imports from China; the law merely requires importers to pay remedial duties.

18 Indeed, in the recent sunset review of magnesium, the Commission rejected an argument
similar to that presented by the AWPA here - that falling demand for downstream products that
had resulted from the orders is a relevant economic factor in a sunset review - with the
Commission citing again the cases set forth above and emphasizing that the U.S. antidumping
law is not to be concerned with effects on U.S. purchasers. Magnesium from China and Russia,
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-1071-1072 (Review) (Feb. 2011), USITC Pub. 4214 at 30 n.175.
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questionnaires to the 48 Chinese producers and exporters of CASWR that petitioners identified

in the petition,19 the Commission did not receive any response from the Chinese industry.20 The

Chinese producers' refusal to respond is likely in recognition that their responses would not help

their case. As detailed below, information petitioners have gathered demonstrates that Chinese

producers have amassed CASWR production capacity at a level that is over 44 times the size of

the U.S. market, unused CASWR capacity of over 12 times the size of the U.S. market, and plan

to add further CASWR capacity at a level greater than twice the size of the U.S. market.

19 See Petition , Vol. I., at Exh . GEN-5; USITC Foreign Producer/Exporter Mailing List, 701-TA-
512 and 731 -TA-1248 (Preliminary).

20 In the absence of receiving any responses to questionnaires from Chinese CASWR producers,
"the Commission may employ adverse inferences about the missing information to ensure that
the party does not obtain a more favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had cooperated
fully." Uruguay Round Agreements Act, Statement of Administrative Action , H.R. Doc. No.

103-316(I) at 870 (1994) ("SAA"); see also 19 U.S.C. § 1677e(b); Internal Combustion
Industrial Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No . 731-TA-377 (Review), USITC Pub. 3287 (Apr.
2000) at 12-13. Such adverse inferences may include selecting from any information placed on
the record. See 19 U.S.C. § 1677e(b)(4). Although the use of adverse inferences is appropriate
in this case , the Commission need not even make adverse inferences to find the statutory threat
factors are met based on available information . See 19 U.S.C. § 1677e(a). Specifically,
petitioners have provided data from multiple sources , including [

], as well as publicly-available
data on Chinese CASWR global exports and third country trade barriers to Chinese CASWR,
that provide an objective and reliable basis to demonstrate threat of injury from the Chinese
CASWR industry . See Exhs. 9-13.
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'T'able E

Chinese CASWR Capacity and Unused Capacity as a Share of the U.S. Market

Chinese U.S.

2013 Chinese Known Apparent
Chinese Chinese

Unused Capacity Domestic
Production Production

Capacity Expansion Consumption
Capacity Plans

Volume
(1,000 short [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
tons)
Percentage of

/0
o

[ ]
0/o[ ] 0/o[ ] 0/0[ ] 0100 /o

U.S. Market

Source: U.S. apparent domestic consumption is taken from Exh. 2. Chinese industry CASWR

production of [ ] short tons is an annualization of [ ] metric tons of
CASWR production from January through November 2013, see Exh. 9 (Asian Metal), multiplied
by 1.10231 (the conversion factor for converting metric to short tons). Chinese industry

CASWR production capacity was calculated using the above production of [ ] tons

and the Chinese steel industry's 2013 average capacity utilization of 72 percent (see Exh. 9

("Giant steel firm grapples with toughest times in five years,"

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2013-07/20/c 132557334.htm)).

The massive overcapacity in the Chinese market, coupled with Chinese Government

incentives to export, have led Chinese CASWR producers to increase global exports nearly

three-fold over the POI. See Exh. 10. Chinese CASWR has been subject to antidumping duties

in the European Union since 2009, antidumping duties in Malaysia and Thailand since 2013, and

a safeguard investigation in Indonesia is currently ongoing. See Exh. 11.

During the POI, Chinese CASWR producers became increasingly focused on the U.S.

market, leading to a rapid increase in CASWR exports to the United States between 2011 and

2013. See section III.B; Exh. 1, Chart 1. Moreover, Chinese CASWR has significantly

undersold domestic CAS WR in increasing frequency and intensity over the POI, indicating that

trend is likely to continue. See section III.B. Unless remedial orders are imposed by the United
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States, Chinese CASWR producers will continue to increase exports to the U.S. market,

threatening the very existence of U.S. CASWR producers in the imminent future.

A. Chinese CASWR Production Capacity is Massive

Chinese CASWR producers have, by any measure, built up massive production capacity

that threatens to overwhelm the U.S. market. In 2013, the Chinese CASWR industry produced

an estimated [ ] short tons. See Table E above; Exhs. 9 and 12.21 While total

Chinese CASWR capacity is unavailable, the Chinese steel industry's average capacity

utilization rate was 72 percent in 2013. See Exh. 9 ("Giant steel firm grapples with toughest

times in five years," Xinhuanet.com, July 20, 2013). Applying a capacity utilization rate of 72

percent to reported production of [ ] tons, petitioners estimate total Chinese

CASWR production capacity to be as high as [ ] tons. In contrast, U.S.

consumption of CASWR in 2013 was slightly above [ ] in 2013. Exh. 2 and

Exh. 1, Chart 10. Thus, total estimated 2013 capacity to produce CASWR in China was more

than 44 times the size of the U.S. market.

B. Chinese Producers Have Sizeable Unused CASWR Capacity

Available evidence shows that the Chinese CASWR industry is severely oversupplied,

and that the supply-demand gap is expanding. See Exh. 9 ("Giant steel firm grapples with

toughest times in five years," Xinhuanet.com, July 20, 2013). The Chinese steel industry's

capacity utilization rate in 2013 was 72 percent, leaving 28 percent rate of China's huge capacity

unused. See id. ("Giant steel firm grapples with toughest times in five years," Xinhuanet.com,

21 Petitioners have located CASWR production capacity estimates for 39 Chinese producers,
totaling at least [ ] short tons annually. See Exh. 12. As the much larger production
figure identified above shows, however, these reporting companies account for [ ]
of total Chinese capacity.
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July 20, 2013). Based on estimated capacity of [ ) tons as discussed above, idle

capacity in China in 2013 is estimated at roughly [ ] tons. As compared to U.S.

demand of roughly [ ] tons, Chinese producers could supply the entire U.S. market

twelve times over with their unused CASWR production capacity without diverting one ton of

CASWR from other markets or customers See Exh. 12; Exh. 2 and Exh. 1, Chart 11.22 A weak

domestic market in China prevents Chinese CASWR producers from maximizing capacity

utilization and forces them to increase exports. See, e.g., Exh. 9 ("Hebei Xinjin Iron and Steel

Co. Ltd. launched its second wire rod production line recently," Nov. 1, 2012 Ganglian News).

This massive volume of unused Chinese CASWR production capacity provides a strong

indication of the likelihood of further substantial increases of imports of Chinese CASWR into

the United States, absent relief. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(II).

C. Chinese Producers Have Added Substantial CASWR Capacity During the
POI And Are Continuing to Add Capacity In the Imminent Future

The available data demonstrate that the Chinese CASWR industry has been engaged in

numerous capacity expansions to add to its already huge capacity and overcapacity to produce

CASWR.

• In early 2011, [

I.

In late 2012, Hebei Xinjin Iron & Steel began running its second wire rod mill
with a capacity of about 661,386 tons per year. See Exh. 9 ("Hebei Xinjin Iron
and Steel Co. Ltd. launched its second wire rod production line recently," Nov. 1,
2012, Ganglian News); Exh. 9 [

I.

22 The 39 Chinese producers for which petitioners have specific data have an estimated [
tons of idle capacity, a level almost [ ] that of the U.S. market. Exh. 12.
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• In January 2013, Changzhi Iron and Steel (a subsidiary of Shougang Group)
began production on its new 1,212,541 ton wire rod mill. See Exh. 9 ("Changzhi
Steel to Start Production at New Wire Rod Project in Ja").

• In November 2013, Shougang Qian'an Iron & Steel (another subsidiary of
Shougang Group) brought on stream a new 551,155 ton wire rod mill. See Exh. 9
("Shougang Qian'an to start up 500,000 mt/y wire rod mill").

Further, at least four Chinese CASWR producers have plans to add another [

tons of additional capacity in the near future:

I.

I.

I

I.
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• Min Iron and Steel Group has plans for 1,102,310 ton wire rod production line.
See Exh. 9 ("Xilin Steel to commission 1,260 cubic meter blast furnace); Exh. 12.

These massive new and planned increases in Chinese CASWR production capacity

during the POI provide a strong indication of the likelihood of further substantial increases in

imports of Chinese CASWR into the United States, absent relief. See 19 U.S.C. §

1677(7)(F)(i)(II). Combining Chinese producers' plans for additional capacity and new entrants,

there will be over [ ] short tons of additional CASWR capacity in China in 2014.

This additional capacity alone is more than [ ] the level of U.S. demand of [

See Exh. 2. With the Chinese CASWR market already severely oversupplied, Chinese

CASWR producers must increasingly export more and more wire rod to maintain high utilization

and employment levels.

D. Chinese CASWR Exports Are Growing and Are Increasingly Focused on the
U.S. Market

Publicly-available data show that Chinese CASWR producers significantly increased

their global exports over the POI, roughly doubling them from 3 million short tons in 2011 to 6

million short tons in 2012, and increased their global CASWR exports again to 8.7 million short

tons in 2013. See Exh. 10. The vast majority of imported Chinese CASWR contains minimal

amounts of boron (exceeding slightly 0.0008 percent by weight) to allow it nominally to be

classified for customs purposes as alloy wire rod in HTSUS subheading 7227.90. See Petition,

Vol. 11. at Exh. PRC-6. The addition of boron permits Chinese producers to take advantage of a

9 percent VAT rebate on exports of alloy wire rod. Id. These facts, combined with the

government subsidies discussed below and the huge overcapacity situation, provide a strong

incentive for Chinese producers to export CASWR.
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Chinese CASWR producers are also increasingly targeting the U.S. market. From

virtually no Chinese exports to the United States in 2011, the United States became the seventh

top export market for Chinese CASWR producers in 2012, and then climbed to become fourth

largest export destination for Chinese CASWR in 2013. See Exh. 10. This demonstrates both

the interest in, and ability to, increase CASWR exports to the United States. In addition, new

export barriers in third-country markets have caused and will likely continue to cause the United

States to become an even more important target market for China, as discussed below in section

F.

The volume of Chinese CASWR available for export to the United States, and the

number of Chinese trading companies advertising such products, is staggering. A search for

"steel wire rod" from "China" on www.alibaba.com, the largest marketplace for exports of

Chinese steel products, identified 66,448 solicitations for sales of CASWR products offered by

1,487 suppliers. See Exh. 13. Petitioners have attached in Exhibit 13 a few examples of such

offers demonstrating that Chinese CASWR producers are today actively marketing huge

quantities of CASWR for export, including to the United States, at very low prices:

• Chinese CASWR producer Weifang Special Steel Group Co., Ltd. offers
4,409,240 tons of CASWR per year for export for as low as $526 per ton.

0 Tangshan Henlong Trading Co., Ltd. offers up to 551,155 tons of CASWR for
export per month - or 6,013,860 tons annually - for $363 to $454 per ton.

• Anshan Shenglin Import & Export Trade Co., Ltd. offers up to 220,462 tons of
CASWR for export per month - or 2,645,544 tons annually - for $363 to $635
per ton.

® Qingdao Artluck International Limited, which advertises CASWR produced by
Shagang, Beitai Steel, Benxi Steel, and Rizhao Steel, offers up to 110,231 tons of
CASWR for export per month - or 1,322,722 tons annually.
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See id. The list goes on, with millions of tons of Chinese CASWR advertised as available for

export at very low prices. Chinese CASWR producers' surging exports and increased focus on

the U.S. market at low prices provide a strong indication of threat of material injury.

E. Subject Imports Rapidly Increased their Penetration of the U.S. Market
from 2011 through 2013

The statute recognizes a significant rate of increase in subject imports or market

penetration as an indication of threat of material injury. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(III). Subject

imports from China have demonstrated massive increases in absolute volume and an ability to

rapidly penetrate the U.S. market has allowed it to seize an increased share of the U.S. market at

the expense of U.S. producers. See section III.B and Exh. 2. A market share increase from

[ ] percent in 2011 to [ ] percent in 2013, as China accomplished, is both rapid and

substantial. Exh. 2.

F. Chinese CASWR is Subject to Numerous Third -Country Barriers

Chinese CASWR exports are subject to several third-country barriers in major export

markets, causing Chinese producers to seek a new outlet for these exports. Chinese CASWR has

been subject to antidumping duties in the European Union ("E.U.") since 2009. See Exh. 11.

Chinese CASWR exports to the E.U. in 2007 reached 1,609,337 tons, but never exceeded 1,000

tons over the POI, after the antidumping order went into effect. See id. at L 203/7; Exh. 10.

Further, two of China's top export markets, Thailand and Malaysia, imposed antidumping duties

on Chinese steel wire rod in 2013. See Exh. 11. In 2013, China exported 1,770,232 short tons of

carbon steel wire rod to Thailand and Malaysia, up from 721,707 short tons in 2011. See id.

Finally, in January 2014, Indonesia initiated a safeguard investigation on imports of steel wire

rod from many countries, including China. See Exh. 11. In 2013, China exported 672,211 tons

-39-
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of carbon steel wire rod to Indonesia, up from 187,349 tons in 2011. See Exh. 10. Based on

Chinese exports to Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, nearly 2.5 million tons Chinese CASWR

exports in 2013 are now subject to third-country barriers or new cases. See Exh. 10. These

exports, which represent a volume that is nearly [ ] of the U.S. market, are likely to be

diverted to new markets in 2014, with the large and open U.S. market an attractive option. See

Exh. 2.

Accordingly, going forward, Chinese CASWR producers are likely to increase their focus

on the U.S. market, as Chinese CASWR producers will not be able to export to key target

markets due to the imposition of restraints in those markets.

G. Subsidies Bestowed on the Chinese CASWR Industry Likely Will Lead to

Increased Subject Imports

The statute states that the Commission should consider the nature of any prohibited

subsidies, particularly export subsidies and subsidies contingent on the use of domestic over

imported goods, and whether they are likely to cause imports of the subject merchandise to

increase. See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(I). As detailed in Section VI of Volume III of the

Petition, Chinese CASWR producers are eligible for a plethora of subsidies that fell into this

prohibited category, including preferential loans based on industrial policies, export

performance, and the use of domestic over imported goods, as well as preferential tax programs

for export-oriented enterprises. See Petition, Vol. III at 21-25 and 80-101. These subsidies

violate Article 3 of the Subsidies Agreement and are likely to lead to increases in imports of

Chinese CASWR into the United States.
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H. Subject Import Prices Will Further Depress and Suppress U.S. Prices Absent
Relief

Subject imports undersold U.S. producers' prices for CASWR in over [ ] percent of

quarterly pricing comparisons during the POI, forcing U.S. producers to cut prices. See sections

III.C and III.D. The frequency and intensity of underselling also increased significantly over the

POI demonstrating that such underselling is likely to continue. See section III.C., Table A. The

price depression and suppression caused by subject imports, as discussed above, are likely to

continue and intensify absent relief. Moreover, the fragile condition of the domestic CASWR

industry caused by the depressed pricing is evident in the industry's severe declines in

production, shipments, and financial performance. See section III.D. This vulnerable condition

of the domestic industry makes it highly likely that further significant volumes of low-priced

imports will be devastating to the U.S. CASWR industry. The threat of injury presented by

subject imports is both real and imminent.
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V. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission should find that there is a reasonable

indication that dumped and subsidized CASWR imports from China have caused material injury,

and threaten further material injury, to the domestic industry.

Respectfully submitted,
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Chart 1: CASWR Imports From China

700,000

2011 2012 2013

Source: US Department of Commerce official import statistics
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Chart 3: Comparison of Chinese AUVS with

All Other Countries' AUVs
$ per ton

China U.S. Producers

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Official Import Statistics.
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Chart 6: Trends of the Domestic Industry's Trade and Financial Indicators
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CASWR VOLUMES AND MARKET SHARES
Annual 2011 - 2013

2011 2012 2013

Import Volume (in short tons)
China 144 241,938 618,818

All Others 1,253,534 1,276,956 1,089,819

Total 1,253,678 1,518,894 1,708,637

U.S. Shipments [
Apparent Domestic Consumption [

Market Share of:
Imports from China [
Imports from All Others [
U.S. producers [

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and ITC producers' questionnaires.

PUBLIC VERSION

I

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services



CASWR VOLUMES AND MARKET SHARES BASED ON COMMERCIAL SHIPMENTS ONLY
Annual 2011 - 2013 PUBLIC VERSION

2011 2012 2013

Import Volume (in short tons)
China 144 241,938 618,818

All Others 1,253,534 1,276,956 1,089,819

Total 1,253,678 1,518,894 1,708,637

U.S. Commercial Shipments [
Apparent Domestic Consumption [

Market Share of,
Imports from China [
Imports from All Others [
U.S. producers [

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and ITC producers ' questionnaires.

I

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services
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CASWR UNDERSELLING BY IMPORTS FROM CHINA

1Q 11 2Q 11 3Q 11 4Q 11 1Q 12 2Q 12 3Q 12 4Q 12 1Q 13 2Q 13 3Q 13 4Q 13
PRODUCTI
U.S. Producers
imports from China I ]
Underselling!(overselling) [ l

PRODUCT 2
U.S. Producers [ l
Imports from China
Underselling/(overselling) [ l

PRODUCT 3
U-S. Producers
Imports from China [ ]
Underselling/(overselling) I 3

PRODUCT4
U.S. Producers [ ]
Imports from China [ ]
Underselling/(overselling) [ ]

PRODUCTS
U.S. Producers
Imports from China
Underselling/(overselling)

Source: U.S. Producers' Questionnaire at IV-2 and U.S. Importers' Questionnaire at 111-2a.
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U.S. CASWR Producers ' Trade and Financial Data
Annual 2011-2013

(Quantity in short tons, Value in $1,000, Average Unit Values ("AUV") in $ /short tons)

% Change

Trade Data: 2011 2012 2013 2011-2013

Capacity [

Production [

Capacity Utilization [

Commercial Shipments (Q) [

Commercial Shipments (V) [

Commercial Shipments (AUV) j

Internal Consumption (Q) [

Internal Consumption (V) [

Internal Consumption (AUV) [

Internal Transfers (Q) [

Internal Transfers (V) {

Internal Transfers (AUV) {

U.S. Shipments (Q) [
U.S. Shipments (V) [
U.S. Shipments (AUV) [

End-of-Period Inventories [
PRWs [
Hours Worked by PRWs [
Wages Paid to PRWs [

Financial Data:

Net Sales (Q)

Net Sales (V)

Unit Net Sales Value
Unit COGS
Gross Profit
SG&A
Operating Income

Operating Income to Net Sales Ratio

Operating Income to Net Sales Ratio
(Commercial shipments only) I

Source: [ I
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U.S. Imports of Carbon and Alloy Steel Wire Rod
Annual 2011 - 2013

Quantity in Short Tons, Value in U.S. Dollars , AUV in $/ton

Quantity
2011 2012 2013

China 144 241,938 618,818

Canada 501,045 491,131 480,785

Japan 236,085 262,265 257,504

Turkey 109,574 165,820 33,182

Brazil 116,513 102,517 96,639

Germany 91,884 72,546 73,003

United Kingdom 46,323 70,107 56,395

Spain 19,574 28,743 32,725

Korea 9,868 25,575 37,567

Mexico 77,873 24,625 18,330

Netherlands 1,677 1,181 961

Italy 13,974 8,574 357

France - - 111

All Other 29,145 23,871 2,260

Subtotal" 1,253,534 1,276,956 1,089,819

Total 1,253,678 1 , 518,894 1 , 708,637

Value

2011 2012 2013

China 143,155 137,591,869 313,019,316

Canada 434,322,569 405,553,345 367,395,485

Japan 236,481,300 256,314,827 223,341,294

Turkey 73,003,185 107,415,401 19,033,059

Brazil 96,687,407 77,296,223 59,808,851

Germany 99,289,856 71,713,200 65,740,662

United Kingdom 35,905,467 45,463,196 32,440,689

Spain 15,885,952 20,511,896 22,555,806

Korea 9,538,803 19,947,269 24,794,575

Mexico 46,655,965 16,594,482 10,489,164

Netherlands 3,449,663 3,066,943 2,288,468

Italy 10,135,202 6,697,233 485,082

France - - 316,662

All Other 15,014,027 14,372,643 1,197,627

Subtotal` 1,076,369,396 1,044,946,658 829,887,424

Total 1 ,076,512 , 551 1,182 , 538,527 1,142 ,906,740

AUV

2011 2012 2013

China 994.46 568.71 505.83

Canada 866.83 825.75 764.16

Japan 1,001.68 977.31 867.33

Turkey 666.25 647.79 573.60

Brazil 829.84 753.98 618.89

Germany 1,080.60 988.52 900.53

United Kingdom 775.11 648.48 575.24

Spain 811.58 713.63 689.26

Korea 966.63 7%9.95 660.00

Mexico 599.13 673.88 572.25

Netherlands 2,057.24 2,596.08 2,380.71

Italy 725.27 781.10 1,357.13

France - - 2,845.93

All Other 515.16 602.10 529.92

Subtotals 858.67 818.31 761.49

Total 858.68 778.55 668.90

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
Subtotal includes imports from all countries except China

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services
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Imports of Welding Wire Rod

7213.91.3020 , 7227 . 90.6020, and 7227.20.0030

(in short tons)

China 37 278 10,550

Canada 93,778 112,940 121,581

Germany 7,735 15,907 13,834

Italy 6,537 69 269

Turkey 118 0 0

United Kingdom 20 0 13

Japan 57 356 95

Czech Republic 0 0 22

Netherlands 128 0 0

108,409 129,550 146,364

Imports of Tire Cord

7213.91.3011

(in short tons)

China 3 891 37

Brazil 116,513 102,439 96,640

Canada 0 34 15

Germany 27,779 16,334 10,627

Japan 97,412 97,234 86,418

Spain 9,764 7,614 10,430

Turkey 0 192 0

domUnited Kin 33,099 25,694 16,831g

284,480 250,431 220,999

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce import statistics.
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U.S. CASWR Shipments , by Type
Annual 2011-2013

(Quantity in short tons)

2011 2012 2013

Commercial shipments
Internal consumption/company transfers

Total

Share of total commercial shipments to total
shipments
Share of total internal consumption /company
transfers to total shipments

C

C

I

Source: U.S. Producers' Questionnaires at Question II-7,
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Share of 2013 Captive Shipments that Were Unusable and /or Were Used
for Some Purpose Other Than Processing of Downstream Products

(in short tons)

Item

Captive Shipments that Were Unusable and/or Used for
Other Purposes

Total Captive Shipments

Share of Shipments that Were Unuuable and/or Used for
Other Purposes to Total Captive Shipments

Quantity

I

J

Source: U.S. Producers' Questionnaires at Questions II-7 and II-14.
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Percent of Wire Rod Accounted in the Total Cost of End Use Products

U.S. Producer End Use Product Share

Average I

Source: U.S. Producers' Questionnaires at Question IV-11(b).
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Share of U.S . Producers ' Captive Shipments that Are Produced into
Products that Compete with the U . S. Producers' Customers

U.S. Producer 2013 Captive Shipments Share Total

Source : U.S. Producers ' Questionnaires at Questions II-7 and II -17(b).
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U.S. Producers ' 3Q13 and 4Q13 Quarterly Prices vs. Scrap Costs

($ per ton)

Product 1
Product 2
Product 3
Product 4
Product 5

Average scrap costs

3Q2013 4Q2013
C l

Source : U.S. ITC Producers' QRs at IV-2 and [ ]
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Giant steel firm grapples with toughest times in five years

English.news .cn 2013.-07-2008:13:15

By Kang Bing and Chen Jia

BEIJING, July 20 (Xinhuanet ) -- China's largest iron and steel group is determined to cut output and

upgrade production as it copes with the toughest market conditions since 2008 , said Kong Ping, the

vice-president of Hebei Iron & Steel Group Co Ltd.

The iron and steel industry is in much worse shape than it was a year ago, with more excess capacity

and bleaker financial conditions, he said.

A high debt ratio is also a threat for State -owned Hebei Iron and Steel , because the central bank may

keep liquidity tight in the short term , according to Kong.

"The bottom line is to ensure our capital chain doesn't break in the short term," said Kong. "In order to

maintain normal production , we will try any method to control costs."

The iron and steel giant, which was created through the June 2008 merger of Handan Iron & Steel Co

Ltd and Tangshan Iron & Steel Co Ltd, said revenue fell 7.83 percent in the first quarter to 26.86 billion

yuan ($4.38 billion). Net profit slid 87.82 percent to 43,8 million yuan.

Kong said there will soon be "a new round of mergers and acquisitions in the iron and steel industry".

Iron and steel supplies far outweigh demand . The industry ' s capacity utilization ratio is only 72

percent , said Kong , The global rule of thumb is that an indust ry wi n ratio below

78 percent has excess capacity.

Ding Yue, an analyst at China International Capital Corp Ltd, said the industry's profitability in the

second quarter probably worsened . Ding said losses will widen further in the third quarter , because the

supply-demand gap is expanding.

http://news . xinhuanet . com/englisli /china/2013-07/20/c_l32557334.htm 2/24/2014



Zhu Haibin, the chief China economist at JPMorgan Chase & Co, said that excess capacity and weak

investment activity in the manufacturing sector contributed to the nation's first-half economic

slowdown.

"Decelerating economic growth can cut enterprises' income, which is expected to increase the risks

associated with corporate debt, especially for highly leveraged companies," Zhu said.

A report from the China Iron and Steel Association said that price declines for iron ore and other raw

materials used by the steel industry accelerated in May. These conditions indicate weak support for

steel prices.

"As excess supply is difficult to reduce and increasing international trade friction may lower exports,

steel prices are likely to be at a low level this year," the CISA report said.

The United States decided on June 13 to retain anti-dumping duties on imported concrete reinforced

bars from China. The US also started anti-dumping investigations into imports of Chinese-produced

PC steel wire on May 14.

Separately, Australia launched anti-dumping and anti-subsidy investigations into China's exports of

galvanized products; and some Southeast Asian countries also imposed restrictions on imports of

Chinese steel products.

CISA said Chinese iron and steel exporters will find conditions becoming more difficult. It suggested

that these manufacturers should curb production capacity and adjust their product structure.

"We will focus on the domestic market in the near future, and promote profitability that depends on

improved quality. Blind pursuit of size will put more pressure on profits," Kong said.

The group plans to double annual revenue by the end of 2015 without adding any production capacity.

"The restructuring will be based on product upgrades targeting the high-end market," Kong said.

Hebei Iron and Steel's new product range includes vehicle steel plates, steel for nuclear power plants

and large items for marine equipment.

"The market requires high-strength, long-life new products that resist corrosion, pushing us to improve

our technology and increase the ranks of skilled employees," Kong said.

To reduce raw material costs, the group is constantly looking for opportunities to invest in overseas

rnines.

"We prefer equity investment when we are talking about cross-border cooperation ," said Kong. "The

investment proportion may not be large , but we target raw material prices to be 5 to 10 percent lower

than the market level,"

http://riews . xinhuanet . com/english/china/2013-07/20/c_._l 32557334,htm 2/24/2014



Overseas products should yield at least 12 percent return on equity, he added,

Hebei Iron and Steel has invested in mines in countries including Brazil, Canada, Australia and the

Republic of Congo.

(Source: China Daily)

Editor: Zhu Ningzhu
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(Translation)

12/2/13 Hebei Xinjin Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. launched its second wire rod production line

recently

Hebei Xinjin Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. launched its second wire rod production line recently

2012-11-01 14:40 Source: Ganglian News

Recently, Hebei Xinjin Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. has launched its second wire rod production line,
the two wine rod production lines have designed annual production capacities of 500,000 M"T and
600,000 MT, respectively, However, due to the recent weak market, neither production line

reacheus the maximum production capacity.

Source: http://gall^pi.mysteel.eorn/l2/1101/14/DSBF33F3C39536FA.html

Translated by Georgetown Lconon-de Services, U C
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- brim on stream a wire rod mill at the end of November. The
lrnili is the relocated No_ l wire rod mill from Shougang's old
site in Beijing's Changping district-

Shougang Qian'an Iron & Steel (Qiangang), a subsidiary of
Shougang Group in northern China's Hebei province, plans to

The mill, with a capacity of about 500,000 metric
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Shijingshan district at end-2010, according to a source with
Qiangang_ This line, Shougang's last longs product mill in
3eijing, was shut down in March of this year for relocating to
QQaangang in order to save billet transport and re-heating costs.

A company source with Shougang said the mill previously produced mainly low carbon wire rod for
construction uses; medium carbon wire rod for processing and welding rod, and wire rod for tyre cord. After- the
relocation, the product mix -, :ould be essentially the same as before, he added.

It will be the first rod mill installed at Qiangang; which predominantly produces hot rolled coils and silicon
sheets. The plant current;-y boasts a crude steel making capacity of about 8 million rnt/y_

Li Fu
Source: steelbb.com
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Xilin Steel to commission 1,260 cubic meter blast furmace
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It is reported that Heilongjiang Province-based Chinese steelmaker Xilin Iron and Steel Group 1,260 cubic meter blast

furnace on which construction was completed last year will be commissioned in early April. The designed annual output

capacity of the blast furnace is 1.02 million tonnes.

Xilin Steel expects its finished steel output capacity to reach 4.50 million tonnes to 6.00 million tonnes in 2012, rising to
5.50 million tonnes to 6.00 million tonnes in 2013. Meanwhile, construction work on phase two of the steelmaker's
technology innovation project, valued at a cost of CNY 800 million will start in the near future.

The phase two project consists of one 1,260 cubic meter blast furnace, one 120 tonnes converter and a high speed wire
rod production line with an annual output capacity of 1 million tonnes. Annual sales revenues from the completed phase

two are expected to reach CNY 4.8 billion
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Changzhi Steel to Start Production at New
Wire Rod Project in Ja

Dec 25, 2012

source: Sleelorbis

Shanxi Province based Chinese steelmaker Changzhi Iron and Steel Co a subsidiary of Shougang Group, has

started to carry out trial tests at its new high speed wire rod project, as announced by Shougang Group on

December 20.

Construction work on the project started in April of the current year, while production operations are expected to
commence in January 2013. The designed annual output of high speed wire rod is 1.1 million tonne, with an
estimated annual output value of CNY 7.5 billion (USD 1.2 billion). The wire rod products will be in a diameter
range of 5.5 to 25 mm, and will include medium carbon steel, high carbon steel and cold forging steel.
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China Export Statistics
HTS#: 7227.20, 7227.90, 7231.90, 7231.99

Annual 2011-2013

Quantity (short tons)

2011 2012 2013

Korea South 1,103,899 1,271,045 1,222,055

Thailand 467,374 834,360 1,112, 962

Vietnam 250,941 429,744 754,193

United States 93 332,158 691,500

Indonesia 105,206 418,667 609,820

Philippines 170,533 315,040 573,993

Malaysia 187,349 367,273 492,967

Singapore 28,089 177,355 325,375

Japan 295,366 394,221 286,253

Saudi Arabia 61,795 285,356 255,849

Colombia 6,769 23,442 51,833

Total EU 731 799 49

All Other 476,971 1,210,658 2,322,053

Total 3,155 , 114 6,060,118 8,698,901

Value ($)

2011 2012 2013

Korea South 720,840,482 737,409,948 631,677,259

Thailand 302,886,611 471,707,929 566,552,003

Vietnam 165,515,956 241,947,342 379,269,155

United States 71,248 177,979,639 340,246,613

Indonesia 70,767,443 237,232,282 316,387,704

Philippines 108,589,482 169,593,051 274,804,853

Malaysia 122,796,575 207,593,037 256,760,369

Singapore 17, 542,109 97,830,227 161,009,271

Japan 192,884,170 223,976,237 145,304,204

Saudi Arabia 41,553,835 156,234,491 128,441,567

Colombia 4,440,056 12,884,526 25,916,808

Total EU 748,135 660,661 27,752

All Other 315,106, 397 649,828,989 1,148,982,119

Total 2,063 , 742,499 3,384 , 878,359 4,375 , 379,677

AUV ($/short ton)

2011 2012 2013

Korea South 653.00 580.16 516.90

Thailand 648.06 565.35 509.05

Vietnam 659.58 563.00 502.88

United States 767.89 535.83 492.04

Indonesia 672.66 566.64 518.82

Philippines 636.77 538.32 478.76

Malaysia 655.44 565.23 520.85

Singapore 624.52 551.61 494.84

Japan 653.03 568.15 507.61

Saudi Arabia 672.45 547.51 502.02

Colombia 655.95 549.63 500.01

Total EU 1,023.92 826.47 567.33

All Other 660.64 536.76 494.81

Total 654.09 558.55 502.98

Source: GTA China

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services
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UPDATE 1--EU body OKs 25 pct
dumping duty on China steel rods
Thu Jan 1,5, 2009 10:41"'m fiE'1.
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(Adds details, background)

By Darrell t;;rmis

Share: Sharo thle 8+!' Email Print

Jan 15 (Reuters) - A key European Union trade panel voted in favour on Thursday of

imposing temporary antidumping duties 0125 percent on imports of Chinese-made steel

wire rods, GU sources familiar with the case said.

"The vote was in favour of the duties," one source told Reuters on condition of anonymity.

European steel producers requested the additional tariffs on the rods, used among other

things to reinforce tyres and concrete. They had complained that Chinese exporters enjoyed

an unfair advantage because suspected subsidies in China's steel industry gave them cheap

raw material,

The duties -- which are likely further to damage already brittle trade and diplomatic ties

between Brussels and Beijing -- will come into force next month and remain in place for six

months,

The European Commission, which oversees EU trade policy, must then decide whether to

propose "definitive duties" lasting at least five years. EU trade ministers must approve any

such move for it to take effect.

Trade disputes between Brussels and Beijing are on the rise since the RU's trade deficit with

China has ballooned, hitting 16o billion euros ($21o billion) last year.

In December, the EU's antidumping committee voted to adopt import duties of up to 87

percent on screws and bolts from China.
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I

(Acts adopted under the EC TreatylEuraront Treaty whose publication is obligatory)

REGULATIONS

COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) No 70312009

of 27 July 2009

imposing a definitive and-dumping dirty and collecting definitively the provisional duty imposed on
imports of wire rod originating in the People ' s Republic of China and terminating the proceeding

concerning imports of wire rod originating in the Republic of Moldova and Turkey

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPP.AN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European

Community,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EC) No 384196 of
22 December 1995 on protection against dumped imports
from countries not members of the European Community (')
(the basic Regulation), and in particular Article 9 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal submitted by the Commission

after consulting the Advisory Committee,

Whereas:

A. PROCEDURE

(1)

(2)

(3)

1. Provisional measures

The Commission, by Regulation (EC) No 11212009 (2)
(the provisional Regulation) imposed a provisional anti-
dumping duty on imports of wire rod originating in the

People's Republic of China (PRC) and the Republic of

Moldova (RM).

it is noted that the proceeding was initiated following it
complaint lodged by Eurofer (the complainant) on behalf
of producers representing a major proportion, in this

case more than 25 0, of the total Community

production of' wire rod.

2. Subsequent procedure

Subsequent to the disclosure of the essential facts and
considerations on the basis of which it was decided to
impose provisional anti-dumping measures (provisional

disclosure), several interested parties made written

submissions making known their views on the
provisional findings. The parties who so requested were
granted an opportunity to be heard. The Commission
continued to seek and verify all information it deemed
necessary for its definitive findings. To this end an addi-

(1) O) L 56, 63.1996, p. 1.
(2) O) L 38, 7.2.2009, p. 3.

tional verification visit was carried out at the following
company:

Producer in the Community:

- Celsa UK Holding Limited, Cardiff, United Kingdom

(4) The Commission also continued its investigation with
regard to Community interest aspects and carried out
analysis of data contained in the questionnaire replies
provided by some users in the Community.

(5) it is recalled that as set out in recital (13) of the
provisional Regulation the investigation of dumping
and injury covered the period from 1 April 2007 to
31 March 2008 (investigation period or IP). With
respect to the trends relevant for the injury assessment,
the Commission analysed data covering the period from
2004 to the end of the IP (period considered).

(6) Some interested parties argued that tite choice of the year
2004 which was taken into account for the injury
assessment was flawed because allegedly the year 2004
was an exceptionally good year in terms of high demand
and profit margins, They therefore claimed that 2004
should be excluded from the period considered.

(7) it should be noted that according to Article 6(I) of the
basic Regulation, the investigation period should cover a
period immediately prior to the initiation of the
proceeding. It is recalled that the present investigation
was initiated on 8 May 2008. As to the examination

of wends relevant for the assessment of injury. this
normally covers three or four years prior to initiation,
ending in line with the clumping investigation period. In

the present proceeding, this practice was applied.

Therefore, whether the year 2004, or any other year

falling within the period considered, was exceptional or
not does not seem to be relevant to the choice of this
period.
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(8) All parties were informed of the essential facts and
considerations on the basis of which it was intended to
recommend the imposition of definitive anti-dumping
measures on imports of wire rod originating in the
PRC and the definitive collection of the amounts

secured by way of the provisional duty, and the
termination of the proceeding concerning imports of
wire rod originating in the RM and Turkey. They were
also granted a period within which they could make
representations subsequent to this disclosure.

changeability and consumer perceptions, Consequently,
they claimed that tire cord should be excluded from
the scope of this investigation.

(14) The abovementioned claim and specific arguments have
been analysed in detail. Firstly, it was established that the
different types of wire rod, including tire cord, included
in the product definition share the same basic physical,
chemical and technical characteristics, which means that
they belong to the same product category.

(9) The oral and written comments submitted by the

interested parties were considered and, where appro-
priate, the provisional findings were modified accord-

ingly.

B. PRODUCT CONCERNED AND LIKE PRODUCT

(10) The product concerned is bars and rods, hot-rolled, in

irregularly wound coils, of iron, non-alloy steel or alloy
steel other than of stainless steel originating in the PRC,
the RM and Turkey (the product concerned or wire rod),

normally declared within CN codes 7213 10 00,
7213 20 00, 7213 91 10, 7213 91 20, 7213 91 41,
7213 91 49, 7213 91 70, 7213 91 90, 7213 99 10,

7213 99 90, 7227 10 00, 7227 20 00, 7227 90 10,

7227 90 50 and 7227 90 95. The product concerned
does not include stainless steel wire rod.

(11) Following the provisional disclosure, one interested party

claimed that wire rod falling under CN code 7213 91 90
should not be included in the definition of the product
concerned because the powers of attorney issued to the
complainant and its legal representative did not cover

this specific product type.

(12) in this respect it should be noted, firstly, that the
complaint included the abovementioned CN code.
Secondly, the product concerned is defined, at the
outset of the investigation, based primarily on the basic

physical, chemical and technical characteristics. The
relevant CN codes under which imports of the product
concerned are declared are finally determined only during
the investigation, and in particular when imposing final
duties. This is also clear from the text of the notice of
initiation which states that the relevant CN codes are

only given for information ('). in addition, it was

concluded that the wire rod declared under the above
mentioned CN code does have the basic characteristics
which are set out in the notice of initiation, and that it
therefore does fall within the scope of the product
concerned. Consequently this claim was rejected.

(13) One exporting producer and one user alleged that a
specific type of wire rod, namely 'tire cord', classified
under the CN code 7213 91 20, would differ signifi-
cantly from other types of wire rod with respect to the
physical and technical characteristics, end uses, inter-

(1) O) C 113, 8.5.2008, 1). 20.

(15) Secondly, even if it can be argued that tire cord is a
relatively more sophisticated and expensive type
compared to other types of wire rod covered within
the scope of the current investigation, it does not
mean that tire cords imported from the PRC have char-
acteristics which are significantly different from tire cords
produced in the Community.

(16) Furthermore the investigation showed that there were
imports of tire cord from the country concerned
during the period considered. Although these imports
were made in limited quantities, it showed that
exporting producers concerned by the current investi-
gation had the capability to produce this type of' wire
rod.

(17) Hence, based on the above facts and considerations, the
exclusion of tire cord from the scope of the investigation
was not considered to be warranted. The claim had
therefore to be rejected.

(18) in the absence of any other comments concerning the
product concerned or the like product, recitals (13) to
(14) of the provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.

C. DUMPING

1. Market Economy Treatment (MET)

I.I. PRC

(19) In the absence of any other comments with regard to the
MET status of Chinese exporting producers, the
conclusions of recitals (27) to (31) of the provisional
Regulation are hereby confirmed.

1.2. RM

(20) It is recalled that the sole cooperating Moldovan exporter
failed to meet any of the five MET criteria, Following the
provisional disclosure, the company reiterated its
previous comments on the Commission's decision not
to grant it MET, which had already been analysed and
addressed in the MET and provisional disclosures, The
Moldovan exporter disputed the findings regarding all
five MET criteria, but did not support its claims by
providing any evidence in support thereof.
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(21) in particular, the exporter claims that the Commission

contradicts itself when considering that the so called
authorities of the Transnistrian region of the RM are
considered as playing the role of 'the State' when

assessing criterion 1, and not so when assessing
criterion 4. In this respect, it is noted that the so called
authorities of the Transnistrian region of the RM are
clearly in a position to interfere in the company's
management. Therefore this has a direct impact in the
assessment of criterion 1. On the other hand, the so
called authorities of the Transnistrian region of the RM,
as they are not recognised, do not ensure a legal stability
and certainty as required under criterion 4. Therefore this
claim had to be rejected.

L 20 33

(26) Therefore these claims did not change the provisional
conclusions not to grant MITT to the Moldovan coop-
erating exporting producer , and the conclusions of

recitals ( 32) to (49) of the provisional Regulation are
hereby confirmed.

2. Individual treatment (IT)

(27) In the absence of any comments on IT, recitals (50) to
(53) of the provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.

3. Normal value

(22) Regarding criterion 1, the exporter argued, in particular,

that its management is composed of private persons and
that no connection has been established between its top
management and the so called authorities of the Trans-
nistrian region of the RM. However, the investigation
revealed that the President and other management staff
of the company actively participate in the legislative
bodies of the so called authorities of the Transnistrian
region of the RM. Therefore this claim had to be rejected.

(23) Regarding criterion 2 the company argued, in particular,
that the reserved opinion of the audit report on the

company's financial statements was immaterial.

However, this reserved opinion refers to the value of

all fixed assets and cannot therefore be considered as

immaterial. During the verification the company was
not able to clarify this reserve. No additional evidence
has been provided in this respect. Therefore this claim

had to be rejected.

(24) Regarding criterion 3, the company repeated its

argument that, following its privatisation, it was

subsequently re-sold to its current holders at arm's
length and therefore any previous distortions would
have been eliminated. No evidence supporting this

claim was however provided and the conclusion in
recital (45) of the provisional Regulation is therefore

confirmed.

(25) Regarding criterion 5, the company, claimed in particular
that the fact that its financial statements are in US
dollars, and not in the so called Transnistrian rouble
currency (TMR rouble) makes the issue irrelevant.
However, the fact remains that the TMR trouble is used

in several of the company s daily operations, and
therefore the conversion rate of the TMR rouble into
other currencies is not irrelevant for assessment under
this criterion, Therefore this claim had to be rejected.

3.1. Turkey

(28) One exporting producer pointed out that revised and
verified data regarding its domestic sales had not been
taken into consideration in the establishment of normal

value. Another exporting producer argued that the
consaucted normal value had been incorrectly calculated
due to a clerical error. These claims were verified and
corrections were made, when appropriate.

(29) Another exporting producer argued that its export sales
consisted only of a 'non-standard' type of the product
concerned, whereas domestic sales were a mix of
'standard' and 'non-standard' types. It claimed that this
methodology resulted in an unfair comparison and that
the normal value should be calculated by comparing only
the prices of 'non-standard' export and domestic sales.

(30) The investigation, however, could not demonstrate

sufficient differences between 'standard' and non-

standard' products, as claimed by the exporting

producer, that would affect their comparability. Both
categories fall under the product description of the like
product. Additionally the investigation revealed that loth
types were sold by the company at the same price.
Accordingly, this claim had to be disregarded.

(31) In the absence of any other comments with regard to the
methodology for calculating normal value for Turkey, the
provisional conclusions as outlined in recitals (54) to (63)
of the provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.

3.2. PRC and PM

(32) No comments were received concerning the normal
value for the PRC and the RM established as described
in recital (64) of the provisional Regulation. 'therefore
the provisional conclusions are confirmed.
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4. Analogue country

(33) Turkey was provisionally chosen as analogue country for
the reasons set out in recitals (65) to (74) of the
provisional Regulation, Following provisional disclosure,
the complainant, argued against the use of Turkey as
analogue country, instead of Brazil as initially envisaged.
The complainant re-stated the arguments submitted at
the provisional stage (a) claiming that there is sufficient
competition in the Brazilian market and (b) alleging that
the subsidisation of the Turkish steel industry makes it
inappropriate for establishing normal value. Moreover,
the complainant argued that since the investigation has
established the existence of dumping for Turkey, as per
the Commission's practice it should not be used as
analogue county.

(34) It is recalled that the domestic p3-ices in Brazil were found
to be above published world prices, Also, the level of
profits of the Brazilian producer in the domestic
market was found to be very high compared, in
particular, with the level of profit considered reasonable
for the Community industry. As stated in the provisional
Regulation, this is considered as an indication of the
insufficient level of competition in the Brazilian market.

(35) Regarding Turkey, there appears to be clearly more
competition in the domestic market than in the case of
Brazil. The fact that Turkish exporters have. been found
to be dumping does not necessarily mean that the
normal value established for that county is not reliable.

(36) The complainant also argued that as Turkish companies
are allegedly subsidised, 'T'urkey would not be a suitable
choice as analogue country. However, no evidence was
provided in support of this allegation,

(37) In view of the above, the conclusions of recitals (65) to
(74) of the provisional Regulation are confirmed, and
Turkey has been used as analogue country for the
purpose of this proceeding, in accordance with
Article 2(7)(a) of the basic Regulation.

5, Export Price

(38) One exporting producer argued that the export price
should not have been constructed as set out in recital
(76) of the provisional Regulation. Having examined this
claim, it was found to be warranted in particular because
the functions of the company, which has its operations
outside the Community, did not warrant the application
of Article 2(9) of the basic Regulation.

(39) Another exporting producer claimed that deductions for
commissions made for sales through a related company
were not justified. Having examined this claim, it was

found to be warranted as the related company did not
perform functions similar ro those of an agent. The
export prices were therefore corrected accordingly.

(40) In the absence of any other comments with regard to the.
methodology for establishing export prices, the
provisional conclusions as outlined in recital (75) of
the provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.

6. Comparison

(41) The comparison between normal value and export price
was made on an ex-works basis, For the purpose of'
ensuring a fair comparison between the normal value
and the export price, due allowance in the form of
adjustments was made for differences affecting prices
and price comparability in accordance with
Article 2(10) of the basic Regulation.

(42) As described in recital (79) of the provisional Regulation
allowances for differences in transport costs, freight and
insurance costs, bank charges, packing costs, credit costs
and commissions were granted where applicable and
justified,

(43) Several exporters disputed the calculation of adjustments
for inland transport, freight costs, bank charges, credit
costs and commissions and proposed alternative calcu-
lations. In view of the evidence provided in their ques-
tionnaire replies and information and evidence collected
during the verification visits, most of these claims were
not considered justified and the adjustments as calculated
at the provisional stage were therefore maintained.
However, some of the claims have been accepted,
where justified, and corrections were made for the
adjustments corresponding to credit costs, commissions
and customs charges on export sales.

7. Dumping margins

(44) The weighted average normal value was compared with
the weighted average export price as provided for in
Article 2(11) and (12) of the basic Regulation.

7.1, PRC

(45) Following the corrections to the normal values in the
analogue country, the definitive dumping margins for
the Chinese exporting producers are as follows:

Company Dumping margin

Valin Group 38,6 %

All others 52,3 %
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(46) Following the imposition of provisional measures, it was
considered that using all available export data for the RM
would provide a more accurate picture of the dumping
practised by that country. Accordingly, the country wide
definitive dumping margin was calculated on the basis of
the export prices of all known producers.

(47) Following the corrections to the normal values of the
analogue country, export price and adjustments as
described above, the country wide definitive dumping
margin for the RM was established at 16,2 %.

73. Turkish exporting producers

(48) In light of the above, the definitive dumping margins for
the Turkish exporting producers are as follows:

Company name Dumping margin

Kroman ^elik Sanayli AS 18,8 %

(olakoglu Metalurji AS 7,6%

Iskenderun Demir ve k'elik A.4 105 %

Habas Sinai ve Tibbi Gazlar Istihsal
Gndust i AS

7,1 %

Was Celik Gnetji Tersane ve Ulasim
Sanayii AS

3,9 %

All others 18,8 %

D. INJURY

1. Community production

(49) In the absence of any comments concerning the
Community production or cooperation by the silent
producers as mentioned in recital (91) of the provisional
Regulation, recitals (89) to (92) of the provisional Regu-

lation are hereby confirmed.

2, Definition of the Community industry

(50) it, the absence of any comments concerning the defi-
nition of the Community industry, recital (93) of the
provisional Regulation is hereby confirmed.

(51) it is recalled that no sampling was applied for the injury
analysis, since the 20 cooperating producers consisted of

four groups of companies and two independent
producers. Further to the imposition of provisional
measures, as mentioned in recital (3) above, an on-spot
verification was carried out at the premises of one addi-
tional Community producer, in order to verify the data
provided in its questionnaire reply.

3. Community consumption

(52) It is recalled that the Community consumption was
established on the basis of the total imports, derived
from Eurostat, and the total sales on the Community
market of the Community industry and of the other
Community producers, including an estimate based on
complaint data for the sales of the silent producers.

(53) One interested party disputed the method used for the
determination of the Community consumption, claiming
that the production by the Community industry destined
for captive use and captive sales should be included in
the Community consumption and the injury assessment,

since captive use and captive sales were in direct
competition with sales on the free market, including

imports.

(54) R should be noted that as explained in recitals (119) to

(143) of the provisional Regulation, the captive

production of the Community industry has been

analysed in the injury assessment. However, in

accordance with the consistent practice of the

Commission, captive use, i.e. internal transfers of the

like product within the integrated Community
producers for further processing, has not been included
in the Community consumption figure, because these
internal transfers are not in competition with sales
from independent suppliers in the free market.

(55) As regards the claim to include captive sales, i.e. the sales
to related companies, in the Community consumption

figure, this claim was found to be warranted, since
according to the data collected during the investigation,
the related companies of the Community producers were
free to purchase wire rod also front other sources. )n
addition, the Community producers' average sales prices
to related parties were found to be in line with the
average sales prices to unrelated parties.

(56) Following the verification of the data provided by one
additional Community producer, as referred to in recitals

(3) and (51) above, the total sales on the Community
market of the Community industry were slightly revised.
As a result, the Community consumption figures
provided in table I of the provisional Regulation were
adjusted as follows:
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Table 1

Conununity consumption 2004 2005 2006 2007 IP

Tonnes 22 510 446 21 324 498 23 330 122 23 919 163 23 558 858

Index 100 95 104 106 105

Source: Emostat, complaim data and questionnaire replies.

(57) Overall, Community consumption expanded by 5 % over
the period considered. The expansion started in 2006,
after a temporary decrease of 5 % in 2005. After that,
consumption recovered and increased up to 2007,

followed by a slight decrease during the IP, The
downturn in consumption in 2005 was mainly a result
of a lower demand in the construction industry.

4. Imports into the Community from the PRC, the
RM and Turkey

4.1. Cumulation

(58) In order to make the definitive assessment of the
conditions for cumulation of the imports from the

countries concerned, the same methodology as

explained in recital (99) of the provisional Regulation
was applied in the light of the comments received by
parties after the imposition of provisional measures, For

the RM account was also taken of the fact that, as

explained in recital (46) above, other Moldovan

producers were exporting the product concerned to the

Community.

(59) As explained in recital (101) of the Provisional Regu-
lation, the imports from Turkey were not cumulated
with the imports from the PRC and the RM since it
was considered that the conditions of competitions
between the Turkish and other relevant operators were
not similar, in particular as regards their price behaviour.
Indeed, the sale prices of' all cooperating exporting
producers in Turkey were not below Community
industry prices and were relatively high compared to
other operators in the Community market,

(60) One interested party claimed that the arguments put
forward in recital (101) of the provisional Regulation
were not consistent with the basic Regulation. It argued
that it sufficed that the dumping margin of the Turkish
imports were significantly above the de minimis threshold
and that the volume of the imports was not negligible to
cumulate those imports with other dumped imports
from the RM and the PRC. It also claimed that the
non-imposition of measures would lead to a surge of
dumped imports from Turkey to the Community market.

(61) it should be stressed that Article 3(4) of the basic Regu-

lation specifically requires that the conditions of

competition between the relevant operators in the
Community market should be carefully examined in
the context of a cwmulative assessment of the imports
from countries concerned by an anti-dumping investi-
gation. It) addition, the level of prices of the Turkish
operators was in all cases above the non-injurious

prices established according to the methodology
described in recital (179) of the provisional Regulation.
Hence, there was no ground to allow a cumula ive
assessment of Turkish imports with imports from the
PRC and the RM or to impose anti-dumping measures

to prevent any alleged surge of imports from that
country, On this basis the claims had to be rejected.

(62) Another interested party disputed the provisional finding
that imports from the RM were cumulated with those of
the PRC arguing that, contrary to imports from the PRC,
the import volurnes from the RM were very low and
were basically not undercutting the prices of the
Community industry during the 111.

(63) Subsequent to the provisional disclosure, additional

information was received concerning the Moldovan
exports to the Community which resulted in revised
calculations of the undercutting and injury margins for
the RM as explained in more detail in recitals (71) and
(107) below.

('64) The revised calculations showed that imports from the
RM did not undercut the prices of the Community

industry on the Community market in the IP.
Moreover, the injury margin was found to be below
the de mininiis injury threshold applied by analogy to
Article 9(3) of the basic Regulation. In view of the
above, it was concluded that the imports of wire rod
originating in the RM should be assessed separately.

U. Dumped imports fi•oin the PRC

(65) It is recalled that since the consumption figures were
slightly adapted as explained in recital (56) above, the
market share of the imports from the PRC was revised
accordingly. Hence the imports from the PRC developed
as follows doing the period considered.
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Table 2

Total dumped imports Gorr the PRC 2004 2005 2006 2007 IP

Vohuues (tonnes ) 70 816 134 176 633 631 1 459 968 1 174 556

Index 100 189 895 2062 1 659

Market share 0,3 % 0,6% 2,7 % 6,1 % 5,0 %

Index 100 200 863 1 940 1585

Prices (WR/tonne) 374 430 378 409 419

hi dex 100 1 15 101 109 1 12

Source: Euros[at.

L 2037

(66) The dumped imports from the PRC increased signifi- undercutting margin for the cooperating producer in the

cantly from around 0,07 million tonnes in 2004 to

1,1 million tonnes in the IP, i.e. by almost 17 times,
These imports peaked in 2007, after which they
showed a slightly declining trend in line with the
evolution of Community consumption.

(67) Although the average prices of the dumped imports from
the PRC increased by 12 % over the period considered, it
was found that they were undercutting those of the
Community industry, in particular dining the 11'. As a
result, the market share significantly increased from
0,3 % in 2004 to 5,0 % in the IP, corresponding to a
gain of 4,7 percentage points.

4.3. Price undercutting

(68) The methodology described in recital (106) of the
provisional Regulation to establish price undercutting is
confirmed. However, following the verification visit at

the premises of one Community producer as

mentioned in recital (3), the average price of the
Community industry was reassessed to take account of
the verified data obtained from this Community

producer.

(69) One party claimed that since no producer in the RM was
granted MET or 1'1', the Commission should calculate the
undercutting and the injury elimination level for the RM
using Eu •ostat data rather than the data obtained from
exporting producers in the RM.

(70) In an anti -dumping investigation and in particular for the
price comparison exercise, it is the institution's practice
to use the most reliable data available, which in general is
the data collected and verified at the premises of the
cooperating parties. In this case, price data collected at
the premises of the cooperating producer in the RM was
available and was used to establish the provisional price

RM. The claim to use Eurostat data is therefore rejected.

(71) It was however considered that price data available for all
the imports from the RM to the Community, including
imports of other Moldovan producers as mentioned in
recital (46) above, should be taken into account in the
calculation of the definitive undercutting margin for the
RM. Hence, all price data available duly adjusted to rellect

the weighted average export prices to the first inde-
pendent customer, on a cif basis, was used. On this
basis it was found that imports from the RM were not
undercutting Community industry's prices; indeed the
definitive price undercutting margin is a negative one,
namely -1 , 2 % on average for the RM.

(72) As regards imports from the PRC, it is recalled that only
one Chinese exporting producer cooperated in the inves-
tigation. Based on the same methodology and
adjustments to the Community indusny's data as
described above and on the basis of comparable
product types, an average price undercutting margin of
4,2 % was found for the sole cooperating Chinese
exporter. For all other producers in the PRC, price under-
cutting was established as explained in recital (108) of
the provisional Regulation. On this basis, an average
price undercutting margin of 7,3 % was found for the
Chinese imports.

5. Economic situation of the community industry

(73) Following the conclusion that imports from the RM
should not be cumulated with the imports from the
PRC and should be assessed separately, as described in

recital (64), the examination of the impact of the
dumped imports on the Community industry's
economic situation , refers to the imports originating in
the PRC.
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(74) As mentioned in recital (3), one additional Community producer was verified on the spot. As a result,
some injury indicators were adjusted accordingly. These concern the sales volumes to the first
independent customer on the Community market, average ex-works sales prices of the
Community industry to unrelated customers, stock figures, profitability, cash flow, return on
investment and employment.

(75) Table 3 below shows the revised volume sold to the first independent customer on the Community
market. It should be noted that, despite the revised figures, the trend is similar to the one provided in

the provisional Regulation.

Table 3

(76)

2004 2005 2006 2007 1P

Sales volume (tonnes) 7 505 684 6 738 112 7 522 435 7 548 130 7 489 831

Index 100 90 100 101 100

Market share 33,4 % 31,6% 32,2 % 31,6 % 31,8 %

index 100 95 97 95 95

Source: Queseionnak, replies.

Following the above, the average unit sales prices of the Community industry to unrelated customers
on the Community market were revised accordingly. As a result, the average sales prices for the years
2006 to the Il were marginally revised compared to the figures provided in the provisional Regu-
lation.

Table 4

2004 2005 2006 2007 IP

Average price ( FUR / tonne)

Index

414

100

409

99

434

105

468

113

4?5

115

Source: Questionnaire replies.

(77) As regards the stock figures, it should be noted that the minor revisions made in the Community
industry's data for the years 2006 to IP did not change the trend analysis as provided in recital (119)

of' the provisional Regulation.

'Fable 5

--^_^^--^^---_--_-__ 2004 2005 2006 2007 It,

Srocks (tonnes) 657 667 530 578 691 338 699 511 594 420

lndcx 100 81 105 106 90

Source: Questionnaire replies.

(78) Subsequent to the provisional Regulation, also the employment figures were slightly amended for the
years 2004 to IP. In the absence of any further comments received from interested parties, recitals
(120) to (122) of the provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.
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Table 6

(79)

2004 2005 2006 2007 If,

Employment -- full-time
equivalent (PTE)

4 216 4 029 3 920 4 195 4 310

Index 100 96 93 100 102

Labour cost (EURJFPE) 41 300 43 200 45 400 45 300 44 700

Index

_

100 104 110 110 108

Productivity (Index) 100 95 107 98 95

Source: Questionnaire replies.

Profitability of the Community industry was established using the same methodology as explained in
recital (123) of the provisional Regulation. Subsequent to revisions made to the Community

industry's data following the on-spot verification of one additional Community producer, as
described in recital (3), also these figures were slightly revised. Over the period considered, the
profitability of the Community industry decreased fiom 14,2 % in 2004 to 7,3 % in the 11', In the
absence of any further comments received, recitals (124) to (126) of the provisional Regulation are

hereby confirmed.

Table 7

2004 2005 2006 2007 IP

Profitability' 14,2% 8.0% 8.4% 7,9 % 7,3 %

Index 100 56 59 55 51

Cash flow '000 Caro 493 954 272 166 361 573 286 917 278 604

index 100 55 73 55 56

Investments '000 euro 147 897 136 031 231 726 221 808 200 126

Index 100 92 157 150 135

Return on investments 68 % 49 % 50 % 16 % 47 %

Index 100 72 74 68 68

Source: Questionnaire replies.

5.1, Growth

(80) Following the above, it can be considered that the sales volume of the Community industry stagnated
between 2004 and the 11', thus preventing the Community industry from taking advantage of the
expansion of the Community consumption which increased by 5 % between 2004 and the 11'. As a
consequence, its market share decreased by 1,6 percentage points during the same period.

5.2. Magnitude of the actual margin of dumping

(81) In the absence of any other comments received, recital (128) of the provisional Regulation is hereby
confirmed.
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6. Conclusion on injury

(82) It can be concluded that the minor revisions made to
some injury indicators following the on-spot verification
of one additional Community producer, as provided in
tables 2 to 7 above, did not alter the conclusion made in
recital (132) of the provisional Regulation.

2. Effect of other factors

(89) In the absence of any continents concerning devel-
opment of demand , captive production , sales of high-
end products, imports from third countries and other
producers in the Community , recitals (139), (143) to

(149) and ( 151) to (155 ) of the provisional Regulation
are hereby confirmed.

(83) Based on the above, it can be concluded that the
Community industry suffered material injury within the
meaning of Article 3(5) of the basic Regulation.

E. CAUSALITY

1. Effect of the dumped imports from the PRC

(84) it was examined whether the dumped imports of the
product concerned originating in the PRC caused injury
to the Community industry to a degree that can be
considered material.

(85) The investigation showed that dumped imports from the
PRC increased significantly, by almost 17 times, over the
period considered, increasing by 1,1 million tonnes
between 2004 and the 111. This increase was particularly
marked between 2006 and the 111. In terns of market
share, dumped imports from the PRC increased their
share of the Community market front 0,3 % in 2004
to 5,0 % in the IP. In practice this corresponded to the
entire increase in the Community consumption that took
place during the period considered.

(86) During the same period, although its sales volume on the
Community market remained stable, the Community

industry lost market share from 33,4 % in 2004 to
31,8 % in the 11), namely 1,6 percentage points.

(87) As regards prices, despite the fact that the prices of
dumped imports increased by 12 % during the period
considered in line with the increased raw material
prices, they were still undercutting the prices charged
by the Community industry on the Community market.
Consequently, the Community industry was prevented
from increasing its prices to cover the full increase in
raw material prices. The profitability of the Community
industry's sales on the Community market thus decreased
from 14,2 % in 2004 to 7,3 % during the 111.

(88) It is considered that the continued pressure exercised by
the low-priced dumped imports from the PRC on the
Community market did not allow the Community
industry to adapt its sales prices to the increased cost
of production. It is therefore concluded that the surge
of low-priced dumped imports from the PRC had a
considerable negative impact on the economic situation
of the Community industry.

(90) One party claimed that the assessment of the increase in
raw material prices, mentioned in recital (192) of the
provisional Regulation was not correct. It argued that it
is difficult to fully pass on the cost increases to the
customers. Furthermore, it claimed that the negative
export performance of the Community industry would
explain the deterioration of the economic situation of the
Community industry.

(91) As regards the impact of the raw material prices, it is
recalled that the investigation showed an increase of
25 % of' the cost of production for the Community
industry to produce wire rod, This should be. seen in
relation to an increase of only 15 % of average sales
prices of the Community industry. Indeed, it can very
well be difficult in some markets to be able to fully

pass oil the increase in costs to the customers,

however, the current investigation did not show any
evidence that this was the case in the wire rod market.
On the contrary, the wire rod market can be considered
as a commodity product sold in a transparent market
where all operators are aware of the price level. Hence
effective trade conditions should allow cost price
increases to be reflected in the sales price of wire rod.
Therefore, it is considered that the conclusion made in
recital (142) is valid and therefore this claim had to be
rejected.

(92) As regards the export performance, there was indeed a
declining trend in the export sales of the Community
industry for reasons provided in recital (150) of the
provisional Regulation. In view of the fact that the

share of export sales in relation to the sales to
customers within the Community is relatively low and,
in addition, the sales prices of' the latter were relatively
lower, it is considered that the decrease in export volume
can not justify the level of injury suffered. No
substantiated evidence invalidating this conclusion was
provided and therefore the conclusions made in recital
(150) of the provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.

(93) In view of the above and in absence of any other
comments, recitals (156) to (159) of the provisional
Regulation are hereby confirned.

3. Imports from Turkey

(94) Following recitals (60) and (61) and in the absence of
any further comments concerning imports from Turkey,
the conclusions made in recitals (160) to (162) of the
provisional Regulation are hereby confirmed.
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4, imports from the RM

(95) Further to revisions of the Community industry's data,
based on the verification of the reply of one additional
Community producer and taking into account all import
sales originating in the RM, it was found that imports
Pram the RM did nor undercut the prices of the
Community industry in the III. Moreover, in line with
recital (64) above, the comparison of the Moldovan

export price with the non-injurious price of the
Community industry showed a de ttrininnis injury margin.

(96) in view of the above it was concluded that there is no
clear causal link between imports from the. RM and the
injury suffered by the Community industry.

F. COMMUNITY INTEREST

1. Preliminary remark

(97) In view of the above, it should be noted that only the
impact of the imposition of anti-dumping duties on
imports originating in the PRC has been assessed for
the Community interest analysis.

2. Community industry

(98) Subsequent to the provisional Regulation, it was re-

assessed whether the imposition of anti-dumping
measures to imports originating from PRC would be in
the interest of the Community industry.

(99) in view of the above and in the absence of any
comments concerning the interest of the Community
industry, recitals (164) to (167) of the provisional Regu-

lation are confirmed.

3. Importers

(m) In the absence of any comments concerning the
importers, recitals (168) and (169) of the provisional
Regulation are hereby confirmed.

4, Users

(101) One interested party questioned whether all imports to
the Community market from countries subject to this

investigation were taken into account in the percentage
provided in recital (171) of the provisional Regulation
which represents the imports of wire rods by certain
users. Furthermore, some interested parties argued that

there would be no alternative sources available should
anti-dumping measures be imposed and that this would
lead to a shortage of supply.

(102) Ftu1dler to the claim on the total imports, a re-assessment
has been made regarding the total imports of wire rod,
indeed, analyses showed that the actual amount of

imports of wire rod consumed by the cooperating
users is higher than previously assessed at the provisional

stage. As a result, the total imports of the users
mentioned in recital (171) of the provisional Regulation
increased by 30 %, As a result, it can be concluded that
during the III, the users mentioned in recital (171) of the
)provisional Regulation accounted together for around
20 % of all imports of wire rod from the PRC.

(103) As regards the claim that there would he no alternative
sources of supply in case of imposition of anti-dumping
measures , the investigation showed indeed some hregu-

larities in supplies by Community producers to certain

users . However, the analysis did not show any evidence
that these irregularities were on a continued basis.
Moreover, it should be noted that other sources of
supply, taking into account other third countries which
are not subject to measures, are available. Therefore this
claim was rejected.

(104) (lased on the above and in the absence of any further
comments recitals (173) to (175) of the provisional
Regulation are hereby confirmed.

5. Conclusion on Community Interest

(105) Based on the above, it was concluded that there are no
compelling reasons against the imposition of anti-
dumping duties against imports of wire rod originating

in the PRC in the present case.

G. DEFINITIVE ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES

1. Injury Elimination Level

(106) In the absence of comments, the methodology
mentioned in recital (179) of the provisional Regulation
used to obtain the non-injurious prices of the
Community industry was confirmed. However, the
same revisions as those described in recitals (68) and
(72) above were applied for the definitive assessment of
the injury elimination levels. In addition, the profit
margin used in the injury margin calculations was estab•
lashed at ex-works level in order to obtain the non
injurious prices of the Community industry at ex-works
level during the II'.

(107) Concerning the RM, in line with the contents of recital
(71) above, it was considered appropriate to use price
data available for all the exports from the RM to the
Community, in the calculation of the definitive injury
elimination level, Hence, all price data available duly
adjusted to reflect the weighted average export prices
to the first independent customer in the Community,
on a cif basis, was used. On that basis the definitive
injury elimination level for imports from the RM was
found to be below the de mhumis threshold as
mentioned in recital (64) above.
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(108) In view of the conclusions reached with regard to
dumping, injury, causation and Community interest,
definitive anti-dumping measures against imports from
the PRC should be imposed in order to prevent further
injury being caused to the Conunuuity industry.

(109) All parties were informed of the essential facts and
considerations on the basis of which it was intended to
recommend the imposition of definitive anti-dumping

duties. They were also granted a period within which

they could make representations subsequent to this

disclosure. The comments submitted by the parties
were duly considered, and, where appropriate, the
findings have been modified accordingly.

2. Definitive measures

(110) In the light of the foregoing, it is considered that, in

accordance with Article 7(2) of the basic Regulation,
definitive anti-dumping duties should be imposed on
imports originating in the PRC at the level of the
lower of the dumping and the injury margins, in
accordance with the lesser duty rule. In this case, all
duty rates should accordingly be set at the level of the
injury margins found, By analogy with Article 9(3) of the
basic Regulation, given that the injury margin for the RM
and Turkey is below a de minimis level, the investigation
in respect of these countries should be terminated.

(111) No definitive anti-dumping duties are to be imposed on
imports originating in the RM and Turkey.

(112) The proposed anti-dumping duties are the following:

Injuy elim- Dumping Anti-dumping
Company Ination margin margin duty rate

Valin Group (PRC) 7,9 % 38,6 % 7,9 %

PRC residual duty 24,0% 52,3 % 24,0%

3. Definitive collection of provisional duties

(113) In view of the magnitude of the dumping margins found
and in the light of the level of the injury caused to the
Community industry, it is considered necessary that the
amounts secured by way of the provisional anti-dumping
duty, imposed by the provisional Regulation should be
definitively collected to the extent of the amount of the
definitive duties imposed. Where the definitive duties are
lower than the provisional duties, amounts provisionally
secured in excess of the definitive rate of anti-dumping

duties shall be released, Where the definitive duties are
higher than the provisional duties, only the amounts
secured at the level of the provisional duties shall be

definitively collected.

H. TERMINATION OF THE PROCEEDING

(114) In view of the findings regarding imports originating in
the RM and Turkey, the proceeding with respect to these
two countries should be terminated,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

1. A definitive anti-dumping duty is hereby imposed on
imports of bars and rods, hot -rolled , in irregularly wound

coils, of iron , non-alloy steel or alloy steel other than of
stainless steel originating in the People 's Republic of China,

falling within CN codes 7213 10 00, 7213 20 00,

7213 91 10, 7213 91 20, 7213 91 41, 7213 91 49,

7213 91 70, 7213 91 90, 7213 99 10, 7213 99 90,

7227 10 00, 7227 20 00, 7227 90 10, 7227 90 50 and

7227 90 95.

2. The rate of the definitive anti-dumping duty applicable to
the net, free-at-Community-frontier price, before duty, of the
products described in paragraph 1 and produced by the
companies below shall be as follows:

Country Company Duty
TARIC addi-
tional codes

People's Republic of Valin Group 7,9 % A930

China

All other 24.0% A999
companies

3. Unless otherwise specified, the provisions in force

concerning customs duties shall apply.

Article 2

The anti-dumping proceeding concerning imports of wire rod
originating in the Republic of Moldova and 'furkey is hereby
terminated.

Article 3

The amounts secured by way of the provisional anti-dumping
duty pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 1122009 on imports of
wire rod originating in the People's Republic of China shall be
definitively collected at the rate of the definitive duty imposed
pursuant to Article 1. The amounts secured in excess of the
definitive rates of the anti-dumping duty shall be released.
Amounts secured by way of the provisional anti-dumping
duty pursuant to Commission Regulation (EC) No 112/2009
on imports of wire rod originating in the Republic of
Moldova shall be released.
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Article 4

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following its publication in the Official Journal of the

Ewropeau Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 27 July 2009.

For the Council

The President

C. BILDT
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DEFINITIVE ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES IN FORCE.
AS OF 30 JUNE 2013

Country / Product , Measure ( s) Date of original Date(s) of

Customs investigation TD imposition; extension;

Territory number publication publication
reference reference(s)

Aluminium Foil Duties 06.10.2009
Armenia AD 534 - AR L 262 .1

Welded tubes and pipes, Duties 19.12.2008,

Belarus of iron or non-alloy steel L 343, p.1
AD523BY
Zeolite A powder Duties 14.05.2011

Bosnia and AD553 BA L 1"25, p. i

Herzegovina Undertakings 14.05.2011
L 125, p. 26 _-

Aluminium Foil Duties 06.10.2009
AD 534 - BR L 262, p.l

Brazil Undertakings 06.10.2009
L 262, .50

Biodiesel (ext.) Duties (ext.) 11.05.2011
Canada R506 CA L 122, . 12

Aluminium Foil Duties 06.10.2009
AD 534 CN L 262, p.1

Undertakings 06.10.2009
L 262, . 50 _

Aluminium foil in small Duties 13.03.2013
rolls AD582 CN OJ L 69, p, 11

_ _ AD582 _

Aluminium radiators Duties 09.11.2012
AD578 CN L 310IP. 1 _ -------
Aluminiurn road wheels Duties 28.10.2010
AD541CN L282

1

Barium carbonate Duties 21.07.2005 19.08.2011

AD475CN L 189, p.15 L 214, p. 1
corrected by

L 181, 04.07.2006,
111

Bicycles Duties 09.09.1993 14.07.2000

China AD287CN L 228, p.1 L 175, p.39
14.07.2005
L 183, p.l

06.10.2011
1. 261,p.2
05.06.2013

_ __ _ L 15 3 p_ 17-- _-

Bicycle parts Duties 18.01.97 14.07.2000

AD287CN AC L 16, p.l L 175, p.39
28.02.2008
L 55, p.l

Candles, tapers and Duties 14.05.2009
the like L 119, p. 1
AD528CN
AD528CN

Cargo Scanning Systems Duties 16.06.2010
AD522 CN L 150 .1
Ceramic tableware and

_
Duties 15.05.2013,

kitchenware AD586 CN L 131 p. 1
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Country / Product , Measure ( s) Date of original Date(s) of
Customs investigation ID imposition ; extension;
Territory number publication publication

T

reference reference(s)

Seamless pipes and Duties 06.10.2009
tubes of iron and steel L 262, p,19
AD533CN
Seamless pipes and Duties 20.12.2011
tubes of stainless steel L 336, p. 6
AD565CN __
Silicon metal Duties 28.07.1990 16.12,1997
AD245CN L 198, p.57 L 345, p.l

04.03.2004
L 66, p.15
29.05.2010
L131,p.1

Sodium cyclamate Duties 11.03.2004 08.06.2010
AD467CN L 72, .1 L 140 .2
Sodium gluconate Duties 28.10.2010
AD544CN L 282, P. 24
Stainless steel fasteners Duties 19.11.2005 07.01.2012
and parts thereof L 302, p, 1 L 5, p. 1
AD482CN
Steel ropes and cables Duties 17.08.1999 16.11.2005
AD384CN L 217, p.l L 299, p.1

11.05.2010
L.117, p. 1
09.02.2012

China (Cont'd) Sulphanilic acid Duties 25.07.2002 16.10.2008
AD444CN L 196, .11 l_ 275 ).1
Tartaric acid Duties 27,01.2006 24.04.2012
AD488CN _ L 23, p.1 L 110, . 3
Threaded tube or pipe Duties 14.05.2013
cast fittings, of malleable L 129, p. 1
cast iron AD585 CN _
Trichloroisocyanuric acid Duties 07.10.2005 30.12.2011
AD480CN L 261, .1 L 3R6 6
Tube and pipe fitting, of Duties 03,04,1996 06.06,2003
iron or steel L 84, p.1 L 139, p.1

AD323CN 04.09,2009
L 233, .1

Tungsten carbide and Duties 27.09.1990 09.04.1998
fused tungsten carbide L 264, p.7 L 111, p.l

AD238CN 31.12.2004
L 395, p.56
24.03.2011

,L7 8 p. 1-----.
Tungsten electrodes Duties 13.03.2007
AD502CN L72 .1.
Welded tubes and pipes, Duties 19.12.2008
of iron or non-alloy steel L 343, p.1
AD523CN
Wire Rod Duties 05.08,2009
AD53OCN L 203, .1
Fatty alcohols and their Duties L 293
blends 11,11,2011 p. I
AD563IN
Graphite electrode Duties 18.09.2004 16,12.2010
systems L 295, p.10 L 332, p. 17
AD469IN _ _ __-_

India
Oxalic acid Duties 18.04.2012
AD568 IN___- -_-- L 106 ^_-1-
Sulphanilic acid Duties 25.07.200"2 1.6.10.2008
AD444IN L 196, p.11 L 275, p.I

Undertakings 26.01.2006
L 22 .52



18 l v levies anti-dUmping tax steel
from China, Indonesia, S. Korea

Xinhua Agencies
Published on February 18, 2013 19:01

The Malaysian government announced on Monday it will impose anti-dumping duties on steel wire rods imports from China, China's Taiwan,
Indonesia and South Korea for five years beginning February 20.

It said it will levy duties for the first time in the steel industry of 3.03 percent to 25.2 percent on products from the three countries.

The decision came after the ministry of international trade and industry completed an investigation launched in June last year into complaints
by a domestic producer that steel wire rod imports from the three countries and Turkey, sold at a much lower price, were hurting the
domestic industry.

China's Jiangsu Shagang International Trade Co. Ltd. and Jiangsu Yonggang Group Co. Ltd., and Indonesia's P.T. Ispat Indo are exempted
from the duty.

The government freed Turkish manufacturers of anti-dumping duties after it found imports from Turkey have a dumping margin of below 2
percent.

Posted in : Asia-Pacific

Actions : E-mail I Poinialink I Comments (0)Kick it! I IJZone it! I del.icio.us

http://www.globaltimes.cn/DesktopModules/Dnnr^oi-ge°/,20-°/,2ONewsArticles/Print.aspx`?tabid=99&tab... 2/14/2014



M'sia to impose c.u7ti-dumping duties Ora steel wire rods

I^ETA1-ING JAY& The Government has proposed to impose anti-dumping duties on steel wire rods from selected

companies in Chine, Taiwan, South Korea and Indonesia, following the completion of a detailed investigation into the inlport

of the cornrnodity.

The Royal Malaysian Customs will enforce the collection of the anti-dumping duties, and this rne,>aaure will be effective for

five.: years from Feb 20, 2013,° according to a statement from the International Trade and Industry Ministry (Miti) said

yesterday.

Imports of steel wire rods from Turkey, on the other hand, would not be slapped with any anti-durnping duties due to the

dumping rnargin being below 2%, the ministry said,

The Government began an anti-dumping investigation on June 25, 2012, based on a petition filed by Amsteel Mills Sdn Bhd
on behalf of the domestic steel wire rod industry.

i he petitioner alleged that the imports of steel wire rods originating in or exported frorn C;hinra, 1aiwara, South Korea,

Indonesia and Turkey were being imported into Malaysia at a much lower price than in the domestic markets of those

countries.

f'hi s, the petitioner claimed, was causing material injury to the domestic industry producing 11he same; product it Malaysia

According to Miti, anti-dumping duties on imports of steel wire rods from Taiwanese companies would be as follows: China
Steel Corp 10.98%; Feng Hsin Iron and Steel Co I_td 9.04%; and others 25.20%. Imports of steel wire rods from China-
based companies Jiangsu Shagang international Trade Co Ltd and Jiangsu Yonggang Group Co Ltd would not be slapped
with any anti-durnping duties, while imports of steel wire rods frorn other Chinese companies would be slapped with an anti-
durnping duty of 25.20%.

Imports of steel wire rods from companies in Indonesia would also be subject to an anti dumping duty of 25.201'%. except for
thOS(' sonrc:ed from P"I" Isp<:at Indo, which would not be imposed with sucil a levy.

Irnports of steel wire rods frorn companies in South Korea would also be subject to an anti-duinping duty of 25.20%, except

for those; sourced frorn Posco, which would be imposed with an anti-dumping duty of 3.03%.

littp://ww\v.tliestar,com.my/Business/Business-News/2013/02/19/M8217sia-to-impose-aratidunapirag-dutic... 1/13/2014
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Reproduced herewith is the semi-annual report for the period 1 July-31 December 2013
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ANNEXES

DEFINITIVE ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES IN FORCE
AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2013

Country / Product , Measure ( s) Date of original Date(s) of
Customs investigation TD imposition; extension;
Territory number publication publication

reference reference(s)

Newsprint Duties 27.09.2003 21,03.2009
Canada AD 01/03/CAN Gazette P.U. A) 370 Gazette P.U. (A) 125

Steel Wire Rod Duties 20,02.2013
AD01/12/CHN Gazette,

P, U. A 53
Biaxially oriented Duties 23.04.2013

China polypropylene film Gazette,
AD03/12 PRC P.U. A 146

Electrolytic Tinplate Duties 16, 11.2013
AD01/13/CHN Gazette,

P.U. A 339
Newsprint Duties 27.09.2003 21.03.2009

AD 01/03/IDN Gazette P.U. A 370 Gazette P.U. A 125
Steel Wire Rod Duties 20.02.2013
AD01/12/IDN Gazette,

Indonesia P.U. A 53

Biaxially oriented Duties 23,04,2013
polypropylene film Gazette,

AD03/12/IDN P.U. A 146
Newsprint Duties 27.09.2003 21.03.2009

AD 01 03 KOR Gazette P.U. A 370 Gazette P.U. A 125
Steel Wire Rod Duties 20.02.2013
AD01/12/KOR Gazette,

Korea, Rep. of P.U. LA) 53
Electrolytic Tinplate Duties 16.11.2013

AD01/13/KOR Gazette,
P. U. A 339

Newsprint Duties 27.09.2003 21.03.2009
Philippines ADDS 03 PHL Gazette, P,U. A 370 _gazette, 13.U. A 125

Steel Wire Rod Duties 20.02.2013
AD01/12/TPKM Gazette,

P.U. A 53 _-
Chinese Taipei Biaxially oriented Duties 23.04.2013

polypropylene film Gazette,
AD03 12 TPKM P,U. A 146

Polyethylene Duties 23.10.2005 21.04.2011
Terephthalate Gazette, P.U. (A) 414 Gazette, P.U. (A) 142
AD 01/05/ THA

Thailand Biaxially oriented Duties 23.04.2013
polypropylene film Gazette,

AD03/12/THAT P.U. A 146
Newsprint Duties 27.09,2003 21.03.2009

United States AD 01/03/USA Gazette P,U. A 370 Gazette, P.U. (A 125
Biaxially oriented Duties 23.04.2013

Viet Nam polypropylene film Gazette,
,0003 12/Viet Narri P.U. A 146
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Reporting Member: THAILAND'

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF ANTI-DUMPING ACTIONS-

FOR Tl-,E PEP,70D z 3ANUARY-30 JUNE 2013

Original Investigations

Country Product Initiation Provisional Final measures No final Other Trade data Basis for
or measures and Definitive Price measures / (from published report (s) normal value

customs preliminary duty undertaking termination determination

territory dete rminations
Description; HS 6-digit Date; Date of duties; Date of Date of Date, I Date, Import Import Codes for all

category covering period of range of duties; application; Reason 1 explanation volume or volume as bases used in
investigated product'; investigation individual range of range of value (units % of proceeding;

ID number; (D-dumping; dumping individual individual / currency); apparent
(*) if investigation of I-injury) margins; "other" dumping dumping product domestic

>1 country rates; [range of margins; margins or coverage, consumption
applied rates if "other" minimum period, if or as % of

different, rates; prices different total imports
reason] [range of from

applied rates cols. 2 / 3
if different,

rea so n
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ColdlReduced Carbon. Steel 17/08/12
in Coils and not in Coils D: 01/07/11 -
(****) 30/06/12
HS 7209.1500, 7209.1600, I: 01/01/08-
7209.1700, 7209.1891, 30/06/12
7209.1899, 7209.2500,
7209.2600, 7209.2700,
7209.2810, 7209.2890,
7209.9010, 7209.9090,
7211.2310, 7211.2320,

China
7211.2390, 7211.2910,
7211.2920, 7211.2930,
7211.2990, 7225.5090
AD2012-02)

Flat Cold Rolied Sta nless 17/08/12
Steel D: 01/07/11 -
HS 7219.3200, 7219.3300, 30/06/12
7219.3400, 7219.3500, I:01/01/09 -
7219.9000, 7220.2010, 30/06/12
7220.2090, 7220.9010,
7220.9090
AD2012-01'

' Website address where published reports on investigations are available: www.dit.ao.th
Z All terms and column headings used in this format have the meanings assigned to them in the instructions.

For reference purposes only.



I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
High Carbon Steel Wire Rod 29/11/12
HS 7213,9190, 7227.9000, D:01/10/11 -
(AD2012-05) 30/09/12

1: 01/01/09 -
30/09/12

Certain Hot Dip Plated or 08107/11 10/01/2013 32,060 MT 23.73% of HMP
Coated with Aluminium Zinc D: 01/07/10 - 2.36- during POI total imports

China Alloys of Cold Rolled Steel(**) 30/06/11 12.820%

(Cont'd) HS 7210.6110, 7210.6190 I: 01/01/08 - All others:
AD2011-10 30/06/11 26.22%

Painted Hot Dip Galvanized of 08107/11 10/01; 2013 30,693 MT 23.36% of HMP, FA
j Cold Rolled Steel and Painted D: 01/07/10 - 5.56- during POI total imports

Hot Dip Plated or Coated with 30/06/11 42.88%
Aluminium Zinc Alloys of Cold I: 01/01/08 - All others:
Rolled Steel(***) 30/06/11 42.88%
HS 7210.7010, 7210.7090 1
AD2011-13 i

Certain Hot Dip Plated or 08/07/11 10/01/2013 36,424 MT 26-96% of HMP, CV
Coated with Aluminium Zinc D: 01/07/10 - 13.82- during POI total imports
Alloys of Cold Rolled Steel(*) 30/06)11 16-25%
HS 7210.6110, 7210.6190 I: 01/01/08- All others:
AD2011-09 30/06/11 i 22.55%

Korea, Rep. Painted Hot Dip Galvanized of 08/07/11 10/01/2013 Termination 45,830 MT 34.88% of HMP
of Cold Rolled Steel and Painted D: 01/07/10- j 2.51-5.951/ for 1 exporter durina POI total imports

Hot Dip Plated or Coated with 30/06/11 All cthers:
Aluminium Zinc Alloys of Cold I: 01101/08- 10.25%
Rolled Steel(**') 30/06/11
HS 7210.7010, 7210.7090
AD2011-12

Certain Het Dip Plated or 08/07/11 10/01/2013 43,389 MT 32.12% of HMP
Coated with Aluminium Zinc D: 01/07/10 - 2.59-7.12% during POI total imports

j Alloys of Cold Rolled Steel(-) { 30/06/11 j All others:
HS 7210.6110, 7210.6190 I: 01/01/08 - 39.12°/
AD2011-08 + 30/06/11

Painted Hot Dip Galvanized of i 08/07/11 ' 10/01/2013 8,670 MT 6.600% of HMP, CV
Cold Rolled Steel and Painted I D: 01/07/10 - 18.39- during POI total imports
Hot Dip Plated or Coated with 30/06/11 23.55%
Aluminium Zinc Alloys of cold I: 01/01/08 - All others:
Rolled Steel(***) 30/06/11 44.77%
HS 7210.7010, 7210.7090
AD2011-11

Chinese Cold Reduced Carbon Steel 17/08/12 I
Taipei in Coils and not in Coiis D: 01/07/11 -

(****) 30/06/12
HS 7209.1500, 7209.1600, 1: 01/01/08-
7209.1700, 7209.1891, 30/06/12
7209.1899, 7209.2500,
7209.2600, 7209.2700,
7209.2810, 72M2890,
7209.9010, 7209.9090,
7211.2310, 7211.2320,
7211.2390, 7211.2910,
7211.2920, 7211.2930,
7211.2990, 72255090
AD2012-04)



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 it
Cold Reduced Carbon Steel 17/08/12
in Coils and not in Coils D: 01/07/11 -

30/06/12
HS 7209.1500, 7209.1600, I: 01/01/08-
7209.1700, 7209.1891, 30/06/12
7209.1899, 7209.2500,

Viet Nam 7209.2600, 7209.2700,
7209.2810, 7209.2890,
7209.9010, 7209.9090,
7211.2310, 7211.2320,
7211.2390, 7211.2910,
7211.2920, 7211.2930,
7211.2990, 7225,5090
AD2012-03

41



Reviews / Other subsequent procee €9s

Country or Product Initiation Preliminary Final results Revocation Other (e.g., Trade Data Basis for
customs results / Definitive duty Price of procedures ( if available from published normal value
territory determination undertaking Measures not affecting report(s) on proceeding ) determination

the duty
level

Description; Date, Type of Effective date; Effective date, Effective date; Date Date, Import volume Import Codes for all
HS 6-digit Review or range of range of range of Reason explanation or value (units volume as bases used in

category covering Procedure individual individual individual /currency); % of proceeding
investigated (code), Period dumping dumping dumping product apparent
product, ID Covered margins; "other" margins; "other" margins or coverage, domestic

number, (I if rates; [range of rates; [range of minimum period, if consumption
investigation of >1 applied rates if applied rates if prices; or different from or as % of

country different, different, other outcome cols. 2 / 3 total imports
reason reason code

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 it
Nil

Basis for Determination Codes
HMP
FA
TM
Cv

Home market price.
Facts Available.
Third country price.
Constructed value.

Other abbreviations
(R)

(ER)

(PR)

(RF)

CF

LD R

EXP

P

C
n. a.

A review of existing measures.
An expiry review
A review on scope of products under the measures
A review for a refund of AD duty
Information not provided for reasons of confidentiality
Lesser duty
Measure expired without review
Publication date
Date of commencement of duty collection
Not available.
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NOTIFICAT ION UNDER ARTICLE 12,1(A) OF THE AGREEMENT ON
SAFEGUARDS ON INITIATION OF AN INVESTIGATION AND

THE REASON FOR IT

INDONESIA

(bars and Rods, !-lot-Rolled, in Irregularity Wound Coils)

The following communication , dated 24 January 2014, is being circulated at the request of the
delegation of Indonesia.

Pursuant to Article 12.1(a) of the WTO Agreement on Safeguards, the Republic of Indonesia
hereby wishes to notify the Committee on Safeguards that the Indonesian Safeguards Committee
(Komite Pengamanan Perdagangan Indonesia/KPPI), hereinafter referred as "the Investigating
Authority", has initiated a safeguard Investigation on the imports of bars and rods, hot-rolled, in
irregularity wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel or of other alloy steel, under HS Codes
7213,91.10.00, 7213.91.20.00, 7213.91.90.00, 7213.99.10.00, 7213.99.20,00, 7213,99,90,00,
and 7227.90.00.00,

On 23 December 2013, an application for a safeguard measures was received by the Investigating
Authority from PT, Ispat Indo and PT. Krakatau Steel (Persero), Tbk., hereinafter referred as "the
Applicant", against importation of bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularity wound coils, of iron or
non-alloy steel or of other alloy steel, under f1S Codes 7213.91.10.00, 7213.91.20,00,
7213.91.90,00, 7213.99,10.00, 7213.99.20.00, 7213.99.90.00, and 7227.90.00,00. After
examining the properly documented application, the Investigating Authority concluded that there
was a sufficient evidence to justify the initiation of a safeguard investigation.

1 THE DATE OF INITIATION

The investigation initiated on 17 January 2014.

2 SUBJECT GOOD

a. Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularity wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel, other
than containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the
rolling process, and other than other, of free cutting steel, of circular cross-section
measuring less than 14 mm in diameter, of a kind used for producing soldering sticks,
under HS, code 7213.91,10.00.

b. Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularity wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel, other
than containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the
rolling process, and other than other, of free cutting steel, of circular cross-section
measuring less than 14 mm In diameter, of a kind used for concrete reinforcement
(rebars), under HS. code 7213,91.20.00,

c. Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularity wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel, other
than containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the
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rolling process, and other than other, of free cutting steel, of circular cross-section
measuring less than 14 mm in diameter, other than of a kind used for producing
soldering sticks, other than of a kind used for concrete reinforcement (rebars), and other
than containing aluminium at least 0.02% or silicon at least 0.10% or sulfur up
to 0.010%, under HS. code 7213.91,90.00,

d. Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularity wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel, other
than containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the
rolling process, and other than other, of free cutting steel, of circular cross-section
measuring other than less than 14 mm in diameter, of a kind used for producing
soldering sticks, under HS. code 7213.99.10.00.

e. Bars and rods , hot-rolled , in irregularity wound coils , of iron or non - alloy steel, other
than containing indentations , ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the
rolling process , and other than other, of free cutting steel , of circular cross - section
measuring other than less than 14 mm in diameter , of a kind used for concrete
reinforcement ( rebars ), under HS, code 7213. 99.20.00,

f. Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularity wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel, other
than containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the
rolling process, other than, other, of free cutting steel, of circular cross-section
measuring other than less than 14 mm in diameter, other than of a kind used for
producing soldering sticks, other than a kind used for concrete reinforcement (rebars),
and other than containing silicon at least 0.10% or aluminium at least 0.02% or sulfur
up to 0.010%, under HS. code 7213.99.90.00.

9• Bars and rods , hot-rolled , in irregularity wound coils , of other alloy steel , other than of
high speed steel and of silicon - manganese steel or of containing chrome at least 0.9%,
under HS. code 7227. 90.00.00.

3 REASONS FOR INITIATION OF INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE

The investigation was initiated following an evaluation of prima facie evidence provided in the
application for a safeguard measure by the Applicant, which represents a major producer of the
Subject Good in Indonesia.

The data submitted by the Applicant showed that there was an increased of volume of import of
the subject good cause or threaten to cause serious injury to the Applicant.

The documents also showed a negative development which indicates to cause a serious injury,
covering information on share of the domestic market taken by increased import, profits and
losses, employment, and inventory.

4 FURTHER INFORMATION

All views or comments should be made in writing and submitted to the following address;

THE INDONESIAN SAFEGUARDS COMMITTEE
(Komite Pengamanan Perdagangan Indonesia/KPPI)

JI. M.I. Ridwan Rals No.5, Building I, 5th floor, Jakarta 10110
Telephone / Facsimile; (62-21) 385 7758

E-mail, klaoi(c)kemendaq.go id
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PUBLIC VERSION

Chinese Producer

CASWR

Production

Capacity_

Estimated

CASWR

Production

Estimated
Unused

Capaci
Expansion Plans

Company-specific CASWR production capacity taken from attached ( ( and articles in Exh. 9.

Chinese industry total CASWR production of ] ] short tons is an annualization of j ] metric tons of CASWR production from January through

November 2013 (see Exh. 9 (Asian Metal)), multiplied by 1.10231 (conversion fi•om metric to short tons). Chinese industry CASWR production capacity was calculated

using the above production of ( ] short tons and the Chinese steel industry's 2013 average capacity utilization of 72 percent. See Exh. 9 ("Giant steel firm

grapples with toughest times in five years." http://news.xinhuanct.com/enalish/china/2013-07/20/c 132557334.htm ).
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450 High quality carbon wire rod steel , View 4511 High quality Garb ... http://ayicy,en.alibaba . Com!product/1 4 67069 1 98 - 2 188")-/,4.')3 '45 _I li...

Welcome to Alibaba.com , Join Fr'oe I Sign In 10y Alibabe On Alibalea Please input a keyword

Anyang Jin Chao Yang...

Home Product Categories

Add Company to My Favorites

Company Profile Advantages Contacts

. Lt,O -iv r.X; > Y:W CJ > 45# High quality carbon wire rod steel

Supplier Assessment

or

Onsite Check Verified Video

45# High quality carbon wire rod steel

Add to Inquiry Cart Are fo Nly F syonbbS Share lo.

FOB Price. US $ 200 - 1,200 / Ion I Gr±t,t_rrty_;t, Price

Port: Tianjin Shanghai Qingdao

Minimum Order Quantity: 20 Tornlrons

Supply Ability: 50000 Ton/Tons per Day

Payment Terms: UC,T(I

Contact Supplier
Offline

5e(1 1a7'gei imago

Yarified `rupphoi I Anyang

Jin Chao Yang Materials Co ., [Ad.

[ Henan, China (Mainland) ]

Business Iypc: ?rod:ng Company

Main Markel5: Domestic Market

97.21%,VJestern Europe

1.5II % ,Southeast A5:a 1.71%

Comprehensive capabilities

verified by I tpd f he-,nlarid

Onsite operations checked

and legal status confirmed

57.1% Quick Response

Search products here

Product Showcase

Product Categories

steel plates

Sleet bar

Steel pipe

Shape steel

Product Detail

Minisite
Survey

Report Suspicious Activity

Quick Details

Steel Grade. 459 High quality carbon wire Standard: ASTM, GB Wire Gauge 5.5mm-20mm

rod steel
Place of Origin: Henan, China (Mainland) Typo Copper Clad Steel Wire

Application: Construction Alloy Or Not Is Alloy Soer.lal USC Cola I loading Sleoi

Model Number 4511 Brand Name. Jigang Baogang Wugany name 4b11 I sign quality carbon wue wa

steel

Certificate: Brand:: Jigang, Wugang, Baogang Raw Materials: high purity of stool

IS09001;CE;FPC;J IS;ASTM;TUV;PED;SG
S;BSI

Standard: GB/T 4354 -2008 Diameter: 5.5mm-20mm

Quality Assure: Impact Specimon Test Service: Extended distributing service

manufacturing technique: hot rolled application: Construction

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Dctails.

Ms. elrint, yang

If tonnage is less, proposaling use container 20GP 5900.00 X 2340.00 X 2350.00 40GP

11600.00 X 2340.00 X 2350,00 40HO 11800.00 X 2-340.00 X 2G90.00 If the goods is

more,ey bulk is more convenient and save money

Delivery Detail 7.30days

Specifications

451t High quality carbon wire rod steel
1)standard. GB/T 4354 -2008
2)Diameter.5.5mm-20mm

1 of6 2/10/2014422 PM



45# High quality carbon wire rod steel , View 45#1 High quality carb .,, http://ayjcy.en.alibiba.oom/product /1467069198-218837433145 Ili...

Stainless steel

Steel wire rod

steel coil

Ductile Iron pipe

Ungrouped

See All Categories

New Products

It

petroleum industry use

g345r carbon..

petroleum industry use
g345r steel ...

petroleum industry use
g345r steel ...

pelroloum industry use

g345r steel

Wire Rods Steel

Item 45# High quality carbon wire rod steel

Standard GI3(f 4354 -2008

Diameter 5.5mm-20mm

Surface Black painted,PE coated, GaIvanized,color coated,etc

Delivery Heat treatment facilities for hot-rolled, controlled rolling, normalizing, annealing,

States tempering,

quenching, normalizing plus tempering, quenching and tempering, and other

delivery states are

available as customers' requirement.

HIC, SSC, SPWHT, Macrostructure, detection of defects, Hardness and DWTT test
Tests

and

en10204/3.1 certificate are also available.

Package Standard export seaworthy package,suit for all kinds of transport,or as required.

Container 20ft GP:5898rnm(Length)x2352mm(Width)x2393mm(High)

Size 40ft GP:12032mm(Lengtfi)x2352mm(Width)x2393mm(High)

40ft HC:12032mm(Length)x2352mm(Width)x2698mm(High)

Bulk Size Any size

Price term Ex-Work,FOB,CNF,CFR,CIF,etc

Export to
Ireland. Singapore, Indonesia,Ukraine,Saudi

Arabia, Spain, Canada,USA, Brazil,Thailand,

Korea, Iran, India, Egypt,Oma n, Malays ia,Angola,etc

Application Applicable to the manufacturing of low carbon steel wire and clad and galvanized

low carbon steel wire. Construction, wire drawing, packaging, welding rod, and

bolts, nuts, rivets

Contact www,ayjcy,(:n

Chemical composition and Mechanical performance

BrandlC IMn Si IP IS INI ICr

5# 42-0 . 50 50-0 . 8UrrU.137(s; 335j<_0 . 035s0.25-__6
___._F _-_I__ ._..._.___ Minisile

Survey

hick
- ietd point as,MPa

ensilestrenglh ob
- Elongatiob,%

rade mm MPa reduction of area q, (%)

5A 5

----

355 _

_

600

Process Flow

2 oF6 2%10 /2.014 4:22 I'M



4511 Wire Steel Coil - Buy 45## Wire Coil,45# Wire Coil,451,r` Wire Ste.., littl)://vvwvv.alibaba , coni /product-gs /14923&7336!45 wire stccl

About 24 results: Steel Wire (1)

Home > Products > Minerals & Metallurgy > Steel > Steel Wire (120273)

See larger Image

Add to Inquiry Carl Add to My Favorites Share lo.

FOU Price:

Port:

US $200 - 1,200 / lon 3-A Latr,at

)> IICe

Tianjin Shanghai Qingdao

Minimum Order Quanthy:20'ron/ tons

Supply Ability: 50000 'ronlrons per Day

Paymont Tar ins. L/C,17T

I'm Away

bi5 Jo:": 1:,- Contact Supplier

8:art

Product Detail Company Profile

Mulfi-language Silts

0

Ch.a<. Yap 9 roi.a!w;a,; Co i_

I-lonan, China ( Mainland) )

Business type : Trading Company

Main Markets: Donostic Market

Comprehonsive capabilities verified by

tl1V Ri;cn':ktnd

Onsito operations chocked and legal

status confirmed

513.4% Qlpck Response

L1;11. de

Report Suspicious Activity

Quick Details

Stool Grade: 45# Standard: AISI.ASTM,l3S,DIN,GB,JIS,GD1T435.. WinaGauga: 15-42

Place of Origin: Ilenan China (Mainland) Typo: Copper Clad Steel Wife Application: Construction

Alloy Or Not Non alloy Special Use Free Cutting Stool Modei Number 4511

Brand Name Jiyuan, Angang, t3ao9ang name: 4511 High quality carbon stool coil Certificate: IS09001;CE:FI'C,JIS,AS I M, IUV.Pt_

Brand. Jigang. Wugang. Bacgang Raw Materials' High purity of stool Diameter: 5.5nun'-20rnm

Quality Assure: Impact Specimen Test Serwco: Extended distributing service ntanulactunng tochnique. hot rollod

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Detail: 11 tonnage is less, proposaling use containor 20GP 5900.00X 2340.00 X 2350.00 40GP 11800.00 X 2340.00 X 2350.00 40110 11800,00X 2340.00 X 2690.00 If the

goods is more,by bulk is mere: convenient and save money

Delivery Detail: 7-30days

Specifications

45/t High quality carbon wire rod steel
!)standard Gf311 4354 -2008
2 )Diameter 5.5mm-201un

45# High quality carbon steel coil

Item 45# High quality carbon steel coil

Standard GWT 4354 -2008

Diameter 5.5mm-20mm

Surface Slack painted,PE coated. GaIvarized,color coated,etc

Delivery Heat treatment facilities for hot-rolled, controlled rolling, normalizing, annealing,

States tempering,

quenching, normalizing plus tempering, quenching and tempering, and other

delivery states are

available as customers'requirement.

Not exactly what you want? Post. a qulcla Buying fief;1,100

1 ol'6 2/12/2014 3:56 PM



d 511 Wire Steel Coil - Buy 451i Wire Coil,451/ Wire Coil,454 Wire Ste.,. http;//^ r^.vw.alibabit.coin!product js%1492387336/41 ire steel coil...

Tests
HIC, SSC, SPWI-IT, Macrostructure , detection of defects , Hardness and DVM test

and

en10204 /3,1 certificate are also available.

Package Standard export seaworthy package,suit for all kinds of transport,or as required.

Container

Size

Bulk Size

Price term

Export to

Application

Contact

20ft GP:5898mm(Length)x2352n1m(Width)x2393rrun(fiigh)

40ft GP:12032mm(Length)x2352nm(Width)x2393rnrn(High)

4Oft HC:12032mrn(Length)x2352mm(Width)x2698mm(I-figh)

Any size

Ex-Work, FOB,CNF,CFR,CIF,etc

Ireland,Singapore,lndonesia,Ui(raine,Saudi
Arabia,Spain,Canada,^S&Brazil,Thailand,

Korea, Iran, India, Egypt, Oman, Malaysia,Angola,etc

Applicable to the manufacturing of low carbon steel wire and clad and galvanized
low carbon steel wire . Construction , wire drawing , packaging , welding rod, and
bolts, nuts , rivets

www.ayjcy.cn

Chernical composition and Mechanical performance

F3 nd C_
^1_ 2420_60

Mn _ Si P S Ni Cr

U.SU -0.80 ^. f 7-0.37 50 X035 50_U35 <.02^ U.25

told point os,MPa
Grademm

4511 -'-J3 ti5

Process Flow

ensileslren^th ob Flongalio8y

Jreduction of area W (% )Milo

P600

2 of'6 . %I?'2011 3 56 1'M



coil rod for cold heading SWRCI-18A alibaba en Chir)a supplier , Vie.,,

Home Product Categories Company Profile

lhttp://ayjcy.eii.alibaba,co)T)/pro(iuct/1493974127-218837433/coil_ro..,

Advantages Contacts

Home > Frsiur rccries > ;I wire- red > Ndire rod > coil rod for cold heading SW RCHSA alibaba cn china supplier

coil rod for cold heading SWRCH8A alibaba cn china Supplier

Add to Inquiry Cart Fuld to My Pewonti+ s Share to.

US $ 200 - 1,200 / Ton 1 Got L

Tianjin Snanghai Qingdao

20 TonlTons

50000 Tan/Tons per Day

L/C,T/T

h4s. elamo yang

offllne

See afger image

Wrilierd Sopphe r I Anyang

Jin Chao Yang Materials Co., Ltd.

t Henan, China (Mainland) )

Business Type: Trading Company

Main Markets: Domestic Market

97.21 io,Western Europe

1.58 %,southeast Asia 1.21%

Comprehonswe capabilities

verified by 4'; :" R!w:iiiand

Onsiie operations checked

and legal status confirmed

57.1% Quick Response

Search products here

Product Showcase

Product Categories

sleel plates

Stool bar

steel pipe

Shape steel

Product Detail

Quick Details

FOB Price.

Pon

Minimum Order Quantity.

Supply Ability:

Payment Terms:

Minisite
Survey

Steel Grade. coil rod for cold heading
SWRCH8A

Application Netting

Model Numbor. SWRCHBA

Certificate.

IS09001 :CE.FPC1JIS;ASTM;TUV,PED.SG

S;BSI

manufacturing technique: hot rolled

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Details:

Standard: ASTM, GB, JIS

Place of Origin Henan. China (Mainland)

Alloy Or Not Is Alloy

Brand Name: Jigang Baogang Wugang

Brand: Jigang, Wugang, Baogang

Standard:JISG 3507-1-2005

Quality Assure. Impact Specimen Test

application: Construction

C!st Prices

Contact Supplier

Report Suspicious Activity

Wire Gauge. 6.5mm-20mm

Typo: Copper Clad Stool Wire

Special Use Cold Hoadmg Steel

name coil rod for cold heading SWRCi MA

Raw Maturwls. High portly of sloel

Diameter 6.5mm--20mn1

Service: Exionded distributing service

If tonnage is less, proposaling use container 20GP 5900.00 X 2340.00 X 2350.00 40GP

11800.00 X 2340.00 X 2350.00 4011Q 11800.00 X 2340.00 X 2690.00 If the goods is

more,by bulk is more convenient and save money coil rod for cold heading SWRCH8A

alibaba cn china supplier

Delivery Detail 7-30days

Specifications

coil rod for cold heading SWRCH8A alibaba cn china supplier

1)standafd:JISG 3507-2-2005

2)Diameter6.5mm-20mm

1 o r b 2 /10/2014 4:2 1 I'M



coil rod For cold heading SWRC118A alibaba cn china supplier, Vie.., http://ayjcy.en.alibaba.con7/product/1^l939741:?7-2188374:>3%coil _ro...

Stainless steel

Steel wire rod

steel coil

Ductile Iron pipe

Ungroupod

Sou All Categories

New Products

petroleum industry use

g345r carbon...

petroleum industry use

g345r steel ...

petroleum industry use

g345r steel ..

petroleum industry use
q345r steel

coil rod for cold heading SWRCHBA alibaba cn china supplier

Item coil rod for cold heading SWRCHBA alibaba cn china supplier

Standard DISC 3507-2.2005

Diameter 6.5mm-20mm

Surface Black painted,PE coated, Galvanized,color coated,etc

Delivery Heat treatment facilities for hot-rolled, controlled rolling, normalizing, annealing,

States tempering,

quenching, normalizing plus tempering, quenching and tempering, and other

delivery states are

available as customers' requirement.

Tests
HIC, SSC, SPWHT, Macrostructure, detection of defects,Hardness and DWTT

test

en 10204/3.1 certificate are also available.

Package Standard export seaworthy package,suit for all kinds of transport,or as required.

Container 20ft GP:5898mm(Length)x2352mm(Width)x2393mm(High)

Size 40ft GP:12032mm(Length)x2352mm(Width)x2393mm(High)

40ft HC:12032mm(Length)x2352mm(Width)x2698mm(High)

Bulk Size Any size

Price term Ex-WOrk,FOB,CNF,CFR,CIF,etc

Export to
Ireland, Singapore, Indonesia, Ukraine, Saudi

Arabia, Spain,Canada,US

jw"'77

A,Brazil,Thailand..

Korea, Iran, India,Egypt OtTian,Malaysia,Angola,etc

Application
Applicable to the cold heading and cold extruding products without heat

processing and tempering, including the rivets, screws, bolts, nuts and other

standard fasteners for cold heading, iron core of speaker, steel wires for umbrella

and wheel spoke. The cold heading cannot break, thus realizing high utilization

rate.

Contact www.ayjcy.cn

Chemical composition and Mechanical pert ce
Minisite
SurveyC Mn IT, ^I

^rade

Process Flow

016 2%10/2014 1:21 PM



Pi-cstressing Steel wire Rod Coil price, View Wire Rod Coil price, ...

Company Profile contacts

eifa n Special Steel Group Co., LA d.

Home Product categories

rile . ;';x, for (. niaod > Prestressing Steel wire Hod Coil price

Prestressing Steel wire Rod Coil price

Add to Inquiry Cart Add to My i'avor Ui , Share to

FOB Price: US $ 580 - 61 D I Ton I C:;c^f I,,:,f,zc (_i?rir

Port. QINGDAO

Minimum Order Quantity: 100 Tonfrons

Supply Ability: 4000000 Tonflons per Year

Paymont germs : L/C,Tfr

See larger snag"

,^.... n^f,.urrLi'r I Woifang

Special Steel Group Co., Ltd.

i Shandong, China (Mainland) I

Business type: Manufacturer,

-I lading Company

Main Maikels- Domestic Market

100%

Comprehensive capabilities

Vonfted by 4F:a,r:; 'j

Onsiie operations checked

and leyal sta tus confirmed

Search products hero

Product Showcase

Product Detail

Quick Details

Stool Grade: 30MnSi

littp://wei f'ingsteel . el).al ibaba,com /product / 1388194702 -215769561/.

Pots. Ada %tiang

offline

Mini
l Suspicious ANVn gun

Standard : AISI, ASTM, BS, DIN, 013, AS Wire Gauge. 8-12mm

Place of Origin. Shandong, China Typo: hol rolled Application: Manufacturing

(Mainland)

Model Number. 30MnSi

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Details.

Delivery Detail:

Specifications

Prestressing Steel wire price
Grade:30MnSi
8ize13-12mn1

Alloy Or Not Is Alloy Special Use: Free Culling Steel

Brand Name: WG

in bulk or according cusiomofs requirement

20 days

Product Categories 150 and TUV certificate

Stool Wire Rod for PC Strand

Steel Wire Rod for Steel Cord

Steel Wire Rod for Welding

Steel Wire Rod for Cold Ito

I hgh Carbon Swel Wuo Rod

Steel Wire Rod for Bead Wi.

vVeldutg Wire

Prestressing Steel wire 30NInSi price

Simple introduction:
Under the standard of Gl3fr 24238-2009 and strict enterprise inside control standard, the main grade of the not rolled wife coil for prestrossmg st

eel wire and sleet strands is Yt.8213 with the diametors of (pi 1 mm,(n12.5rnm It has become ono' of the comf)etwvo proeuc.ts wdh hig, act's?:' vau,

e of WFS I FEI, will) the advantages of high quality of raw malonai, smelting outside stove. electromagnelu; slunng, porn stool quarry and stna c.

old and rolling control process.

Specification:

Grade Diagnm; Standard Chemical Composition %

Contact Supplier

Start Onior

1 of 7 2/ 10/2014 4:37 I'M



Prestressing Steel wire Rod Coil price, View Wire Rod Coil price, ,., http;/h eitan^steel.en,ttlibaba.com/producC/1388194702-2157695611..,

Steel Bar C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Cu V

Y1.7713 5.5-13mm GB/T24238-20090.75-0.80 0.10-0.300.60-0.90 50.025 x0.025 x0.10 -'O, 35 s0.20
Ungrouped

YL8213 0.80-0.65 0.10-0.300.60-0.90 50.025 50.025 50.10 =0.35 s020 0.15
Soo All Catogorios

SWRH6213 JIS G3506-1996 05&066 0.15-0.350.60.090 60.030 ,=0.030 <0 030

New Products SwRt 16713 064-071 0 15-0 3S 0 60-0 00 0 030 s0 030 s0 C30

S WIRI G M 0.69-0. 76 0.15-0.3.5 0 60-0 90 x0.030 50 030 x0 030

SWRH 77B 0.74-0.81 0.15-0.350.60-0.90 x0.030 50.030 X0030

SWRH8213 0.79-0.86 0.15-0.350.60-0.90 50.030 50.030 x0.030

Picture show:

steel cord wire rod
5.5mm

guy steel wire

stool mill China

Wire Rod Coil for

Prestressing Sloe...

2 of 7 110'301.1 1.)7 I':N9



SWRI 162B wire coil, View swrh 72b wire rod coil, WJF'ANG ST., http://\A,eif, iigsteel. cn.alibaba.corn /product'1593867989-21576957...

eifa n

Home Product Categories

"ou largo image

ttersrtcd Suinpiir= r I Wortang

Special Steel Group Co., Ltd.

[ Shandong , China (Mainland) ]

Business Type: Manufacturer,

I rading Company

Malty Markets: Domestic Market

IWro

Comprehonsivo capabilities

verified by ::, ^, •?i,c+^ ,.o:)r,

Onsite operations checked

and legal status confirmed

Search products here

Product Showcase

Product Categories

Steel Wire Rod for PC Strand

Stool Wrro Rod lot Steel Cord

Steel Wire Rod for Weiding

Steel Wire Rod for Cold Ho_

High Carbon Steel Wire Rod

Steel Wire Rod for Bead Wi_.

Welding Wire

SW RH 626 wire coil

SWRH 62B wire coil

Add to inquiry Cart /add U, M. F a, onr,s Share to

FOB Price: US $ 580 • 6201 Mutric Toy tr^t,.1 it, L

Port: QINGDAO

Minimum Order Quanlily 60 Metric Ton/Metric Tons

Supply Ability: 2500000 Metric Ton/Metric Tons per Year

Payment Terms: U0, VT

A01 111 )fro nring

Offline

Contact Supplier

r

Product Detail
Mini

Report Suspicious Aclivil Sun

Quick Details

Steel Grade: high carbon steel Standard: AISL ASTM. BS, DIN. GB, AS Wire Gauge: 5.5mm 6,5mm-I3mm

Placo of Origin. Shandong, China Type: Drawn Wire Application. Rope

(Mainland)
Alloy Or Not Non-alloy Special Use Cold Heaurng Steel

Model Number SWRH6213 Brand Name. WFIFANG SIEE1- inanuraca;ror We'tang Special Sto,:l Group

Co [to

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Details: Mill's Export Standard Packing

Delivery Detail: Within 25 Days

Specifications

SWRH62B, SWRI172B. SWRH82B, wire rod coil.
Weifang Special Steel Group Co., Ltd

Hot Rolled Hrgn Carbon Sleet Wire Rod

Creole SWRH62B

Size .5.5mrn 6 5-13mm

Manufacluroi Weifang Special Stool Group Co.. Ltd

WEIFANG SPECIAL STEEL GROUP CO., LTD IS THE 7TH LARGEST HIGH CARBON STEEL WIRE ROD

MANUFACTURER IN CHINA.

ANUAL OUTPUT: 2,5 MILLION METRIC TONS

cial Steel rOU O.,

Company Profile Contacts

1 of 4 2/10/2014 4:38 PM



SWltl1 6213 wino coil, View swrh 72b wire rod coil, Wti:1TANG ST... http://^^reifangsleeLen.alibaba.com/prodtlcUl593867989 21576957,..

Steel Bar

Ungrouped

Sue All Categories

New Products

steel cord wire rod
5.5mm

guy steel wire

steel mill China

Wire Rod Coil for
Prestressing Sloe ...

MAIN GRADE: SWRH6213 SWRI-167B SWRH728 SWRH77B SWRH82B

WITH DIA: 6.5MM 6.5MM 7.OMM B.OMM 9.OMM 11.OMM 12.5MM 13MM

Grade Dia.(mm) Standard

SWRH62B

SWRH67B

SWRH7213 (1)51.5-13

SWRH77B

SWRH82B

JIS

G3506-2004

Chemical Composition %

C Si Mo P S Ni Cr Cu v

0.59-0.66 0.15-0.35 0.60.0.90 50.030 .0.030 x0.10 50 35 S0020

0.64-0 71 0 15-0 35 0 60-0 90 50-030 50 030 50 10 50 3!i so 020

0.69-0-76 0.15.0 35 0.60-0.90 50 030 <0 030 x0.10 _<0 35 "002o

0.74-0.81 0.15-0 35 0 60-0.90 <_0.030 50.030 s0 10 1035 50 020

0.79 0.86 0.15-0.35 0.60-0.90 !:0.030 50.030 50.10 <_0.35 50.020 0 15

2 o 4 2/10/2014 4;38 PM



MR]] 82B Wire Rod, View hot rolled wire rod, weifang steel Pro& .., http:/h^reii'angsteeLen . alibaba.com /product /1593882681.21576957,..

rig Special Steel GrOLIJ) Co., Ltd.

Home Product Categories

Special Steel Group Co., Ltd.

[ Shandong, China (Mainland) )

Business Type: Idanufacturer,

Trading Company

Main Markets: Domestic Market

100%

Compmhon%ve capabilities

verified by ' i,^,f Rl
olono

Ons to operations chocked

and legal stalu5 confraled

Search products halo

Product Showcase

Product Categories

Steel Wire Clod for PC Strand

Steel Wire Rod for Steol Cord

Stool Wife Rod for Welding

Steel Wire Rod for Cold fie.

High Carbon Steel Wire Rod

Sloel Wire Rod for Bead Wi...

Welding Wire

Company Profile Contacts

(:ar:,on Srr I^ re R-ri > SWRH 826 Wire Rod

Product Detail

Quick Details

SWRH 82B Wire Rod

Add to Inquiry Cart Add to My f avcn (,s Share to

FOB Price: US $ 560 - 6501 Metric Ton I Get. j,,;tte;it 1'r'icr,

Port : Qingdao

Minimum Order Quantity. 40 Metric Ton/Motric'lons

Supply Ability . 2500000 Metric 'Ton /Metric Tons per Year

Payment Terms : L/C.D/P,T/T

Mr Ila t'go hang

Offllne

Contact Supplier

Strii I Ord ;I

Mini

Report SuSpiCious ACtlvi` Sun

Stool Grado : High Carbon Alloy Steel

Place of Origin, Shandong, China

(Mainland)

Model Number SWRH82B SWRH77B

SVVRH67B

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Details.

Delivery Detail:

Standard: AISI, ASTM, BS, DIN, GB, JIS Wire Gauge: 5.5iam 6.5-13mm

Type: Drawn Wire Application Rope

Alloy Or Not Is Alloy Special Use Froe, Cutting Steel

Brand Name: weifang stool

Mill's Standard Export Packing

Within 20 Days

Specifications

Hot Rolled High Carbon Steel Wire Rod
Grade: SWRH82B SWRti77B SWRH670
Size: 5.5mm 6.5-13mm
LF & VD Forge: ISO & TUV Approved

Hot Rolled High Carbon Steel Wire Rod

Grade SWRI-82B SWRH77B SWRI16713

Size: 5. 5mm (3 .5-13mm

LF & VD Forge ; ISO & TUV Approved

WEIFANG SPECIAL STEEL GROUP CO., LTC) IS THE 7TH LARGEST HIGH CARBON STEEL WIRE ROD MANUFACTURER IN CHINA.

ANUAL OUTPUT: 2.5 MILLION METRIC TONS

I of 3 2;10!2014 4:38 Put



SWRI1 8213 Wire Rod, View hot rolled wire rod, weiftin,g steel Produ.., http://^^reiflangsteel.en.alibaba.com/productil 593882681-21576957,,.

Stool Bar

Ungrouped

See All Categories

New Products

steel cord wire rod
5.5mm

guy steel wire

steel mill China

Wire Rod Coil for

Prestrossing Stee...

MAIN GRADE: SWRI1620 SWRHG76 SWRH72B SWRH77H SWRH82B WITH DIA 5.5MM G.5MM 7-OWvl L'AMM O.OMM I LOMM 12.61AM

13MM

Grade Dia.lmm) Standard

SWRH62B

SWRH67B

SWRH726 05.5-13

SWRH776

SWRH82B

its

G3506-2004

Chemical Composition %

C Si Mn P S N, Cr Cu v

0.59-0.66 0.15-0.35 0.60-0.90 x0.030 x0.030 50.10 50.35 s0.020

0.64-0.'710.15-0.350.60-0.90 50.030 x0.030 50,10 50.35 50.020

0.69-0.76 0.15-0.35 0.60-0.90 50.030 50.030 50.10 5Q35 50.020

0.74-0,810.15-0.350.60-0.90 sO.030 5_0030 x0.10 5_0.35 50020

0.79-0.86 0.15-0.35 0.60-0.90 x0.030 s0.030 s0.10 x035 50.020 0.15

Mini
Sun

Email to this supplier

From:

Enter email or Member ID.

To: Mr. Haitao /hang

? of ,.3 2! 10'/201414 ' 38 I'M
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hot rolled steel wire rod coils, View wire rod coil, hcnglong Moduct Details from Tangshan tlenglong "Trading Co., Lid. on Alibabuxonn

Ta He long Trading .

Product Categories

u(1 Ca;ec!ori c-s; , '..`;ire?00 flat rol€ed eel wire rod coil

hot rolled steel wire rod coils

Add to loquny Cart And to Nly f avointos 'Silalo lo,

r(18h'rice. U5$400-500 /Metric Ton C?^t2,f-6,91

Pori: li anji n

Mininnum Order Quantity: 10 MetricTon/Melnc Tons

Supply Ability: 500000 Metric 'lonBJletric Tons par Month

fix rrt Terms L/C.'171

Ms. Ari;., pcng

i

larger !mtIge

Tangshan lFienglong Trading Co.,

1. Id.

1, hlcbei, CNno Pleifit nnd; )

Ii,j n,: 3.;; Ty(),: Trading Company

Jllsae operauom O,ecge()

and icgal sizm,e ac:ni::men

tiuirn Respuna<--.69,6%

Search produciS here

Product Showcase

Product Categories

Angle bar

U-channel

I beam

I1 beam

Flat bar

13illel

Product Detail

Quick Details

offline

>irtel rr.{eie; Q 195--Q'l.;iG Srandr.rd GR

I-9ace nl Orctin Hebei, China (Mainland) lype: low carbon

Alloy Or Not Non-alloy Special Usw, Free Cutting Steel

Brand Name. henglong

Packaging & Delivery

Start Order

Ke:rori'^usp . ci;nh, k.cti;4hy

N;fo G;augr: CWG

r`,ppliralion: fencing

Model Number dia 5.5-1 Oman

Suitable for export with hooks for easy unloading of rnalunal with bundle weight

20 days anal deposit

Specifications

Steel Grade Q 195--Q235
Place of Origin Hebei, China (Mainland)

Type low carbon
Application Steel Vine Rod

low carbon steel wire rod

giade:0195,SAG10088,SAF.1000

dianle!ec5.5 -1 2mrn

type: in coil, coil weight arround 2 fill

tshenglong , en.alibaba.coln/producI/I 135590138 - 219367478 /hot_rolled_stee1 _wire_rod_coils .himl 10



hot rolled steel wire rod coils, View wire rod coil, henti hoduct Details from Tangshan waglong "Trading Co., Ltd. on Alibaba.cont

Delonned steel bar

;square bar

Round har

PPGI

Pipe

Hot rolled steel coil/sheet

Cold rolled steel coil/sheet

Galvanized steel coil/sheet

Galvanized corrugated sheet

Chequered steel coil/sheet

Other steel products

Ungrouped

Main Products

low carbon stool 'wire?

fad

.`i.5mrn rnad sleml ^.viie

fad

Hoi Rolind wire rod

hack Annealed'Nua>

we Hebei yuxuan can supply the high quaniily low carbon steel wire rod and low carbon steel wire rod,

the details as follows:

low carbon steel wire rod

grado:U195,SAC10088, SAL100013

diamenv:5,5-12mm

lype^ if] cod, coil weight arround ? ml

surface no Irace.lioht,and smooth

dia tolerance:+1-0.3mn1

tshenglong . en.alibaba.com/product/I 135590138-21 93 67478/hot_rolled_steel _wire_rod_coils .html 2l3



Steel Wire Rod - 13uy Ms Wire Rod,Carbon Steel Bar Product oil AI... http://^^r^x^w.alibaba.conl/product-'s/10iR83:?075/steel wire rod.htnll

About 63 results Steel Wife (67) , Steel Round Bars (4)

dome > Products > Minerals & Metallurgy > Steel > Steel Round Bars (149729)

See larger image

Product Detail Company Profile

Quick Details

Steel Grade. 0235

Place of Origin: Liaoning China (Mainland)

Alloy Or Not: Is Alloy

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Detail. bundle

Delivery Detail, approximately 15 days to the port

Specifications

(.,mail mo for more details or latest invontory and catalog,

steel wire rod

Add to Inquiry Call Add to My Favorites Share lo.

FOB Price. US $400 - 100 / ton GO Lalesi t'n(xt

Port: dalian, Tianjin

Minimum Order Quanlity:201on/lops

Supply Ability:

Payment l"erm,%

2000001"on/Tons per Month

n

Leave hhUSSr.gw:

tnr (:ez Li Contact supplier

dart older

Not exactly what you want ? Post a quiet( Buying Requo60

Multi-Language Sites

h'ieu ylar Irr.pon F.<p:,•IY.i;!•^

Cc; I-vi

( Liaoning, China ( Mainland) J

Business type : Trading Company

Onsito oporations checked and legal

siatus confirmed

303% Quick Response

Report Suspicious Actway

Standard AISLASTM.BS.DIN,GB,JIS Dimensions. Various see. contract us

Brand Name. Ansteel -technique: Hot Rollod

Typo: Alloy Steel Bar

Email me for the latest inventory
The calcgory of ourr ound bar is:

1, hot rolled ordinary ein'bon round bar

Size: l Onun-300ni n1

filaterial: Q23S

2, hot rolled good-quality round bar

Size; 12onu-300mm

IA'taterial: 10HI.4511, 5200, S45C

3, hot rolled low alloy round bar

Size: 12mm-3001 nn

Alateriol: Q345

4. hot rolled alloy round bar

Size: 12111111-30(hnm

:llatcrial: 200-lili 20NU-651\1u, 15CrA9o-420rAlu, 20N1n2-40A1n2, lllCr^i^Aio:^-411('rNiA7o^1,.38('rSi, 30('r!MrSi,

2(I( 01111 i, 9( I-Si, 9A.1112

5. hat rolled high sphed alloy tool steel

Size: ilnnn-300mm

1 of'3 2/10/2011 3;33 PM



Steel Wire Rod - Buy Ms Wire Rocl,Carbon Steel Bar Product on Al... http://vvvvw.aIibaba.com/product-gs/10588320V5/1M eel wire rod.htfril

MnivVial: W18C Y, N142, W6, W9, 3Cr2MV, Ci-MIN o, 0-12hIoV, C02, 5CrN1n1\1o, SCHM.Mo, 9sicr 40-W2Si

6. hot rolled spring steel

Size: 12 nun-250 m m

Nhilerial: 60SM]a , 65NIn, 50CrVA, 60Si2CrVA

7. hul rolled die steel, bearing steel, carbon fool steel

Size: 12 nt m-251hu m

Material : 1113,l8, T9,'l'l0, GCr15

8. cold - drawn round b:111 squ a re steel /hexogonul bar/ lIm bar/angle bur

Various size

Material : carbon structural steel/ alloy steel/ free-cuttingsteel / d ie steel / sluing steel, etc.

We disign and install the mini steel mills(miremili). at the same time we sell the longproducls listed on the drawing

Wall of homers

The certificates

If you are insterested in our products or want to know more,don't hesiate to contact us,we will

reply with the least delay possible.
Anshan KeTong mechanical inanufactoring Co.LTD and IT's branch Anshan Shonglin Import & Export Trado Company are comprehensive

company involving sciontile rosomch, metalling production, mechanical processing, stool manufacling and sleol selling altogether.
our lleaaoffico located in Ansan -- china's famous steel capital- the product base is located in I text district with convenient traspodalion_

the company boasts profound lecologx:ei strength and advanced prodcuung equipment', reliable production qualdicatgion and satislying

after-sale service. I ho products include metalling equipments (rolling machine, pros ichon lines and accessories), mining oquipmonts

meanwhile the company dopules all kinds of products produced by some main steel-making faclouas, for example An-stool. 130-slooi.

Capital steel, Tai,stool, Tong-steel, Wu-steel etc. we also deputed to product slabs,s lruclural sections, slicks, wires, tubes, stool railways.

stainess steel and so on. the companyis praised and recogonized by a various client all over tho world.

the company gained a high reputation. Our door is open for your visits and consolations, we hope we can make concertos efforts, got a

brillonl future and win-win result.

Not exactly what you want? Post a quick Buying Roquost!

Send your message to this supplier

From:

2 of' 3 2/ 10/2014 ;3,33 I'M



Steel Wire Rod - Buy Ms Wire Rod,Carbon Steel Bar Product on Al.., http;//l^r^^lw,alibaba,com/product-as/1 OS8S3'?075/steel ^-^ire rodJttml

Fnter email or Memtxs ID.

To:

Message:
Enter youl Inquiy dolaiis such as

Self introduction
• Required spoctficalions

Inquire about prica;r,100

Your message must be between 20-8000 characters

If this supplier doesn't contact mo on'nleusage center' in 24 hours, I want Alibaba to recommend me more selected supplier.

Send

Other products from this supplier

AIISourcePro

slcei 'xlri: I Od

FOB Price : US $400 - 700 /

Ton

Port: dalian, tianjin

Min. Order: 20 Ton(Tons

St(ee

FOB Price: US $500. 10001

rviS Flan lio^lr:n Steel Vvw Rini

FOB Price: US $400 • 7001

Ton

Port : dalian,lianjin

Min. Order: 20 Ton/Tons

tool sle:;i

FOB Price : US $500 - 10001

FOB Price: US $500 - 1000.

Ton

Port: dalian,hanpn

Min. Order: 20 ' hon/Tons

Stir(.! So,

FOES Price: US $1250 - 0970 1

'Fort

Port dalian,tianpi

Min. Order: 20 Tonrlons

IiR -:) tar

FOB Price: US $500 - 10001

Ton

Port: daliam,lianjin

Min. Order : 20 Ton/Tons

Ton

Port ; dalian,tianjin

Min. Order: 20 Tonrrons

£;toel liar

FOB Price : US $125 , 7891

Ton

Port: ANY PORI

Min. Order: 05 Tonrlons

Ton

Port: DALIAN PORLCHINA

Min. Order: 08 Tonflons

FOB Price: US $500 1000

Ton

Port: dalian , llanim

Min. Order : 20 r(m%lors

Related Searches;

ms wire rod

W -S Wife

rend &le6l wire rods

You may also be interested in

target ntterket!ng

cr q tecl alloy

t ilWalunl il(ieu

Viow lnOre

Connect with us:

Mr Leez Li

Ofitilo

8n1+'n n1a steei wue rod

wire red ('6

Paminated gypsum board

china magnelr,

knit metal

gi': ide 8 alloy Wool

Free APP: Input keywords TradeManagec

Browse by:Manufacturers - Online Shopping - China Gold Suppliers - All Products - Countries - Importers - Customs Data - Buying Leads - China - India

Alibaba Group I Alibaba.com International I Alibaba.com China I Alif_xpress I Taobao Markotplaco I 'fmall.com I Juhuasuan I ti Fee I Alimama I Alibaba Cloud Computing I Yon OS I
FfiChina China Yahoo! Alipay I Laiwang

Product Listing Policy - InteheCl4al Property Policy and Infringement Claims - Privacy Policy - Forms of Use

Copyright Notice @) 1999-2014 Alibaba-com Hong Kong limited and licensors. All rights resarvod

me wife rod b Cronin

wi: e no

Jta:I Ies;: sIcel wire I'o(1

naaidloys

gommone chip:; stran(i

crocodile rnagnnr

3 ol'3 2/10'2014 3:33 PM



high Carbon Steel Wire Rod - Buy high Tensile Steel Rods,MiId Ste.., littl)://vvvv,;'N,.alibltba.com/'product-,,s/9022832,15/llil„h Carbon ,tee

About 83 results. Steel Wire (67), Steel Round pats (4)

Home > Products > Mioorals & Metallurgy > Steel > Steel Round hers (149729)

See larger image

Product Detail Company Profile

IOLAt-Lanquage S11e1 I

0

t Liaoning, China (Mainland) )

Business type: Trading Company

Onsilo opurations chocked and legal
status confirmed

36.7% Quick Response

Report Suspicious Activity

Quick Details

Steel Grade: 0235 Standard: AISI,ASTM,I3S,DIN,Gl3,JIS Dimensions' Various sire, contract us

Place of Origin: Liaoning China (Mainland) Brand Namo: Ansleel lechniquo. Ilot Rolled

Alloy Or Not. Is Alloy Type Alloy Steel Bar

Packaging & Delivery

Pa::kaging Detail, bundle

Dohvcry Detail: approximately 15 days to the pert

Specifications

Did tho prodcuct catch your eyes? email me for more details or latest inventory and catalog.

the category of ourr ound bar is:

1. hot rolled ordinaly carbon round bar

Size: I Unnn-300m m

Material: Q235

2. hot rolled good-qualify round bin'

Size: 12m m-300m m

Material: I UII-45tt, S2(1C, ti45C

3, hot rolled low alloy round bar

Size: 12 nnn-300 nrrn

Material: Q345

4. hot rolled alloy round bar

Size: 12 m m-300th nt

Material: 20CiA00; 201%1a-651\1n, IS(:rAlo-42('r\Iu, 20NIn2-40Ain2, 20('rNiN1oA-40('lNiN11oA, 38126i, 30CrMnSi,

20Ci-Nin'ri, 90;5i, 9Mn2

S. hot rolled high speed alloy tool steel

Size: f 2nun-300mm

Material; Wl8Cr4V, M42, W6, 1V9, Xr2W8V, O-WiN'In, Cr12A1oV, C:rl2, 50'AlnAlo, SO'NiAlu, 9SiCr, -1(.'r%V2Si

6, hot rolled spring steel

high carbon steel wire rod

Add to Inquiry Cart Add to My Favoritos Share to

FOB price: US $400 - 7001 Ton Go! i.aL•^al 'r,Cr:

Port: dalian, uanjin

Minimum Order Quanlity:l Tonfrons

Supply Ability: 200000 Ton/Ions per Month

payment Terms: L/C,I)/A,D/P,TIr

1-aave messages

M: t.-- Contact Supplier

0;

Not exactly what you want? Post a quick f)uying Ruquusll

2/10/2014 3:33 I'MI o 1' 3



HiPh Carbon Steel Wire Rod - Buy High Tensile Steel Rods,Mild Ste... http:l/^ rw^-v,alibt^ba.com/prr>duct I s/902283?45!high carborl steel

Si/,t: 12nn i-250nnu

Material : 60Si2ntn , 651NU , 500-VA, 60Si2CrVA

7, hot rolled die steel, bearing steel, ca rbou tool steel

Size; i2nun -Minin

Material: 1113, T8, T9, T10, (;Crl5

8. cold-drawn round bad square steel / hexagonal bor / flat bar/ angle bar

Various size

Material ; carbon structural steel/ aloe steel/ free-cutting steel/ die steel / spring steel, etc.

We disign and install the mini steel mills(mimmill), at the same time we sell the longproducis listed on the drawing

Wall of hornets

The certificates

If you are insterested in our products or want to know more,don't hesiate to contact us,we will

reply with the least delay possible.
Anshan KeTong mechanical manufactoring Cc IS6 and Il"s branch Anshan Shonglin Import &I. xpoo Trade Corn pany are comprehonsvo

company involving scientific research, metalling production, mechanical processing, steel manulacting and sloal selling altogoiher
our headolfice located in Arisen - china's famous stool capitol. the product haso is located in Toxi district with convenient trasportation

the company beasts profound tocological strength and advanced prodcuung oquipmony, rolhablo production qualificatgron and satisfying
auor-salo service. Tho products include metalling oquipments(rolling machine, production linos and accessories), mining equipments,

meanwhile the corTtpany deputes all kinds of products produced by some main stool-making factories, for example An-steel, lie-steol,

Capital-stool, Tai-steel, Ibng-sloel, Wu-steel etc. we also deputed to product slabs, structural sections, sticks, wires, tubes, steel-railways,

stainess steel and so on. the companyis praised and recogonized by a various client all over the world.
the company gained a high reputation. Our door is open for your visits and consolations, we hope wo can make concerted efforts. got a

brillent future and win-win result.

Not exactly what you want? Post a quick Buying 12equesri

Send your message to this supplier

From

[nrer email or Member W.

To: Mr. Leez Li

Offline

2 of 3 2/10/2014 3::33 PM



High Carbon Steel Wire Rod - Huy Iligh Tensile Steel Rods,Mild Ste.., http://wwvv.alibabii.com/product-gs/90228324S/I)igh carbon steel ...

Other products from this supplier

high carborl sie4"l wlro rod

FOB Price: Us $400 - 700 1

Ton

Port: dalian, tianjin

Min. Order : 1 l'onlToos

Pngiu art-n mild sIeoii

FOB Price: US $500 - 1000 1

low carbon sloPil Wirt) rod

FOB Price: US $ 400 -7001

Ton

Port: dalian, tianjin

Mitt. Order: 1 TonrTons

Sieoi

F013 Price: US $500 - 1000 /

C..fnon shred R0

FOB Price: US $400 .700 1

roll

Port: oalian, tianjin

Min. Order: 20 Ton/lbns

Ulnl („

FOB Price : US $500 - 1000 1

Ton

Port: dalian,lianjin

Min. Order: 20 Ton/Tons

steel Ila,

Ton

Port: dalian,tianjin

Min. Order; 20 TonfTons

i-IR ro:,nd bar

Ton

Port: dalian.0anpn

Min. Order: 20 1 on/Ions

FOB Price: US $ 1250 - 8970 I FOB Price: US $ 500 - 1000 1 FOB Price: US $125 - 7130 i

Toll

Port: DALIAN PORT,CHINA

Min. Order: 08 Tonn-ons

Ton

Port: dallan,Ilanfin

Min. Order: 20 - fon/ions

loll

Port: ANY PORT

Min. Order 05 Ton(Tons

Related Searches:

1. y;jh 1;^ o.e,el z^9s

cusps ^,.,lu.': high te)ns,r.

"r)Iding ;o

You may also be interested in

c38000 hrasr:, iod

n52 block magnrrie

tolgod round bar

View more ,.

Connect with us:

r,lgh I-rs.,: I:rv carbon stc:il rod

,!ri^nl;):;G StC.Gi wPli;li!70 r!;:I

dill rilotal

metal oars

fesl alloy

Free APP: Input keywords TradeManager:

Browse by:Manufacturers - Online Shopping - China Gold Suppliers - All Products - Countries - Importers - Customs Data - Buying Leads - China - India

Alibaba Group I Alibaba.com International I Alibaba.com China I AliExpress I Taobao Markotpiaco I llnall.com I Juhuasuan I oloo I Alimama I Allbaba Cloud Computing I Yon oS I
HiChina I China Yahoo! I Ahpay I Lalwang

Product Listing Policy - Intelieclual Property Policy and Infringement Claims - Privacy Policy -'farms of Use

Copyright Notice © 1999-2014 Alibaba.com Hong Kong Llmiled and Itconsors All rights reserved

st').,:v.;.

bangles sets metal

1 50w iron alloy

fit',t anocVize

3 ol'3 2110/2014 3:33 I'M



2/14/14 High Carbon Steel Wire Rod For Pe ---swrs82b - Buy high Carbon StecI Wire Rod Iror Pe,Steel Stiand,Pc Strand Product on AIibaba.com

Nom e> Products ,, hliIt ar,7ls e, t'leciII tniyy ;Steel Sictel Will? ( 123913)

high carbon steel wire rod for pc ---SWRS82B

Add to Inquiry Can Add to My f^nvoriles Snaro to:

it nizi{ie

FOR Price:

Port Qingdao

Minirnurn Order Ouanlity : 300 Mel6c'ron/Melric'I'ons

Supply Ability : 100000 Motric lbn/Metric Tons per

Month

Peymoot renns : LIC,Tlr

P,1tl. Nan+:y Cilong

Steil! girder

Not exactly what you want? Post a quicK Buyint.) Requesil

Product Detail Company Profile

Quick Details

Su.:ri Gorda. steel Standard: AISI,ASTM,GBAS

I= ".w(: ;)f ;rgln: Shandong China (Mainland) type: Drawn V\hre

Anry Or Not. Is Alloy ipeaztl Lse: Free Culling Steel

A,.,ind Wow,: QIS

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Detail: exporlpacking

Delivery Defati: after recieving L/C 30 days

Specifications

Item, high carbon steel wire rod for pc--SWRS82B
Size. B.Omm
MOQ: 300 MT

MessagesLeave

Item, high carbon steel wire rod for pc ---SWRS82B

Size: 8.0mm

MOQ: 300 MT

Port: Qingdao Port

Payment : L/C T/T

Chemical Compositions
Grade C Si Mn Cr P S Cu

SVJRS 82B 0.790. 84 0.12 -0.32 0 . 60^0.90 50 , 35 50.025 50,025 50.20

'"dire ;:ilauga B.Omm

/'pphcr'tion Construction

CJudel Number. SMS82B

Multi-Language Silus d

fvllue^ Intcm,atlon- I Li^'niied

i;>handonrl, Cfnna I^-/.nlnand))

filusi o:s S type: Trading Company

Grsi!c irli ^^r;ticns dieci:eri ziea lewal

s[atus aonfnrned

:iupplir^r accepts aecru ;: e-C rerL i.. In

Open Account uansaclinns

Contact 17ianlls Gony )any Pfonle

'romici Calego'w

Rq',A, Stu{)icou^ Actwly

www.alibaba.con1/product -gS/579661979ihigh_ciu'bon_steel _wii e-rod...I or.[it"'] I Lt



2/14/14 High Carbon Steel Wire Rod For Pc ---swi-s82b - Buy High Carbon Steel Wire Rod For Pc,Steel Strand,Pc Strand R-oduct on Alibabrixonl

SVVR S 77B 0.75- 0 ,81 0 . 12-0.32 0 .60-0.90 .50.35 .50.025:50,025 50.20

Not exactly what you want? Post a quirk Buying RequesP

Send your message to this supplier

Frorn'. '----

linter email or Memtxr ID,

To:

W10s,, age:
Enter your inquiry details such as:

Self introduction
Required specifications

+ Inquire about pricu/MOQ

View sample

Your wLe sal/e must. be between 20-8000 chara(Yers

l.J If this supplier doesn't contact me on 'message center ' in 24 hours , I want Alibaba to recommend me more selected supplier.

Other products from this supplier

L..1 Low Carbon Steel VMre Rod

SAD 215-SAE1215N-

SAE.121CT and SAE1214B

Port: Qingdao China

Min. Order 500 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

high carbon slee.l win3 rod

FOB Price: US $660 • 900 /

Metric Ton

Port: Qingdao,China

Min. Order: 100 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

carbon sioel v"Ii e ^otl

Fot) F'rico: US 1;05ti - 800 /

fALI, is Ton

Porl: Qingdao,China

Mirr. Order: 100 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

High Qualityliigh Spsad St

'oAre Se ries - Common

Camoll Slool VVut: Rou

SAF10,1..9 U80

Port: Qingdao, China

Min. Order: 500 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

carbon steel wirA rods

FOB Price: US $ 650 - 900 i

Metric l on

Port-. Qingdao,China

Mill. Order 100 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

hi^.til Certltin tit(;t;1 -we ,)'

FOB Price : US $650 1100 r

Metric Ton

Port: Qingdao,China

Min. Order: 50 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

high carbon steel wire rod for
pc---S^NRS82B

Port: Qingdao

Min. Order: 300 Metric

Ton/Metric Tons

AhSourcer,w

steel carbon 'arra roil

FOB Price: US $600 - 8001

Metric 'i'on

Port: Qingdao,China

Qrder: 100 Metric

Ion/Metric Tons

Swul Roa f!.

for rsd,A tyrr.

;w(A ml

FC1[3 Price: US $755 -9001

Metric Ton

Pure Qingdoo,China

Min, Order; IDD Metric

'ion/Metric Tons

vir-w molt' r

Related Searches:

h"gh cs t ,n steel svru rod 4n p.:

high te-.lc Slei.ll wos

low uirbon wino rod

You may also be interested In

X1 metal

Ms. Nancy Chang

Offline

pli fl 0 0 ;ity Garr; Jn R..75

high ,rn,; 1gIPi st,Ci 4 it..:r, (lAl

hol rolleJ ;Ievi wire mli

speed of sound metals

Suo{ic son hlgli Ir; r•..,,Ic .. of r^<f°.

lllj^ u),1:;llo lo v i .I4roon n.: 'rl

cola hk3;A mg s1i;rl win; 'o l

www.alibaba.eotrdproduct gs/579 66 1 979/high_carbon_steel_wirc_rod_for.hunl 2/3



and S;1„^,rife,, of &ee! :i`,.f _

'3le_dmg ..::"F. Roc a-,, Deformed Siee...,c.

-;.:About Us

Qingdao
Artluck International
Limited

e:`r'ur-k in ert eitional Linn

Home > About Us

;.Products

Steei Products

Non-ferrous Metal

Cement Clinker

News

Company News

China's fnished steel exports up

CISA: Stee Prices in China to

ClS€:China's average daily crude

China's crude steel output up 2.3

UAE keeps rebar import duty

Latest Order

Expori 300 .TS High Carbon:

Export 500 tJ."s.S Lrtitre Rods

Sear-, Steel t"c RC 21d rce Cuttino Steel

Horne About Us Products laic `:s Feedback Contact Us

QINGDAO ARTLUCK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED is a professional trading company . It has been engaged in lines

of export business of steel for 7 years. Now it has become a burgeoning company integrating sale, export and

import into one . The company was established in Qingdao , China, with 20 employees and annual turnover of

nearly RMB 1 Billion.

Su

QINGDAO ARTLUCK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED set foot in promotion of QIS brand

steel, Shagang,Xuangang.Beitai steel, Benxi steel and Rizhao Steel oroducts etc., such as high carbon steel

wire rods , low carbon steel wire, steel round bars, steel rebar , welding wire rod, cold heading steel , spring flat steel and steel

angel, nylon coated wire etc. There are such kinds of products as hot rolled rod, cold rolled rod, hot rolled section steel and so on with

91 grades and 129 specifications. Artluck is also dealing with Leon-ferrous Metals : copper cathodes and nicle etc. export and import

business in global market. Based on excellent quality. top service and favorable once, ARTLUCK products are widely applied to domestic

and foreign industrv and construction.

With many years of hard work and elaboration. ARTLCUK products have been exported to many countries and regions all over the world.

and the company has built a friendly and long-term business relations with firmsn these countries and regions, especially in America,

Europea,Korea, Pakistan, Singapore, Bangladesh. India, and Southeast Asia etc.

Always adhering to the principles of "Honoring contracts" and "Keeping promises ARTL UCK distinguishes from the competitors when it

comes to its superior quality and reasonable pricing.

Since the company was founded in 2005. "Guided by the market demand. focusing on the customer service, winning with the product

quality. pursuing the remarkable achievements" are our core value. Taking this management notion, we warmly welcome both domestic

http://wwtiv.cnartluck.com/aboutus.htn-il 2/17/2014



'jacis

steel beam wire steel round bar

steel products steel product

carbon steel ba-

hot rolled steel wire rod

reinforced bar steel H beam

steel cord no, roiled steel round bar

hot rolled steel) wire rod

steel wire rod

carbon structure steel

Deformed Steel Bar

Carbon steel wire rod Plvwood

steel wire steel rebar

-, Contact Us

Tel +86-532-82023576

Fax:+86-532 -82023579

E-mail:

nancy@cnartiuck.ccm

Our Company

and overseas consumers to visit our company. b' `h providing c eats pedect service, QINGDAO ARTLUCK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

will sincerely cooperate with new and old friends at all circles in order to jointly create a better tomorrov<.,.

:;Company Profile

Basic Information

Company Name.

Established Time:

Number of employees:

Main Products:

Legal:

Registration Number:

Authentication Information.

Trade and Market:

Exporter:

Annual Sales:

Export Proportion.

Qingdao Artiuck International Limited

2005-09-07

11-50

exporter:steel wire rod

exporterfree cutting steel

supplier: Non-ferrous Metal

expoter: welding wire rod

Nancy Cheng

Registration No

Certifications

North America . Western Europe, Eastem Europe,South America, Russia. Middle

East,Afrika,Oceania:Japan. Korea

More than US$a200 Million

91%

http ://^,,,^-v^,,.cnartluck.com/aboutus _html 2/17/2014



2/14/14 SAE 1006 hot rolled wire iron rod, View steel hire SAE 1008 , hoduct Details from "Tangshan liaxi Trading Co., Ltd. on AI baba.com

i» shin J

Product Categories

xi -I-.T-^Aing Co., [Ad,

Home % Noduc l Calgoije z, S ecl Wires. I WwCadbon ires n IAE1006 hot rolled wire iron rod

SAE1 006 hot rolled wire iron rod

Add !o Inquiry Car! Add to My Favorite> Sliaro to:

FOR Nice . US $ 500 - 600 /Metric Ton j

Pvtdtimum Order Quantity : 20 Metric Ton /Metric Tons

Supply Abdily: 100,000 Metric Ton /Metric Tons per Month

Paysncw,,'. ern% L/C,1%1-

,`m:enr,
smVI)y

Nis.laura chen

Tangshan J,axr Trading Co.. Ltd.

I fietlei, iatina ffA:ii^;lan;i; 1

I$.i,int is Type: c'Trading Company

Onsae operalions checked

and legal status confrrned

Se'wch product; here

Product Showcase

Product Categories

Section Steel

Steel Wires

Steel Bar

Steel Plate

Steel Coils

Steel Pipe/fube

Steel Structure

Product Detail

Quick Details

oiilifle

P'lact, of dgin: Hebei, China (Mainland) Sull ace Trr;avrionC Black

f=unction- Binding Wu'e

Packaging & Delivery

Facicerd01 Dol+a9s.

Cialiv^iary Lli;hail:

Vs4rza G. iluge: 1--511trn

suitable for sea transportation

10--45 days after the deposil nr I . iC copy

Specifications

t .size:5.5---20

2.rnateflai:Q235,Q345,SAFt 006,SAE1008

Starr Order

^t(•porr ;ut;;aions ;;rtivit^

Typo Loop'f'io Wire

!spaxi.c n.a liba ba.com/pi oduct/823 008620-2 1 83 5.5510/SA E 1006_hot_rolled_wiro_iron_rod.hOnl I /.3



2/14/ia SAE 1006 Wire Iron Rod, View galvanized iron wire, Product Details from Tangshan ]iaxi "Trading Co., Ltd. of) Alibaba corn

Ltd

i 10,110

Product Categories i

Produd Cari'gorie5 Steel Wires > tow Carbon wire,:; SAC 1006 Wire Iron Rod

SAE 1006 Wire Iron Rod

A dd to Llquiry C eM ,;dd to lily r avoritus slab wa

FOO Pric US $ 500 - 600 /Metric Fort ! Gg,j„( a,[+st._Pril, cq.

r"hot i'mOrderQuantity. 20MetricTon/Metric Tons

Supply Ability: 100,000 Metdc.Ion/Metlic Tons per Month

PaymentI -nns: L/C,UF

`:!naila
iii r`J;ry

FOS. dal Sy hall

Oi7lin r.'.

F-1
See: IanJer image.

Tangshan Jiaxi Trading Co., I-Id.

I. Iie hit, Ch na 01 inkind; I

I wjnrrs hype: Trading Company

Onsne oll lationc checked

^:nlt legal status cwll, Melt

Search products heel:

Product Showcase

Product Detail

Quick Details

Flare of rihl,lin: Hebei. China (Mainland ) S:.u 1 : Tr ?r-,i,om Black

;luln Hindin0 Wre

Packaging & Delivery

1-`ucka0iny L)e.1811s:

n:tnvely rlelaie

Product Categories Specifications

Section Steel

Steel Wires

Steel Liar

Steel Elate

Steel Coils

Steel Pipe/'Tube

Steel structure

suitable For sea transportation

10--45 days after the deposit of L/C copy

port iUSpr(ious hCtiVity

Iypa, Loop Tie Win.,

isjiaxi.en.alibaba .coin/producU890751 1 62-21 83555 1 0/SAE_ 1006_W ire_Iron_Rod.html 1 /3



2/14/14 mild steel wire rods, View steel wire rods, RUIXIANG Steel P-oduct Details f om Tangshan Hai gang Ruixiang Trading Co., Ltd. on Alibaba.com

1 angshan Haig ng RLIiXiang Trading (:,o., Ltd.

Product Categories

;come > Product Cat^:gones > SU!el wire rod > mild steel wire rods

mild steel wire rods

Add to Inquiry Cart Add to M y Favorites Share to:

FOES Prico: US $ 500 - 700 /Metric Ton G,tp(,.i,;ry[<as.g,I'rice;,

Poll: lianjin

Minimum Order Ou; finy: 50 Metric 'I'on/Metric Tons

oi^ply Awllty. 100000 Metric ton/metric Tons per Month

ilayment corms L/G.'r/T

leis. vVendy 2hao

o line

Sian Cii d,sr

,xoor 10(gor i"raga

1

i an R i iaT h El

Product Detail
g g u x ngangs an a

17adin idCo tg ., . . Quick Details
I_ f Lovi, Ch m (Idainland) 1

Stool Gr:lde: Slandrard: AISI, ASTM, GB; JIS VlM1rl; G»ugr::5,5-16nun
Type: Trading Company Q 19;5/23,5,SAE 10068/SAF10088/SAC 1010

Pl:;a; of Cirigm Hebei China (Mainland) type: Drawn Wire,
BISAE t 01813,H08A, 30Mn Si, 62B-82B

Onslte Opei'allons checked App lication: Construction Alloy Of Noe Non-alloy
and legal stains conhmed

Special t.Jse: Free Cutting Steel k4odel Nornber: steel wire rod Brand Name: I'2L11XIANC) Steel

33.3% QJcv, rd6spc),ea

Packaging & Delivery
sc arch products here

P'ackwlmo Details: as your request

Product showcase I:)s>liv ;iy Oelad. in 20 days

Product Categories Specifications

Steel rebar

welded steel pipe

square Steel pipe

galvanized steel pipe

Steel wire rod

Angle Steel

Q195/235,SAfr 100riB/SAF1008BISAE10108/SAE1018B,H08A, 30Mn5i 6213-8211 steed wire rod

Grade
Chemical Composition(%)

C Mn Si S P B

0,03-0.07 50.32 .50.30 :0.045 50.040 >0.0008

Mechanical properties
SAE1006B -

Yield strength(N/mm2) Tensile strength(N/mm2) Elongation(%)

250-280 350-380 a32

Isruix is ng.en . alibaba .com/product/915953 83 1-2 1 3393657/mild__sicel_wire _roets.hunl 10



2/14/14 mild steel wire rods, View steel wire rods, RUIXIANG Steel 1 roducl Details from Tangshan Haigang Ruixiang Trading Co., Lid. on Alibaba.com

11 Beam

I Beam

Steel Channel

NtaiI

Screw

seamless steel pipe

steel strip

Steel Sheet

PPGIBHut galvanized steel...

PC bar

ungrouped

See All Categories

Chemical Composition(%)
Grade

C 'Mn Si S P B

0.10max 0.3-0.50 0.15max 0.050max 0.040 max 0,0008 min

SAE10086 Mechanical properties
- -

Yield strength(N/mm2) Tensile strength(N/mm2) Elongation(%)

2195 315-430 z30

New Products

'1111 dipped tlalvenizi:d
ron knee

Email to this supplier

From:

Enter email or Wrnber I0.

Ms. Wendy Lhao

1. - O. P int>

Me: "mqe

elecaic: gralvani ed

.iIjfo

IA m:.h (lalvanize

weld woo n'w"<; )

1 Zi7;n^ iii 13400

C';fllnlcod delornm'd

New Products

Your message must be behveen 20-8000 characters

(_a Ifthis supplier doesn't contact me on 'message center' m 24 hours, I want AlibaUa to recommend me more selected

supplier. AliSourcePro

tsruixiang.en .alibaba.con /producV915953831-213393657hni1d_ steel_wire_rods .hunl 2/3



2/14/14 SAL] 006/SAE1008steeI wire rod, View steel wire rods , RUIXIANG StecI I'l-oducl Dctails front Tangshan Haigang Ruixiang Trading Co., Ltd. on Ali bit ba.com

Tangshan H igang Ruixiang Trading C o., late(.

Product Categories =

Home Product Calv°!goJes Stec;1 a;ire: uxi > SAE1006/9AE1008steel wire rod

SAE1006/SAE1008steel wire rod

Add to Inquiry Cart Add to My Favorites Share to:

FOES Price: US $ 500 - 700 / Metric Ton I Qp,! t,pt

Port tianjin

"'iinunurn Order Ouanli;y. 50 Metric Ton /Metric Tons

Supply Ability 100000 Metric foil/Metric Mons Psi Month

i'ayinom e:rms : IJG.I/1

vl:i nle
Juibo,

alustl "7 (tiuruixi:[ip ; on
?dl:+861 J00.5 I ou09

Ms. `JVit rl dy 411,10

SIBrt Cirdi-r

Tangshan Haigang Ruixiang

Trading Co., Ud.

I, Hebei, Chmli ;Idalnlanoi.i

Buezmn .ss 1 ype: Trading Company

Ons-ile operations checked

and legal status confirmed

33,3% Quick Rc,six-n-,"

Scorch producls hem

Product Showcase

Product Categories

Steel rebar

welded steel pipe

square steel pipe

galvanized steel pipe

Steel wire rod

Angle Steel

"ile larger image

Product Detail

Quick Details

Sleel Gr.+de'. Slo-andiord: AISI, ASTM, GB, JIS VVire Gw it)r::.5.6-16mn1

Q 195/235,SAE 10068/3AE 100 B B /SAF..1010
Place of Oriiliw Hebei China (Mainland) Typo: Drawn Wife,

B/SAE1018B,H08A, 30MnSi, 62B-82B

Application: Constl'trcllon Alloy Or Not Non-alloy

Spedal U,%c: Free Cutting Steel 101,Aoi Numblrr: steel wire rod (.;nand Name: RUIXIANG Steel

Packaging & Delivery

Packiigmg, Dalculs as your request

Orllvery Delail: in 20 days

Specifications

Q1951235,SAE 10066/SAE1008B1SAF..101 OBISAE101 WHOM 3OMnSi,62B-826 steel wire rtld

Grade
Chemical Gomposition(%)

C Mn Si S P B

0.03--0.07 50.32 :50.30 50.045 s0.040 X0.0008

Mechanical properties
SAE1006B

Yield strength(N/mm2) Tensile strength(N/mm2) Elongation(%)

250-280 350-380 2:32

tsruixiang.en .alibaba.com/producU9 1 27 5 1 062-21 33 93657/SA E1006_SAE 1008sicel_wire_rod.1binil I /:3



2114i 14 SAI-10061SAF-1008steel wire rod, View steel wire rods , RUIXIANG Stecl Product Details IromTutgshan Haigang Ruixiang "trading C'o., Ltd. on AlitiMm.coin

I I Uearn

I Bean, Grade
Chemical Composition(%)

C Mn S1 S P $

Steel Charnel 0.10max 0.30.50 0.15max 0.050max 0.040 max 0.0008 min

Nail Mechanical properties

SAE1008BYield strength(N/mm2) Tensile slrength(N/mm2) Elongation(%)
Screw

2195 315-430 a30
seamless steel pipe

steel strip

Steel Sheet

PPGIKHol galvanized steel...

PC bar

Ungrouped

See All Categories

New Products

got dypod {halata rat

nn wire

electfic:Jalvanizeti
W H O

"iron:

Enter email or Member ID.

To: /14 1 Ms. Wendy Zhao

A Odltin's

NW,3sago;

Your message must be between 20-8000 characters

F If this supplier doesn't contact me on'rnessage center' in 24 hours, I want Alibaba to recommend me more selected

supplier. AliSourcePro

iA inch galvanized

weld wire lnee;h

12mn, HM3405

Email to this supplier

New Products

isruixiang.en .alibaba.con/pr oduc09 1 275 1 062-2 1 3 3 93 6 57/SAEI006_SAEI008steel_wire_rod.ht nl 2/3



2/14/14 mild steel wire rods 5 5nun, View ms wire rod, RUIXIANG Steel A oduci Details from Tangshan Haigang Ruixiang Trailing Co., Ltd. on Alibaba.corn

Tangshan 6dalg ng Ruixiang Trading Co., I-Ad.

Product Categories

Iionlc , Product Cala)orie; ., SttN!I :vire rod mind steef wire rods 5 5inni

mild steel wire rods 5 5mm

Add to Inquiry Cart Add to My P^avotitvs Share to:

#01g Pnco US $ 500 - 700 /Metric Ton

idol P. lianjill

1Amirnum Ordor riuantily: 50 Melnc 7on/Mehic Tons

Supply Ability: 100000 Metric Towmelric'rons per Montle

Payment iofo s: L/GT11'

Ib+irllsn ,

Survey

int.>. Wendy zhao

Offeror*.

Tangshan l laigang Ruixiang

Trading Co., Lid.

I. I leoei, China Qaainland) l

Ilushn^rss Tygte: Trading Company

Onsite opc auom diLQked

and legal stales conflrnied

33.3% C}ulck RY spoms

Search products here

Product Showcase

Product Categories

Steel rebar

welded steel pipe

square steel pipe

galvanized steel pipe

Steel wire rod

Angle Steel

Of HI O2j,

Product Detail (report iu<pwl -',i(.,11,

Quick Details

Steel Gruie: Siandtlyd: AISI, GB, JIS V;nro CGm,ge 5.5-16min

Q1951235,SAE t OOtit3/SAF1008B/SAE 1010

B/SAF.1018B,1-106A, 30MnSi, 62B-B2B
Ploco oMligvl. I-leboi, Cinina (M;ainlcand) Type: Drawn Wire

Aopli;:otion. Construction Alloy 01 kkil Non-alloy

Special Use: Free Cutting Steel Model Number: steel wire rod Brand Name: RUIXIANG Steel

Application: drawing,nails,construction,wire

mesh

Packaging & Delivery

llack.g)gmq petal,:

Delivery D etail.

as your request

in 20 days

Specifications

0195/235,SAE 100613/SAE 1008B/SAE 10108/SAE 10 i 8B,H08A, 30Mn Si, 628.82-8 steel wire rod

Grade
Chemical Composition(%)

C Mn Si

0,03--0.07 !0.32 50.30

Mechanical properties
SAE1006B

S P B

s0.045 -,0.040 %0.0008

isruixiang.en . alibaba .com /P roduc 119.55889 ) 74-213393657/mild_sleel_wii e_rods._5_5nun.h4nl 1 /3



2/14/14 mild steel wire rods 5 5nun , View ms wire rod, RUIXIANG Steel Product Details tl om "Tangshan Haigang Ruixiang Trading Co., Ltd. on Alibaba.conl

11 Beam Yield strength ( N/mm2) Tensile strength ( N/mm2 )

IBeam
250-280 350 -380

Steel Channel Chemical Corn position(%)
Grade

Nail C Mn Si S

Screw
0.10max 0 .30,50 0.15max 0 . 050max

Mechanical properties
seamless steel pipe ' SAE1008B

Yield strength ( N/mm) Tensile strength (N/mm2 )

steel strip

Steel Sheet

PPGI&Hot galvanized steel.

PC bar

Ungrouped

See All Categories

x195 315 -430

New Products

!'+. ut diupcd !), t71'iF;Ylia is 1

ucn wnr^^

elecn9c galvanized

WHO

114 n<;h galvai T.od
vveld wilt: nied)

12111m HkB rlHi

r^,ntwc c do, ior-ined

Elongation(%)

z32

P B

0.040 max 0.0008 min

Elongation(%)

z30

tsruixiang.en.alibaba.coin/pioduc U955889174-213393657hnild_steel_wire_rods_5_5mm.h111)l 2/3



PUBLIC CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

CARBON AND CERTAIN ALLOY STEEL WIRE ROD FROM CHINA
USITC Investigation Nos. 701-TA-512 and 731-TA-1248 (Prel.)

I hereby certify that on February 27, 2014, copies of the foregoing business proprietary
submission were served upon the following by hand-delivery:

On behalf of Nucor Corporation:

Daniel B . Pickard, Esq.
Wiley Rein LLP
1776 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

On behalf of Duferco Steel Inc.:

Bruce M. Mitchell, Esq.
Grunfeld Desiderio Lebowitz Silverman &
Klestadt LLP
1201 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington , D.C. 20005

On behalf of The Lincoln Electric
Company:

David R. Grace, Esq.
Covington & Burling LLP
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

On behalf of the American Wire Producers
Association:

Frederick P. Waite, Esq.
Vorys Sater Seymour and Pease LLP
1909 K Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20006

x",: 1, _4 °^

Kathleen W. Cannon
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